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THE

NEW YORK, APRIL 12, 1873.
, BANKING HOUSE OJ?

A FIRST-CLASS

LOANER’S BANK
OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK,
(ORGANIZED UNDER STATE CHARTER,)

Continental Life Builing,

New York Security
AT A LOW PRICE,

22 ^Nassau Street, New York.

PRICE TEH CENTS.

HENRY

CLEWS

TOLEDO, PEORIA
&

CO.,

The undersigned offer for sale the First Mortgage
CAPITAL....................................................... $500,000
Subject to increase to................................ 1,000;000 Seven Per Cent. Gold Bonds of the Syracuse and Che
nango Valley Railroad, at 95 and accrued interest.
This road runs from the @ity of Syracuse to Smith’s
This Bank negotiates LOANS, makes COLLEC
TIONS, advances on SECURITIES and receives DE Valley, where it unites with the New York Midland
POSITS.
Railroad, thus connecting that city by a direct line of
Accounts of Bankers, Manufacturers and Merchants road with the metropolis.
will receive special attention.
Its length is 42 miles, its cost'abont $4^000 per mile,
StS" FIVE PER CENT. INTEREST paid on CUR and it is mortgaged for less than $12,000 per mile; the
RENT BALANCES and liberal facilities offered to our
balance of the funds required for its construction hav
CUSTOMERS.
ing been raised by subscription to the capital stock.
DORR RUSSELL, President.
A. F. Wilmarth, Vice-President.
The road approaches completion. It traverses a
populous and fertile district of the State, which in
sures it a paying business, and it is under the control
of gentlemen of high character and ability. Its bonds
possess all the requisites of an inviting investment.
They are amply secured by a mortgage for less than
one-third the value of the property. They pay seven
per cent, gold interest, and are offered five per cent,
No. 59 Wall St., New York.
below par. The undersigned confidently recommend
them to all class of investors.

&

SON,

Bankers,

Gold and Currency received on deposit ubject to
check at sight.
Interest allowed on Currency Accounts at the rate
of Four per Cent, per annum, credited at the end of
each month.
ALL CHECKS DRAWN ON US PASS THROUGH
THE CLEARING-HOUSE, AND ARE RECEIVED
ON DEPOSIT BY ALL THE CITY BANKS.
Certificates of Deposit issued, payable on demand,
bearing Four per Cent interest.
Loans negotiated.
Orders promptly executed for the Purchase and
Sale of Governments, Gold, Stocks and Bonds on
commission.
Collections made on all parts of the United States
and Canadas.
HAKVEY FISK.

a.

S. HATCH.

GEORGE OPDYKE & CO.,
No. 25 Nassau Street.

TO INVESTORS.
To those who wish to REINVEST COUPONS OR
DIVIDENDS, and those who wish to INCREASE
THEIR INCOME from means already invested in less

FISK & HATCH,

profitable securities, we recommend the Seven-Thirty
Gold Bonds of the Northern Pacific Railroad Com
pany as well secured and unusually productive.

No. 5 Nassau st., N. Y.,
Opposite U, S. Sub-Treasury.

The bonds are always convertible at Ten per cent,
premium {1-10) into the Company’s Lands, at Market

We receive the accounts of Banks, Bank
ers, Corporations sm. others, subject to check
at sight, and allow interest on balances.
We make special arrangements for interest
on deposits of specific sums for fixed periods.
We make collections on all points in the
United States and Canada, and issue Certifi
cates of Deposit available in all parts of the
Union.
We buy and sell at current rates, all classes
of Government Securities, and the Bonds of
the Central Pacific Railroad Company ; also,
Gold and Silver Coin and Gold Coupons.
Wfe buy and sell, at the Stock Exchange,
miscellaneous Stocks aud Bonds, on commis
sion, for cash.
Communications and ^inquiries by mail or
telegraph, will receive careful attention.
FISK & HATCH.

«. ;

Prices. The rate of interest (seven-and three-tenths
per cent, gold) is equal now to about 8 1-4 currency
—yielding an income more than one-third greater than
U. S. S-20s. Gold Checks for the semi-annual in
terest on the Registered Bonds are mailed to the post-

Bills of Exchange on the Imperial Bank of London,
National Bank of Scotland, Provincial Bank of Ire
land and all then- branches.
Telegraphic Transfers of money on Europe, San

Pacifies ON MOST FAVORABLE TERMS.

4ikY coeid & CO,

SECOND

MORTGAGE CON

Francisco and the West Indies.
Deposit accounts received in either Currency or

VERTIBLE

1

PER

Coin, subject to Check at sight, which pass through
the Clearing House as if drawn upon any city hank;

CENT. CURRENCY BONDS.

interest allowed on all daily balances; Certificates ofDeposit issued bearing interest at current rate ; Notes
and Drafts collected.
State, City and Railroad Loans negotiated.

INTEREST

WARRANTS

PAYABLE

CLEWS, HABICHT & CO,,
11 Old Broad St., London.

BANKING- & FINANCIAL.

OCTOBER AND APRIL,

PRINCIPAL 1886.

THE ST. JOSEPH AND DENVER CITY RAIL
ROAD COMPANY’S

Are being absorbed by an increasing demand for them.
Secured as they are by a first mortgage on the Road,
Land Grant, Franchise and Equipments, combined
in one mortgage, they command at once a ready
market.
A Liberal Sinking Fund provided in the Mortgage
Deed must advance the price upon the closing of the
loan. Principal and interest payable in gold. Inter
est at eight (8) per cent, per annum. Payable semi
annually, free of tax. Principal in thirty years. De
nominations, $1,000, $500 and $100 Coupons, or Regis
tered,
Price 97^ and accrued interest, iu currency, from
February 15, 1872.
Maps, Circulars, Documents and information fur
nished.
Trustees, Farmers’ Loan and Trust Company of New
York.
Can now be had through the principal Banks and
Bankers throughout the country, and from the under
signed who unhesitatingly recommend them,
TANNER & CO., Bankers,
No. 11 Wall Street, New York.

AUGUST BELMONT & CO.,

Baixkers3

office address of the owner, All marketable stocks
and bonds are received in exehange for Northern

WARSAW RAILWAY,

the world.

FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS

OFFICE OF

BANKERS AND DEALERS IN
GOVERNMENT SECURITIES,

*

Circular Notes and Letters of Credit for travelers ;
also Commercial Credits issued available throughout

JOHN J. CISCO

AND

32 Wall Street, N. Y.

We offer for sale $100,000 of the above bonds is.
block. By act of reorganization of the Company these
bonds are convertible into the First Preferred Shares
of the Company, which amounts to only 17,000 shares,
and into the Consolidated Bonds (recently negotiated
at Amsterdam) of six millions of dollars, which cover
the entire line of 230 miles of completed road, to
gether with all the roiling stock and real property, to
tbe value of more than ten millions of dollars.

The

road crosses the entire State of Illinois and connect
with the mammoth iron bridges spanning the Missi s
sippi at Keokuk aud Burlington.

The income of the

road for the year will net sufficient to pay interest on
all the bonded indebtedness and dividend on the pre
ferred shares.

For terms apply to

CLARK, DODGE &. GO.,
Comer Wall and William Streets.

RAILROAD IRON,

50 ' WALL STREET,
Issue Letters of Credit to Travelers, available in all
parts of the world through the

FOR SALE

MESSRS. DE ROTHSCHILD AND THEIR
CORRESPONDENTS.

BY S. W. HOPKINS & OO.,

Also, make telegraphic transfers of money on C'ali, forma, Europe and Havana,

71 BROADWAY.

April 12, 18*?3.

%OODHTTLL & CLAFLIlf’S WEEKLT.
NOTICE TO INYESTOES.

AFETY, SPEED AND COMFORT.
NORWICH LINE.
For Boston, Worcester, Fitchburg, Groton Junction,
Lowell, Lawrence, Nashua, Manchester, Concord, Pal
mer, Brattleboro, and intersecting points.
The new and staunch steamers
CITY OF BOSTON,
CITY OF NEW YQRK,
CITY OF LAWRENCE and
CITY OF NORWICH
Will leave New York daily (Sundays excepted) at 4
o’clock p. m., from Pier No. 40, North River, foot of
Canal and Watts streets.
For New London, and Norwich, their connecting
with Express trains for the above points, via Vermont
Central. Norwich and Worcester, and Boston,-.Hart
ford and Erie Railroads.
For through tickets and rates for freight, apply at
the office, Pier 40, North River.
_ , ■
W. F. PARKER, Agent.
New York, June 7,1872.

S

HE RATIONAL LINE OF STEAM
SHIPS.
Weekly to Queenstown and Liverpool.
Fortnightly to and from London direct.
From Piers 44 and 47, North River.

RIE RAILWAY.—Winter Arrangement
of Trains to take effect January 20, 1873. From T
ECkambers-street
Depot (for Twenty-third street see

note below).
9 a. m.—Cincinnati and Chicago Day Express.
Drawing-room Coaches to Buffalo and Sleeping
Coaches to destination.
To Queenstown and Liverpool:
11 a. m.—Express Mail for Buffalo and Niagara
“Canada,” Webster, Wednesday, Feb. 5, at 10 a. m.
Falls. Drawing-room Coaches to Susquehanna and
“Greece,” Thomas, Wednesday, Feb. 12, at 3p. m.
Sleeping Coaches to destination.
“Egypt, Grogan, Wednesday, Feb. 19, at 9 a. m.
7 p. m. (Daily).—Cincinnati and Chicago Night Ex
To London direct:
press. Sleeping Coaches through to Buffalo, Niagara
“Helvetia,” Griggs, Tuesday, Jan. 23, at 8 p. m.
Falls, Cincinnati, Detroit and Chicago, without
THESE STEAMSHIPS ARE THE LARG
change.
Additional Trains leave for—
EST IN THE TRADE.
Port Jervie, 8, 9, 11 and *11.15 a. m., 4.30 and 7 p. m. Cabin Passage......... ................ $75 and $65, currency.
Goshen and Middletown, *7.30, 8, t8.30, 11 and *11- Steerage................................................$*9> currency.
16 a. m., 3.30, 4.30 find *t7 p. m.
Prepaid Steerage tickets from Liverpool, Queens
town, Londonderry, Glasgow, Cardiff, Bristol, or Lon
Warwick, 8, 11 and *11.15 a. m., and 4.30 p. m.
CHEAPER TEAK BY ANY OURER LJNE.
Newburgh, 18.30, 9 and 11 a. m., 3.30 and 4.30 p. m. don,
For further information apply at the Company s
Suffern, +7.30, 8, +8.30, 11 and +11.15 a. m., 3.30, 5, 6, Office, No. 69 Broadway.
........ ^
AT 90 AND ACCRUED INTEREST. COUPON AND
+6.30, *7 and *11.80 p. m.
F. W. J. HURST, Manager.
Ridgewood, Hohokns, Allendale and Ramsey’s, +7.REGISTERED. INTEREST PAYABLE IN
30, 8, +8.30, 11, *11.15 a. m., 3.30, 5, 6, +6.30, 7 and *11.GOLD. APRIL AND OCTOBER.
STAR LINE.
30 p. m.
\v HITE
For Queenstown and Liverpool,
We now offer these Bonds at the above YERY LOW
Paterson, 6.45, *7.30, 8, +8.30, 10, 11, *11.15 a. m., 12
A powerful and healthy Magnetizer, who has cured noon,
Carrying the
*1.45, 3.30, 4, 5, 5.15, 6, *6.30, *7, 8, 10 and *11.30
price. THE CANADA SOUTHERN, or Eastern end many female complaints by the use of magnetized
UNITED STATES MAIL.
p.
m.
paper,
will
send
the
same
to
any
address
for
25
cents
of this line, whose Bonds were so rapidly sold last sum
Newark, 7.15, *8.45 and 11.30 a. m., and 3.45, 5.15 and
New and full-powered steamships.
per sheet, with directions for its use. Address Box
mer,
Sailing from New York on Saturday, from Liver
80, Lynn, Mass.
________ *6.30 p. m.
Rutherfurd Park and Passaic, 6.45, *7.30, +8.30, 10, pool on Thursday, calling at Cork Harbor eaoh way
11 a. m., 12 noon, *1.45, 3.30, 4, 5.15, 6, *6.30, 8, 10 and
Adriatic, Saturday, February 1, 3.00 p. m.
*11.30 p. m.
Oceanic, Saturday, February 8, at 3.00 p. m.
Hillsdale, Hackensack and Way, 6, 8.15 and +8.45
Baltic, Saturday, February 15, at 3.00 p. m.
Celtic,
Saturday, February 22, at 1.00 p. m.
Of
Vineland,
N.
J.,
gives
a.
m.,
1,
3,
4,
5
and
6
p.
m.,
and
12
Mid.
and will he opened for business in connection with the
Atlantic, Saturday, March 1, at 3.00 p. m.
Spring Valley and Way, 5, 8.15, and +8,45 a. m., 1, 4
TOLEDO AND WABASH and other Western Roads,
TBCIRIEIH! IL US C T TTTi IE S :
From the White Star Dock, Pavonia Ferry, Jersey
and 5 p. m., and +12 Mid.
at a very early day. The CHICAGO AND CANADA
City.
Englewood, 5, 7.45, +9 and 9.30 a. m., 1.30, 3.15, 4.15,
HENRY WARD BEECHER,
SOUTHERN, or Western end of this line, is now being
Passenger accommodations (for all classes) unrivaled,
4.45, 5.30, 6.30 and *7.45 p. m., and +12 Mid.
GEORGE FRANCIS TRAIN,
combining
rapidly huilt, and the Company expect it to he finished
Cresskill, 5, 7.45, +9 and 9.30 a. m., 1.30, 3.15, 4.15,
VICTORIA C. WOOD HULL,
Safety, Speed, and Comfort,
5.30, 6.30 and *7.45 p. m., and +12 Mid.
during the present year.
Saloons, state-rooms, smoking room, and hath rooms
Sparkill, 5, 7.45, +9 and 9.80 a. m., 1.30, 3.15, 4.15,
Risk of Hall and expenses taken, and 25 cents
THIS GREAT TRUNK LINE, when completed
in midship section, where least motion is felt. Sur
4.45, 5,3.0, 0.30 and +7.45 p. m., and +12 Mid.
for each Lecture.
,'
.
through, will he of immense advantage to the shipping charged
If necessary tlie cream of the three rendered m one
Piermont and Nyack, 7.45, +9 and 9.30 a. m., 1.30, geons- and stewardesses accompany these steamers.
Henry Ward Beecher illustrated by twice life-size 3.15, 4.45, 5.30, 6.30 and +7.45 p. m., and +12 Mid.
interests of the Great West, being Level, Straight, and
Rates—Saloon $80, gold. (For sailing after let of
thirty-three miles Shorter than any other route. Hav ^Address, care of Woodhull & Claflin, 48 Broad st.,
X. B.—Trains leaving Chambers street on even or April, $100 gold.) Steerage, $30, currency. Those
ing connections with all the lines running into Buffalo N Y or of J. P.Mendum, 84 Washington st., Boston, half hours, leave Twenty-third street 15 minuter earlier wishing to send for'friends from the Old Country can
at the East aud Chicago at the West, and under the Mass ’ or of J. A. Lant, Editor of the Sun, Toledo, O. than above time. The 5 a. m., 10 and 11.30 p. m., and now obtain steerage prepaid certificates, $30, cur
rency.
12 Mid. Trains start from Chambers street only.
management of some of the most experienced rail
Passengers hooked to or from all parts of America,
N. B.—Trains on the N. R. R. and Newark Branch Paris, Hamburg, Norway, Sweden, India, Australia,
road operators of the country, its success is rendered
LECTURES BY
leaving Chambers street on quarter hours, leave China, &c.
a certainty, and its Bonds must he a safe and profitable
Twenty-third street 30 minutes earlier than above
Drafts from £1 upward.
Investment. It mahes the shortest and best connec
time.
For inspection of plans and other information,
tions going West, both at Toledo and Detroit, and is
Tickets for passage aud for apartments in Drawing
room and Sleeping Coaches can be obtained, and apply at the Company’s offices. No. 10 Broadway,
the only Seven Per Cent. Bond on any through Trunk
New
York.
J. H. SPARKS, Agent.
orders
for
the
eheclring
and
transfer
of
Baggage
may
Of Troy, N. Y.
line now offered.
he left at the Company’s offices—241, 529, and _957
Pamphlets ahd all information by
Broadway; comer One Hundred and Twenty-fifth
NITED STATES, NEW-ZEALAND
street and Third avenue: 2 Court street, Brooklyn: at
& AUSTRALIAN MAIL STEAMSHIP LINE.
Winslow, Lanier &
1. FISK; OR, THE CRIMES OF OUR COMMERCE. the Company’s Depots, and of Agents at the principal —The steamships of this line are appointed to sau
hotels.
from
San
Francisco for NEW-ZEALAND and AUS
(New Lecture for 1872-3.)
Bankers, 27 Pine Street.
* Daily. + Sundays only. *} Goshen, Sundays only. TRALIA, via Honolulu, upon
SEPT. 11,
JNO. N. ABBOTT, General Passenger Agent.
2. THE AMERICAN LECTURE-STAND.
MAY 22,
|
Leonard, Sheldon & Foster,
OCT. 9,
JUNE 19,
I
NOV. 6,
N-----3. OUR COMING REPUBLIC.
JULY 17,
DEC. 4, at Noon.
AUG. 14,
I
Bankers, 10 Wall Street.
(Lecture iu progress.)
For freight and passage, apply tio
W. H. WEBB, 53 Exchange Place. New Yoris.
“ THE CLERGY A SOURCE OF DANGER TO THE
TERMS FROM $40 TO
NLY DIRECT LINE TO FRANCE.
AMERICAN REPUBLIC.”
THE GENERAL TRANSATLANTIC COM
PANY’S MAIL STEAMSHIPS BETWEEN NEW
YORK AND HAVRE, CALLING AT BREST.
NEWSPAPER
NOTICES.
GOD IN THE CONSTITUTION.
FIRST 'EQBTOAGB 8 PER CENT. BONDS
The splennid vessels on this favorite route for the
Mr. Clark’s “American Lecture-stand” is not only
Continent will sail from Pier No. 50, North River, as
OE THE
thoughtful and scholarly, hut it is popular and enter
follows:
INFAMY.
taining. He delivers it without reference to his man
“ Ville de Paris,” Surmont, Saturday, January 28.
MILWAUKEE AND NORTERN uscript,
in a clear, pleasant voice, with easy, graceful
v
“Washington,” Roussan, Saturday, February 8.
gestures. An ardent admirer of Phillips and Curtis,
“ St. Laurent,” Lemarie, Saturday, February 22.
RAILWAY.
his matter and manner constantly suggest those great Full Expose—Second Edition Just Published, A Volume
“Pereire,” Danre, Saturday, March 8.
masters. No finer lecture than the “American Lecof 331 Pages.
Price of passage in gold (including wine) to Brest or
OOtlpon and registered; Interest June and December. tiu-e-stand” has been delivered in Albany this season,
Havre:
and we heartily commend its author to the lyceums of
DENOMINATIONS, 1,000s AND 500s.
the country as a speaker who will not disappoint great
One of the most startling hooks ever issued from
First Cabin..........,.$125 | Second Cabin—....$75.
We offer these Bonds for sale at 90 and accrued in expectations.—Albany Journal.
the press. Price, hound in muslin, postage paid, $1.75. EXCURSION TICKETS AT REDUCED RATES.
terest, believing them to be a secure as well as a profit
“The American Lecture stand” gave the best of
These steamers do not carry steerage passengers.
American travelers going to or returning from the
able investment. Full particulars furnished on appli satisfaction. Mr. Clark is a pleasant and attractive Books furnished at Reduced Rates on the Club Plan.
speaker, and will always be warmly welcomed upon
Continent of Europe, by taking the steamers of this
cation.
the platform in Albany.—MScmy Argus.
ine,
avoid both transit by English railway and the dis
CLUB RATES :
comforts of crossing the Channel, besides saving time
YERMILYE & CO.,
One of the best lectures given in Albany this winter.
trouble
and expense.
Nos. 16 and 18 Nassau Street. -Albany Express.
Three Copies, expressaga or postage paid, . . $4 50
GEO. MACKENZIE, Agent, No. 58 Broadway.
Undoubtedly
one
of
the
ablest
productions
that
have
©R.EENLEAF, NORRIS & CO.,
“
“
“
“
850 C. J. OSBORN.
ADDISON CAJOIACK.
recently been offered to lecture-goers anywhere in Six
No. 66 Exchange Place.
Ten
»
“
“
“ • • •
50
this country.—Yak/ Whig.
It lifts Mr. Clark at once to the first rank of public
Parlor Edition, gilt, 20 cents per vol. extra.
lecturers.—Yroy Tress.
It certainly meets the requirements of the lecture
AGENCIES.
going public to as great a degree as any similar effort
that we remember.—itoctefer Democrat and Chroni
Terms made known on application.
No. 34 BROAD STREET,
cle.
STOCKS,
STATE BONDS, GOLD AND FED
Address
all
orders
to
W.
F.
J
amieson
,
139
and
141
We are compelled to say it is one of the most inter
ERAL SECURITIES, bought and sold on Comesting, instructive and entertaining productions that Monroe street, Chicago, 111.
have recently fallen under our v.o\\c,z.—Buffalo Ex
press.
WEA T FEE PRESS SA Y8 :
Unquestionably the best lecture we ever heard, is
the verdict of all who listened.—RanraWtoK. Free
We consider Mr. Jamieson as haying done a most
Press.
useful and needed work m publishing this hook It
Many declare it to he the best lecture of the course. ouo’ht to be read by every one who takes tbe least in
terest in the Christian Amendment movement, or any
The undersigned respectfully announce that they —Bennington Banner.
of the allied questions. It is crammed with informahave now ready the order-book containing specimenNo. 412 FOURTH AYE.,
Mr. E. H. G. Clark’s lecture is considered the host tion of all kinds hearing on the general issues, and
pages of the paper, printing, illustrations, engravings, of the course, except, perhaps, Carl Bchurz’s—Dm- every page burns with intense earnestness.—Free Reli Between Twenty-eighth and Twenty-ninth Streets,
nington
Correspondent
of
the
Troy
Pt'ess.
gious Index, Nov. 16,1872.
and styles of binding of
NEW YORK.
Not one of the best, but the very best lecture of the
A meaty volume, a remarkable book, Mr. Jamieson
season—Schuylerville News.
writes with earnestness and fervor. We commend the
TEETH EXTRACTED WITHOUT PAIN,
book to the widest possible perusal, helievmg tlmt it
WENDELL PHILLIPS ON “ FISK ; OR, THE is singularly calculated to open men’s eyes and do by the use of Chemically pure Nitrous Oxide or Laugh
their souls permanent good..—Banner of Light, Oct. 12, ing Gas. Dr. W. has used it several years, extracting
CRIMES OF OUR COMMERCE.”
teeth for thousands with complete success, and with
Dear Friend—Your lecture on Fisk is happily named 1872.
no bad effects in any instance. All operations pertain
This deeply interesting work was completed a few and
thoroughly treated. It was a rare treat to listen
Interesting,
valuable
and
timely.
It
abounds
with
ing to Dentistry performed in the most careful and
days before the distinguished traveller's death, and the to it. You will surely interest your audiences. What important facts. No more impeniant volumx has been thorough
manner at reasonable price.
publishers will spare no pains to make it the most better subject could a speaker have for the lyceum issued from the press for many years.—Boston Investi
sam’l baeton.
heney AULEW.
elegantly gotter^-up booh of travel ever published—tke than this startling scene and appalling conspiracy gator, Oct. 2, 1872.
which we call your “Rings?” All Europe hangs
ISN&BAVTttoS ALONE COSTINO ABOUT $13,000.
breathless over that drama. It is the culmination of THE RELIGIOUS PRESS IS SILENT! SIGNIFIBARTON & ALLEN,
It Is sold only by subscription, and a duly-authorized all Tocqueville feared for us.. To Americans the sub
LCANT 1
ject is one of grave—even painful interest. L on have
agent will call for the purpose of giving all an oppor treated it skillfully: made a sketch at once terse and
full, rapid, masterly and effective; sure to command
tunity to subscribe.
THE TTRERAI, PRESS IS REJOICING.
a profounder interest than the most sensational topic.
No copies vnll be sold from our store at any price.
While it is full of suggestion for the thoughtful, it is
No. 40 BROAD STREET,
Nearly 300 Engravings.
hrilliant and striking enough to charm the most indif
Stocks, Bonds and Gold bought and sold on comferent audience. It will do much to- keep the lyceum
©. APPLET©^ ^ ©©«?
where it belongs—instruction and education, as well
mission.
as interest and amusement.
Publishers,
Yours,
Wendell Phillips.
NEW YORK
Edwap.d H. G. Clark, Troy, N. Y.
^40 S& 5S1 33‘KOaAX>WA-Y,

CHICAGO AND CANADA
SOUTHERN.

7 per cent. Gold Bonds

Especially for Females.

IS NOW FINISHED,

Dr.

JOSEPH TREAT,

Edward H. G.

Clark.

U

Co.,

JAMIESON’S BOOK!

O

©SBOBN & CAMMACK,

Bankers,

WILLIAM H. SEWARD’S
TRAVELS.

DR. C. S.

WEEKS,

Dentist, *

Grovernor Seward’s Wonderful
Journey Around the World.

Bankers and Brokers,

DR.

AMMI

BROWN,

Dentist,

INe-w 'Yorfc.

MRS. C. A. BELABOLIE,
607 Hudson Street, New York,

Medical and

Business Clairvoyant.

Well known for her correct (Uagaosig of disease and
delineation. Of character.

JOSHUA M. HOLT,

Removed to 20 East Twenty-fourtli Street,

SAYINGS BANK,

Manufacturer and Proprietor

Near Madison Square.

EIGHTH AVENUE,

Dr. Hoyt’s Magnetic Pain Cure,
AND

Rolfs Tegetable Liver Tonic,
MILFORD, N, Hi

Cot. Fourteenth St,
HASLAM’S PILE REMEDIES—THE SIX PER CENT.
INTEREST
most practical and reliable informa
tion in regard to the prevention and ftilnwed on all sums from $5 to $5,000. Deppgita
... ..—cure of Piles is to be found in HAS
SS on™ Wot. Awt»l 1 will tow intereMfram
LAM’S TREATISE, just published. It will pay you
to get a copy, whether you use our remedies or not.
May he obtained, free, by addressing Fbbb. Hasxam
Surplus,
Si Co., 37 Park Row, Mew York,

Piles

April 12, 1873,

The Books and Speeches of Victoria C. Woodhull and
Tennie C. Claflin will hereafter be furnished, postage paid,
at the following liberal prices:
The Principles of Government, by Victoria C. Woodhull .......................................................................................$3 00
Constitutional Equality, by Tennie C. Claflin............ ..

8

WOODHULL & CL AFLIN’S WEEKLY,

2 50

The Principles of Social Freedom....................................

25

The Impending Revolution..................................................

25

The Ethics of Sexual Equality.......................................... ..

25

“ If an offense come out of truth, better is it that the offense come
than that the Truth be concealed.”—Jerome.

INDUSTRIAL JUSTICE.
PRACTICAL WORKINGS OF LAND MONOPOLIES.
Much has been said by a prostituted press and hireling theo
rists about the manifold benefits derived from the free dona
tion of Government lands for the purpose of constructing
railways through frontier localities. As an individual who
has been brought in practical contact with the workings of
this scheme, we hesitate not to pronounce it as villainous
an outrage as was ever perpetrated against an unsuspecting
people by the treacherous officials claimed to represent them.
With the uninformed masses the Government is supposed to
be an institution abstract in nature, and independent of the
people constituting it; and hence they bow the neck to the
yoke imposed upon them by their political task-masters, and
seem never to realize the wholesale robberies perpetrated
against them and their posterity. Our venal authorities
have recently discovered that this reckless appropriation of
the people’s heritage to unprincipled monopolies is uncon
stitutional ; but, strange to say, this discovery was not made
until all of our most profitable domains were gobbled up by
these home-devouring cormorants.
We are located in the vicinity of the Sioux City and St.
Paul R. R., to which has been secured a grant of every alter
nate section of land for ten miles on each side of the line of
the road, and constituting, in the aggregate, millions of acres
of the finest lands found in this region of country. Not con
tent with this more than princely domain, the company
hesitate not to perpetrate outrages against the unsuspecting
emigrant so oft as opportunity presents. All town sites are
monopolized by the “ ring,” leaving outsiders no chance for
lucky strikes. As the company holds every alternate section,
it is disposed to patiently wait for the labor ©f the actual set
tler to enhance the value of its claims by making permanent
improvements on"adjoining tracts; and thus this monopoly
shares the profits accruing from the emigrants toil, without
extending to him the least equivalent therefor.
A party wishing to purchase land of the company pays his
money to the agent, and receives a receipt for a bond for a
deed. This receipt has a condition ingeniously inserted in
it, which leaves the validity of the puchase subject entirely
to the will of the “ Land Department.” The unsuspecting
purchaser, after being subject to this farce, sets about mak
ing improvements on what he considers his newly-acquired
possession, or perchance returns to a distant State for his
family; but after the lapse of weeks and perhaps months he
receives an official note from the agent, worded about as
follows: “ Sir, the heads of the Land Department, /or reasons
best known to themselves, refuse to confirm your purchase of
land made, &c.” Thus are emigrants often cheated out of
their time, labor, use of their money, etc., with no means of
redress. If a purchase of land is made of this monopoly,
and after a time prospects fora rapid advance in the price of
the tract sold is not favorable, then are the sales “con
firmed;” but if the purchased lands bid fair to rapidly in
crease in value, then is the purchase rapudiated by the
“ Head Centre,” thus shutting out from the emigrant the last
chance for a favorable investment. It is a confidence game
in which the unsuspecting are induced to engage through the
influence of flattering newspaper advertisements, only to
experience inconvenience and loss. Railroad lands in favor
able localities are assessed at extravant figures, after which
the monopoly awaits the results of the emigrant’s toil to in
sure a sale.
We advise all prospective emigrants to shun these legally
authorized thieves and swindlers, as they cannot engage in
any business transactions with them without suffering out
rage at their hands.
When will the toiling masses cease to be victimized and
their substance devoured by money and laud monopolies ?
A hollow echo answers, When? '
Warren Smith.
Graham Lakes, Nobles Co., Min., Jan. 22,1872.
We clip the following from the Pittsburgh Leader:
REV. HENRY WARD BEECHER’S LECTURE.
Editor Leader—As yours is considered the only journal in
Pittsburgh that is open to free discussion, I beg leave to
offer a word of criticism on the lecture of Mr. Beecher at
Library Hall. Being absent from the city I did not hear Mr.
B.’s lecture; but judging from the report I see in the daily
papers, I do not like it. This glorifying riches in this ram
pant, money-getting age, spurring men on in the insane race
after wealth, stimulating their spirit of cupidity, already in a
morbid state, so much so as to threaten shipwreck of all

honor, justice and moral honesty among men, as well as the
permanency of our National Government. Such teachings
from “the prince of public orators” seem greatly out of
place. To the insatiable millionaires, to the “bulls and
bears” of Wall street, such a lecture would be highly grati
fying.
But there not being money enouah in the world to make
one millionaire out of a thousand, or the twentieth of a mil
lionaire, why then encourage this spirit of monopoly, which,
in the nature of things, includes only the few and leaves out
the many ? What is desirable, and what would be but sim
ple justice, is that every industrious man and woman on the
earth should have a competence and a home. But it is a
most lamentable fact that millions of such have no homes.
They are houseless, homeless and landless. And so long as
this inordinate wealth exists on the one hand, there must be
poverty on the other; and most of all is, that this very pov
erty often exists among the very ones who produce the
wealth of the world.
It would seem much more compatible with the calling of
one like Mr. Beecher to teach men to lay up treasures in
heaven—in the mind—-the treasures of wisdom, goodness,
justice, truth, than to be engaged in urging them, when their
only thought now is, to lay up treasures without limit on
earth. Such teachings are a blow at co-operation, the forlorn
hope of the race.
How does the reverend gentleman reconcile these Scrip
ture injunctions with his lecture? Thus: “Labor not to be
rich.” “ They that will be rich run into temptation and a
snare.” “ Do not the rich men oppress you,” etc. And in
the first six verses of the fifth chapter of James, money-mon
gers, monopolists and mobiliers, may find words not quite so
comforting as the lecture of Mr. Beecher. But an individ
ual receiving from five hundred to one thousand dollars for
one evening’s lecture would not be likely to have much
sympathy with the laboring man or woman who had to work
hard two years for the same amount.
Miloxius.
COMMUNISM: THE WAY IT WORKED AND WHAT
IT LED TO.—ARTICLE X.

Princeton, Mass.
Some facts are “more strange than fiction,” more philosophical than
philosophy, more romantic than romance, and more conservative than
conservatism.
Had society, then, started wrong at the beginning? Had
all its governments and other communistic institutions been
formed on a wrong model? Was disintegration, then, not
an enemy but a friend and a remedy ? Was Individuality to
be the watchword in harmonic progress, instead of Union?
I dwelt upon these thoughts day and night, for I could not
dismiss them, and was almost bewildered with the immense
scope of the subject and the astounding conclusions that I
could not avoid ; but I had become so distrustful of my own
judgment from our late disappointments, I resolved to dis
miss thes« thoughts and these great problems to be solved by
the wise, the ‘great” and the powerful; but I could not
dismiss them. They haunted me day and night; they pre
sented to me society beginning anew; I found myself asking
how it should begin. It could not be formed or formulized,
for we had just proved that we could no more form success
ful society than we form the fruit upon a tree. It must be
the natural growth of the interest that each one feels in it
from the benefits derived or expected from it. The greater
these benefits, the stronger is the “ bond of society; ” where
there is no interest felt there is no “ bond of society,” what
ever its “unions,” its organizations, its constitutions, gov
ernments or laws may be.
We had just seen that no bond could be stronger than that
which bound us together till we commenced “ oi’ganizing ”
aud making laws, rules, regulations and governments. There
was now no interest felt in the enterprise, no “ bond,” no
society; but we were scattering as rapidly as possible, never,
perhaps, to see each other again.
If the enjoyments derived from society are its true bond,
what do we want of any other bond ? “ Oh, we want govern
ments and laws to regulate the movements of the members
of society—to prevent their encroachments on each other,
and to manage the combined (communistic) interests for the
common benefit.”
But the movements of members have never been regu
lated ; encroachments have not only not been prevented by
laws aud governments, but they have always proved the
greatest of all encroachers and disturbers. Encroachments
are increasing every day, the common interests have never
been managed to the satisfaction of the parties interested,
and there is no agreement among us as to what would best
promote the common interest or what measures to adopt to
that end. It was precisely these problems that remained to
be solved which was our purpose in our late movement. It
had been defeated by our attempts to govern each other, to
regulate each other for the common benefit, the good of
society, no two having the same view of the best way of pro
moting the good of society, and no one retaining the same
view from one week to another. We had not arrived at prin
ciples, and infinite diversity with regard to measures and
modes was inevitable in the transitionary stage. If we could
fortunately arrive at principles, they would become our
regulators, perhaps.
J. Warren.
-—-—------- ___

SPIRTUALISTIC.
REFORMATORY LECTURES.
• In view of the determination recently manifested by
certain would-be autho ities in Spiritualism, and from a sin
cere desire to promote their expressed purposes, to set up a
distinction that will produce a free and a muzzled rostrum ;
we shall henceforth publish in this list the names and ad
dresses of such speakers, now before the public and here
after to appear, as will accept no engagement to speak from
any committee of arrangement, with any proviso whatever,
as to what subject they shall treat, or regarding the man

ner in which it shall be treated. A reformatory move
ment, such as Spiritualism really is, cannot afford so soon
to adopt the customs of the Church and fall into its dotage.
On the contrary, it demands an unflinching advocacy of all
subjects upon which the Spirit world inspires their me
diums under the absolute freedom of the advocate. To all
those speakers who wish to be understood as being some
thing above the muzzled ox which treads out the corn, this
solumn is now open:
C, Fannie Allyn, Stoneham, Mass.
Rev. J. 0. Barrett, Battle Creek, Midi.
Mrs. H. F. M. Brown, National City, Cai
Annie Denton Cridge, Wellesley, Mass.
Warren Chase, St. Louis, Mo.
A. Briggs Davis, Clinton, Mass,
Miss Nellie L. Davis, North Billerica, Mass.
Lizzie Doten, Pavilion, 57 Tremont st., Boston, Mass.
R. G. Eceles, Andover, Ohio.
Mrs. Elvira Hull, Vineland, N, J.
Moses Hull, Vineland, N. J.
D. W. Hull, Hobart, Ind.
R. W. Hume, Hunter’s Point, N. Y.
Charles Holt, Warren, Pa.
Anthony Higgins, Jersey Citv, N. J.
W. F. Jamieson, 139 Monroe st., Chicago, 111.
Miss Jennie Leys, 4 Tremont Temple, Boston, Mass.
Mrs. F. A Logan, Buffalo, N. Y.
Anna M. Middlebrook, Bridgeport, Ct.
A. 0. Robinson, Lynn, Mass.
Mrs. J. H. Stillman Leverence, Milwaukee, Wis.
Laura Cnppy Smith, 179 Temple st., New Haven, Ct.
M. L. Sherman, Adrian, Mich.
Dr. H. B. Storer, 107 Hanover st., Boston, Mass.
J. H. W. Toohey, Providence, R. I.
F. L. H. Willis, Willimantic, Ct.
Lois Waisbrooker, Battle Creek, Mich.
Prof. E. Whipple, Clyde, O.
John B. Wolff, 510 Pearl st., N. Y. city.
[Note.—-Should any person whose name may be found
in this column feel aggrieved thereby, upon notitication of
the same we will hastily make reparation by removing it.
Names respectfully solicited.]
LOYE AS A SAVIOUR.
bt

,r. B.

Bkae Brother:

We’re crossing down the stream of tlm©a
And to its rapids we are nearing.
And I trust that you, like me,
Do not Indulge in constant fearing.
We’ve been upon this si ream
Since first we had a being;
But oh, how frail our bark had beea
Could we have seen as seeing.
Mv life has been a checkered on®
Of sunlights and of sorrow.
And of i the da has darkened been.
To light the coming morrow;
But m the darkness of tbe night
And in my deepest sorrow,
When burning tear-drops trickled down
And widened in their furrow,
When wildest phantoms of the night
My fevered brain was burning,
And cold December hove in sight
Without a shadow'turning,
’Twas then I felt the worth of lot»
That lighted all my sorrows.
I hailed this love with pure delight,
I sent it on the billows;
I fanned it with tbe breeze of night
Upon my downy pillows;
I bathed it in the mountain stream
Of yonder mountain gore;
I sport it in the evergreens,
Above the cascade’s roar;
I hailed it in the birds, the bees,
The ripplmg brooks, the waving trees,
The sun, the moon, the stars of even’,
That guides our pathway up to heaven.
I hailed it in the hour of prayer
Upon the bended knee,
When in the closet of my heart
I reverenced Deity.
I hailed in my noonday walks
And in my midnight dreams;
I hailed it as the helm of life.
While passing down its streams.
Oh, for this love let angels speak,
And silent rocks begin to move,
And all the shining world’s above
Proclaim to man the power of love.
Orson Knisutlt.

HELLEN GROVER AND LIZZIE CROSBY.
These mediums have been spending a few weeks in Phila
delphia. (They are now permanently located in New York
and may be found at 316 Fourth avenue—-see card in paper.)
Miss Grover is a test and healing medium, and also a good
lecturer. She lectured here during the month of July. She
is successful in answering questions, which made her meet
ings attractive.
Miss Crosby read poems at the lectures. They had rooms
lor giving seances, and both of them were used as test me
diums. We believe they gave general satisfaction.
One of the guides of Miss Crosby is a little Indian girl, givng the name of “Little Barefoot.”
Miss Grover has an, Indian spirit named “ Owaniea/’ who
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has very powerful influence, especially in healing; he also
speaks through her.
The following communication from Col. James Fisk was
given to us through Miss Grover. He commenced:
“ Oh, how tired lam! So tired all the time, and it is all
hard work—hard work. I thought I should have rest when
I got there, hut there is no rest,”
“ Who are you?” we said.
“I don’t know,” he replied.
“ Is it not James Fisk ?”
“Yes, it is. Tell them I am tired yet. I have not found
hell, and I have not found God! There is no God. I have
not gone out of life, and I never shall; hut law is inevitable,
it is useless to dash against it. People thought when I was
in the form that I ruled the world, or my portion of it, as I
would, hut yet I dwelt in chains forged by my own condi
tions, my own habits. I passed into the spirit-world, and I
fancied that I was to go free; hut law meets me here as it did
below. There is no God hut law—no visible God but law.
I have looked for the Saviour that I had heard of; I have
searched for the God that the churches told me about, but I
find all the G od I have to deal with is in my own soul, and
all the Saviour I have to help me is my own will and my own
aspirations.
“How little people know Jim Fisk! They thought I was
an animal, a puppet, but they did not understand the great
upheaving of my inner life, and my longing for something
better than I could grasp. I love my old friends yet, and I
have no hatred for my enemies.”
“ What do you think of Stokes ?”
“Poor fellow! lam better off than he. I told this me
dium in Bloomington, Illinois, that 1 would come to her
and help her, and I mean to do it. I don’t want Stokes
hung, and I don’t think he wiil be; I am working hard to
prevent it. He was the victim of law, ahd if they don’t want
murders on earth they must not murder people and send
them into the spirit-world. Legalized murder is worse than
any other, for it is done in cold blood. I can’t make them
understand-it; they don’t see it as I do—I mean about this
murder business. I did not see it so when I was here, and I
can’t blame them, but I would like to show them better. I am
having a tough time, but I will be boss yet. I can’t make
them understand it, it is no use of trying, but tell them it is
better to know where you are going to land, and they had
better be looking ahead some.
“I have been pretty busy since I came over here—have
more to do than ever—n ot dealing in fancy stocks, but real
business over here. In the first place I was not anywhere,
and in the next place I wished I was not anywhere. By and
by I got my footing, and I have been considerable busy ever
since. Then I had to attend to the Stokes’ case. I would
not let that jury agree. People did not know that I was a
medium, and I did not know it myself as well as I do now.
I knew something of it. How did I acquire that wonderful
power I had over people ? I know now, I see it plain enough.
I had_ spirits to help me and I was their medium. I am sorry
about my poor old father, he took it to heart so when I went
over.® I shall have him over here, before a great while, and I
will show him something that will satisfy him.
“I found my mother, or she found me. She took me over.
She was one of the first to meet me. People should not be
too hard on boys that don’t have any mother. My step
mother was good enough, but she was not my mother.
“ Friend, I guess I have made a bungle of it, but you can
straighten it out.”
“ Shall I publish this ?”
“ Certainly, and let the people know that I still live.”
—-— ---- >*—'
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OAT LEG-AL MURDER.
SPIRIT OF THE PRESS.

aud that, we fear, we shall never obtain under the regimen
of strangulation. Had it not been that so many minds re
volted against the legal killing of Foster, he might, long ago,
have been shut up for life, using his youth and strength in
the service of the State. If it were not for the death penal
ty, does any one imagine that Nixon, the brutal murderer
of Phyfer, would not have been punished before this with
life-long imprisonment ?
Every good purpose now subserved by it could he better
secured by vesting in our higher courts the function of re
viewing a sentence upon the discovery of facts which invali
date it. But until this is done, until the disgrace of the gal
lows is removed from our municipal life, there is no legal or
logical position which the conscientious opponents of capital
punishment can assume* except to demand the prompt trial
and unflinching execution of every man found guilty of the
crime of murder.
[From the New York World.]
It is in this respect of the promptitude of punishment, and
in the other respect, which is closely connected with it, of
the certainty of punishment, that our criminal code most of
all needs improvement. In so far as punishment is vindictive
and in so far as punishment is exemplary, its end is alike
best served by dispatch. Take this very case of Foster in its
effect upon the men whom we wish to deter from his crime.
What is the terror of a man at being told that if he murders
another man to-night there is a chance that he maybe
hanged two years from now compared with his terror at be
ing told that if he murders another man he will surely he
hanged within a month. It is this latter chance that the ad
ministration of our criminal justice leads him to expect. We
have reason to be solemnly thankful, with whatever pity we
may temper our thankfulness, that justice has been done in
spite of them upon Foster. But it is monstrous that justice
should have been so long delayed.

April ims.

pie on the wrong scent in the Goodrich case as there was in
the Nathan affair. Mr. Goodrich was an exemplary citizen,
and not at all likely to commit suicide.
[From the New York Star.]
But first observe the following document presented to
Governor Dix at Albany by Hon. Edwards Pierrepont, the
day before the execution:
“The People against Wm. Poster—City and County of
Hew York: We do solemnly swear that we wore jurors in
the case of William Poster; that the conviction in his case
could never have been obtained but for the opinion which
prevaled among the jurors that their nnanimous recommend
ation to mercy would insure the commutation of the sentence
to imprisonment for life. This terrible mistake cannot be
remedied now except by the Governor.
“We would do it if we had the power, but we have not.
We earnestly appeal to you, therefore, the only person who
can do it, to prevent a man from being put to death through
an error of opinion on our part at the time of the trial.
“In doing this, we do all we can to wash our hands of Pos
ter’s blood, and we humbly assure your Excellency that if
the sentence he carried into effect in view of the circum
stance which we now under oath lay before you, we shall
never cease to look upon it as an unjust punishment which
was uot contemplated by the jury in rendering the verdict.
“ Sworn to this 15th day of )
March, 1873, before me, j
“Adam Gos, Notary Public,
“ Hew York County.”
(Signed) P. E. Hoagland, R. T. Martin, Samuel Dowding,
Henry Leo, George K. Chase, James Daniel, FI. C. Rogers.
The Governor said he would give the document his most
careful consideration; having done which he decided that
the public welfare demanded Poster’s hanging ; and he was
hanged.

[From the Neiv York Herald.]
SPIRIT OP THE PULPIT.
The Awrui. Sect acre of Justice Avenged.—The exe
cution of William Foster, which took place yesterday at the
THE DUTY OF THE PUBLIC.
Tombs, has vindicated the law. Men will feel that when
In conclusion, Mr, Beecher spoke very impressively of the
murderers can be hanged there is some chance of grappling
cry which had in many instances been raised against the
with crime.
-X*
*
X*
*
X
doomed man. “Doyouthink,” saidhe, “ that when you have
However it may be touched with the sufferings of the fam inveighed against the law for its delay, against judge and
ilies of those who bring the death penalty upon themselves, jury for allowing the pleadings of mercy to have part in their
it will not consent to see society at the mercy of the cut counsels; when you have exhausted every argument against
throat by encouraging a mistaken leniency. With Foster the pardoning the criminal, clamored for justice and shouted
argument has finished. Society is victorious in the battle for yourselves hoarse with urging the necessity of vindicating
its right; hut the Tombs has yet its dozen of murderers the so-called outraged majesty of law, and bringing the un
whom we must not forget. The wretched man who yester fortunate man to condign punishment ; when, finally, you
day rendered up his existence was not by any means the have seen him expiate his crime on the gallows; when you
worst of the offenders who have clone hideous wrong to so have done all this do you think you have done your whole
ciety. We call upon the authorities to pursue this salutary duty? Had you no duty to perform before the deed was
work of bringing crime to its knees. We call upon the press committed? Have you, as patriotic citizens, doue all that
to unite in the assertion of the principle which our brave old lay iu your power to prevent the crime which you were so
Governor has inculcated—that “ law and order must prevail, eager to punish ? Have you tried to abolish the squalid dens
cost what it may.” It is high time, too, that juries should where men ai’e maddened with liquor—the filthy streets,
act with something like a sense of I’esponsibility, and con the disgraceful, demoralizing boarding-houses, aud the un
sider the public safety with at least as much tenderness as a numbered sinks of iniquity where crime is fostered and
fifth-rate lawyer can awaken in them for the interests of a bred? And when it was representod to you that good
common murderer. One murderer executed will he as lit schools and sound education were the great preventatives of
tle likely to make our great city an Arcadia as one swallow is evil deeds, did you do all that lay in your power to make
these blessings universal? If you have done these then, in
proverbially unlike to make a summer.
deed, you have contributed your share to the safety of the
*
*
*
*
We count in the effect of these executions the terrifying of community; but duty is ill done which looks only to the
all evil-doers. It is from the strength of their well-founded punishment of crime, and gives no thought to its preven
fears that society will gain liberty to breathe once more. tion.”
For this reason we have given a large share of our space to
day to the affrighting tableaux. The great reason that the
public good is paramount over all private considerations
leads us to display these scenes of agony.
*
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X
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X
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THE HEY. DK. HIM’WORTH'S ABHORRENCE OF THE HIDEOUS .
HANGMAN’S ROPE.

Steinway Hall was filled last evening by an intelligent
multitude, who listened in breathless silence to the Rev.
Geo. H. Hepworth, who delivered an eloquent sermon, tak
ing for his subject “ God’s Punishment and Man’s.” Mr.
Hepworth said: “ We are in a world of law. Brethren, we
have, within a few days, been made acquainted with a por
tion of that law. The, heart of this people has been stirred
with pity. The circumstances are curious. A man horn of
a good family has ended his career ignominiously. He had
the ambition to be a good man. Had tbe future been fore
told to him ha would have shrunk hack with horror. There
was uo prospect twenty years ago of such au end for him. He
began with a good father and the advantages of a Christian
home. He went into life simply to get out of it a good time.
He entered into all kinds of dissipation. Infidelity in reli
gious principle is sure to end in tears and death. There are
two or three,things that have been developed. It was wrong
to murder him because, when drunk, he had murdered some
one else.
The case has shown plainly enoiigh that it is hard to en
force capital punishment, I would to God that it was abol
ished in our noble State. It is not Christianity; it is una
dulterated barbarism. What a picture for a Christian city
the wretched man’s last night on earth! The poor wretch
to he obliged to listen to the erection of his own scaffold.
You would not treat a dog so. Though a murderer he was a
human being, and it was hard and cruel on Poster. [Here a
lady fainted and was carried out.] How the heart of the
State-shuddered to think that a Christian community can
listen to the dying groans of- such a victim. I hope to live to
see ’ the day when capital punishment will be abolished in
this State. Is this man’s life a sacrifice to public opinion ?
You have taken your text from the hangman’s rope; now
preach it. Let us find out' some more decent punishment
than the hangman’ rope, which is only a relic of barbarism.

[From the New York Sun.']
OVKK—Akd Hot Over.—Foster is dead. All that could
be done to him has been done, and that is over.
With Gen. Dix it is not all over. It is just begun, and he
will hear from this thing as long as he lives.
What has Foster done ?
When laboring under great excitement he struck a man a
blow which proved fatal. He always declared that he had
no intent to kill.
What has Governor Dix done?
In cold blood, with premeditation, he has taken away the
life of a citizen of Hew York, who, according to the oaths of
seven jurors, was convicted by mistake. Gov. Dix, on a
mere technicality, refused to consider their evidence, and
put a man to death on a legal quibble,
i Capital punishment promotes murder, not prevents it.
[From the Netv York Tribune.]
a*
*
*
*
-*

The details of the crime have been spread abroad because
society demands to know its dangers and is the safer for
knowing them. A new systein of burglary, a novel mode of
garroting, a fresh plan to rob, are all necessary to be pub
lished that people may know what they have to fear, what to
prevent. A fortiori is this true of the crime of murder.
The same reason which prompts the publication of tbe of
fense calls for the details of its punishment,

How that the forfeit exacted by tbe law has been paid, we
have nothing to add nor to retract from what we have for
merly said of this and similar cases. The execution has done
no good, it may be said. It has profoundly and painfully im
pressed the sensibilities of the city. But we were placed in
a situation, created by the crime of Foster and the faults of
the lav/, where there were only two issues, and both of them
objectionable. We are convinced that mercy to him would
have been a great public error and damage. We have no re
spect whatever for the gallows as a moral or civilizing force.
But while it lasts it should not remain a mere scare-crow.
We do not believe in the law of hanging. But all law is
brought into contempt when a convicted murderer is not
hanged. The letter of Mr. Bovee, which we, print this morn
ing, shows how fallacious is the assumption that the gibbet,
is a deterrent of crime. But the efforts of those who disbe
lieve in it should be directed to replacing it with somethingbetter, instead of attempting to rescue individual criminals
from the rope. We cannot afford to keep up an idle gallows,
any more than to retain a dead-letter law on the statute
books.
Yfe need prompt and efficient punishment of our criminals

[From the Star.]
Yesterday was rather a remarkable day. Foster was hang
ed in Hew York, Mr. G oodrich was murdered in Brooklyn.
The execution of Foster was a credit to the Sheriff and those
in charge of the melancholy occasion. There were hut two
marring incidents in the entire affair. The first was tbe re
fusal to give Foster a little brandy, when, exhausted and
nauseated, he craved a steadier for his greatly shaken nerves,
and the second, Dr. Tyng’s preposterous service for the dying.
Dr. Tyng actually read the beautiful service for the dying,
while poor Foster, already unnerved by exhaustion, shook
and trembled like an aspen leaf, and Mr. Brennan was com
pelled to tell the clergymen to cut it short. The hour of
the execution was admirably chosen as as to avoid the tre
mendous pressure of privileged people, who, as it was, were
forced to contentthemselves with the invitations which were
—------ -------------------------------------------- liberally dealt out, the “entertainment ” being reserved for
those who imitate the early bird.
Section 12 of the I. W. A,-—A preliminary meeting of
The murder in Brooklyn, if it be a murder, was one of the
the members of this Section is called at No. 48 Broad
boldest of the many daring violent deeds on record. In
some respects it resembles the celebrated Nathan affair, but street on Monday evening, April 14, at 8 o’clock i\ m., to
we trust there will not be as much money spent to put peo- , take steps looking to the reorganization oh the Section,
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The lessons of yesterday are not likely ito be soon forgot
ten. They preacb to men’s eyes and minds as the Gospel of
the tangible alone can preach. They grimly and emphati
cally proclaim that murder is something which demands the
immolation of the murderer on an altar which is a gallows,
by a celebrant who is a hangman, and before an audience
which embraces all civilized mankind.
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SOCIALISTIC.
[For Woodhull & Claflin’s Weekly.]
GENERATIOlSr vs. RE-GENERATION.
Like produces like the world over, and all are ready to ad
mit it. As a general rule you cannot expect luscious pippins
from a thorn bush; nor figs from a thistles. Jesus said you
must reap that which you sow, and the world pretends to
believe it. If you sow tares, you must not expect to harvest
wheat; and, my Christian readers, you say “Why, of ‘ course,’
what fool does not know that?” Then, knowing’it, why not
practice it, my Christian friend? “I do,” says my friend;
“ Ah, do you? Let us see if that be so. How large a family
have you?”
“A wife aud four children, sir, besides two which God has
taken to himself.”
“ Of what complaint did they die? ”
“ One died of scrofula, and the other of consumption.”
“ Are the rest all healthy ? ”
“No, one has fits, aud another has the St. Vitus Dance, and
the other two are sick more or less.”
“ How is your wife’s health ? ”
“Really she is very poorly, from over work, I suppose,
and from taking care of the children, she can hardly get a
good night’s rest. She is greatly afflicted of God, whose ways
are past finding out.”
“ I beg to differ with you, my friend, on that subject. And
claim that His ways are not all past finding out.
“Now, my friend, God has spread his general laws"over and
through all his works, so that it is jusc as fair for one as an
other, and if you violate any of them you must suffer the
penalty, and there is no escape since there is no effect with
out a producing cause.
“Now let us look for the causes which have producen all this
mischief, this affliction upon your family.
“ How was your own health before you were married ? ”
“ Well, not of the best; I appeared to take after my mother
some, who was generally weakly.”
“ Hid you not contract that disease of a woman before you
were married? ”
“ I did, but I supposed I was all cured of it.”
“ There is where you are mistaken, my friend, After being
married, how long before your wife conceived? ”
“About one year.”
“ How soon did your wife conceive her next child?”
“ Well, about nine months after the first was born.”
“And you say that it died of consumption?”
“Yes, poor thing.”
“Now can you not also see that with your habits, you were
entirely unfit to become a father; and that your wife, under
these circumstances, was equally unfit to become a mother.
And besides all this, she had been taxed nine months with ges
tation, then with nine months’ nursing, just prior to this con
ception,- which drained her 33stem to the last dregs; and
how could she possibly be in a condition to furnish a good
constitution to the next offspring, which had a right with
which to start its earihly career, instead of the curse en
tailed by you upon it. But it could not be obtained, hence
it died of consumption before it was two years old. So you
cannot blame God in this case, it was the result of His laws
which'you had violated.”
“,Your next, or third, child was born, you say, in one year
from the second one, and that has fits.”
“Now, how could you expect your wife to produce any
thing better, when her nervous constitution was shattered
and worn out from the production and care of her former
children. It is only a natural result from the conditions
which j'ou have formed.”
“The next, you say, has the St. Vitus’ dance, which is a
want of control over its nervous system, which it could not
inherit from either of its parents, hence must suffer inno
cently for the sins of its parents.”
“The last two of your family, you say, were not born un
til after your return from a two years’ voyage, and they are
more healthy ; and you think they will live. Now, if you
had taken a two-rears’ voyage at sea between the birth of all
of them, I think you might have raised quite a healthyfamily. ’ ’
“ As I was telling you, this calamity is not of God’s will,
but from the effects of a.violation of his laws of life and
health. It is really the effects of your own ignorance.

“ If you had investigated these laws of procreation before
you married, indeed, had they been taught you at school,
you would not have had this sickly family, which are a tax
upon you and upon the sympathy of the world at large, and
will be so in the Avorkl to come. You should inform your
self on the laws of stirpiculture, or the propagation of the
race.”
“Ah! Excuse me, sir. I do not think it is a proper sub
ject to investigate. I should not want such books and papers
about my house, where my children would be contaminated
with them. Why, sir, you are getting on the Woodhull and
free-love doctrine; and I cannot bear so vulgar a subject.”
Is it possible ? How extremely nice your susceptibilities
are! Still you thought it proper to become father to two
miserable, rotten children, who for the want of purer bodies
have been sent to the spirit world, there to tax the benevo
lence of that world to care for them. And you can contami
nate society with a sickly family here. You have seen pro
per to produce fits in one, and St. Vitus’ dance in another,
all because of your fears of being contaminated with a
knowledge of God’s laws of generation.
The rest, at best, are but poor excuses for humanity; all
are liable to become a tax in some way upon the world in
which they live- Yon kave miffed your own liealth, and
that of your wife and innocent chijcdpen, from a fear of be
ing contaminated by the laws of (jod governing parentage
and conception,, as taught by >lrg, Woodhull, Yon have

children can never be either fully remedied or entirely out
grown, and upon yourself and the world at large.
Your professed Christian churches have been trying for
eighteen hundred years to regenerate the world, while if
they had learned and practiced one-half as much about gen
eration among themselves, as they do with their horses, hogs
and cattle, long before this there would have been no re
generation necessary-, and this world would have been free
from its prison houses and insane asylums, its locks, bars
and bolts would be unknown among us, and the millennium
for which they have all so devoutly prayed, would have been
here long since.
De. E. Woodbtjm’,
Grand Rapids, Mich.
MY NEIGHBOR’S WIFE.
We are taught to love from childhood’s years,
’Twas Stamp’d upon my mind;
My earliest article of faith
Was love for human kind.
To love one’s neighbor as myself
Is Christian-like they say;
And if I love my neighbor’s wife.
How can I help if, pray?
The Golden Rule, I strive to heed
Wherever I may be,
And do to others cas I would
That they should do to me;
And so one clay I thought ’twere well
If I this precept tried,
And, filled with generous thoughts, I took
My neighbor’s wife to ride.
But, ah! this kind and simple act
Gave rise to slanders high;
A host of furious tongues assailed
My neighbor’s wife and I.
We are taught to share with liberal hearts
The blessings that we prize—
To smile with others when they smile
And dry the mourner’s eyes.
And when one day I chanced to find
My neighbor’s wife in tears,
I whispered words of sympathy
Within her listening cars;
I drew her trembling form to niino
And kissed her tears away;
The act was seen, and lo! there was
The very deuce to pay.
Alas! alas’ ’(is passing strange—
I'm sure I can’t see through it;
I'm told to love with all my heart,
Then blamed because I do it.
The precept that I learned in youth
Will cling to me through life,
I try to love my neighbor,
And I'm sure I love his wife.

D. H. S.

[From the Albany Evening Neics, March 17, 1873.]
A. SHAKER’S PECULIAR VIEW OF MRS. WOODHULL.
Elder G. A Lomas lectured in Troy last evening before tbe
society.of Spiritualists, and iu tbe course of his remarks upon
the necessity of Spiritualists complying with their convic
tions of right, regardless of pubic opinion, thus referred to
Victoria C. Woodhull: “I do not ask jrou to indorse any
supposed impurity of heart or unchasteness of language of
Victoria Woodhull. Persons under the pressure of the times
will sometimes he unwise. 1 never indorsed the language
of Jesus, ‘ Ye generation of vipers,’ etc., nor of Ann Lee,
when being pulled down-stairs by the feet, she exclaimed,
‘Ye hell-hounds!’ but after a careful investigation of Mrs.
Woodlmll’s career and character under the bias of popular
prejudice, I am ready to say I do not condemn her. Her
crimes may be many—one is in being a woman; another is in
daring to raise a woman’s voice in behalf of woman; but
most severely is she condemned for the demanding the man
umission of human hearts from an unspiritual servitude
compared with which African slavery is honorable and quite
humane. She demands the right of woman to possess her
own body and soul, and denies the right of any man to make
a beast of a woman because he chooses to be a brute ? The
perversions of the marriage order she very justly condemns
as ‘ a covenant with death and an agreement with hell;’ but
I find none more appreciative of untarnished virginity, nor
more severe upon the prostitution of soul or body, by either
sex. The race will stand improved, when woman has the
right to say -whether her children, either or all of them, must
be fathered by a drunkard or a villain!
“ France had her Maid of Orleans; England and other
countries have had, aiid honored, their noble women, and
America will find and honor tier’s yet; and none need be
suprised if it should be Victoria Woodhull. For never has
there appeared upon the American arena a woman with pen
so sharp aud words so true in protest to its social evils, Her
words, composed in a few sentences, have imtde the supposedto-be pillars of Plymouth Church shake to their foundations.
She shall have her reward some time, and when “ ever the
right comes uppermost and ever is justice done,” her monu
ment will compare favorably with any America has yet
erected. And if at its base there shall be seen a crouching
figure, in the attitude of begging for mercy-, wearing a white
cravat, wp shall then learn two' important lessons: “ How
short-lived is fame,’! and that “ God is not mqQkedV
STRANGE GOODNESS.
The New
Indspendmt, in describing the appearance
gffd character of Tweed, says 5 “ 4- good husffapd and father,
he Is yet celebrated for his Ijcentjopppess*” How low aij es7
timate the public puts on perspppl purity, and how littlp it
really cares for conjugal fidelity, may. be imagined when arid

MISCELLANEOUS.
PROGRESS

versus

FASHION.

BY MAEY E. TILLOTSON—NO. 1.

Faith in Woman’s motives, sympathy in her sufferings and devotion to
all humanity prompts my task.
Vineland, N. J., Jan., 1873.
Fashion is a figure which is doomed to be held before the
mirror of enlightened thought, and there be criticised and
pronounced upon according to Nature’s law. When that trial
occurs in the general mind, the law of the fashion speculator
will be annulled.
Preliminaries to that issue are private examinations of
women in full fashion at the bar of their chamber lookingglasses. On this witness-stand the self-accused are solicited
to note the classes of organs made to appear predominant by
the present style, and then consider what characters would
result could nature deign to form such monstrosities. His
tory shows strange caricatures, but is silent concerning any
thing approaching the fashion illusions of to-day. The swells
on the bust and hips, corresponding to that on the lower
back-head show that the style was not hit upon by accident
but was planned by beings sufficiently depraved to gloat on
the spectacle, and must have been devised in the interest of
licentiousness as well as fashion-changers’ coffers, with the
view of bringing the morals of women to the standard of
their appearance. Had the compliant dupes discovered the
poisoned hook in the ruse labeled “ Grecian-bend,” they
might not all have bowed to receive the trade-mark that out
rages their whole being. Could I believe they might, this
appeal would not hope to reach their better judgment.
Styles suggestive of decency, changing as they do monthly
to swindle all women’s earnings, time and strength, are too
horrid and heartless to be tolerated; aud when they ask the
feeble vassels to assume appearances of solely sexual crea
tures it must be time to revolt, and seriously reflect if, peradventure, there may be enough womanhood remaining in
the sex to raise it from supineness and bid it live for charac
ter aud heavenward growth.
VICTORIA C. WOODHULL.
Infinitely far fsom adultation, I yet look on, and see fact.
Victoria “ is set for the fall and rising of ” more persons,
than any other individual living. Her starting point and
corner-stone is Woman. Woman’s independence—and then
freedom—and then free love. All this about Beecher is a
side-issue, to which she has been forced. The whole ques
tion of “Sexuality,” to her dates back to that first start in
Woman. Woman, /ml/the world, instantly becoming through
“generation,” the whole world. This is Victoria. For seek
ing this, through fire and sword, in life and if need be in
death, she will go down to the future as Victoria the Brave!
She is Intellect, but she is more—she is Intuition, Inspira
tion, Genius. Her law, her propulsion, is in, herself. She is
not Vanity, but she is Necessity, Fate consciousness of it,
and trust in it. She is a terrible sincerity and resistless
earnestness. She will yet inspire and fire the whole nation,
till it shall make her its first befitting President. Then Man
will preside, as well as Woman—the whole, and not as now
the half. How transparent: Generation wraps up Re-gen
eration : Origination, Reform.
“But she is in favor of promiscuity!” You stultify and
contradict yourself. Independence will put an instant end
to all but love. Grasp that, and stand rebuked for your foul
slander! It is yourself who are in favor of promiscuity!
“But she says she has a right to change her husband every
day!” Yes, and like the brave being she is, likes to startle
cowards and slaves by saying what is impossible! Rut she
has a right to change her husband every day, if she needs to!
That is the very thing she means, that if she needs, she has
a right to change her husband as often as she needs—she has
a right to be free! And as you are alive, they will one day
build a monument to the brave woman for just this! In an
age of cravens, and in the face of the whole world, she dares
say what is noble!
You utterly mistake her: you do not know her. She does
not live in the realm of Amativeness, nor even in that of
Social Affections; but she lives in her great Intellect, in con
ceptions and aspirations high above the multitude, and in
supreme devotion to a transendent and immortal cause!
Her nature is her bond, but that nature is the very reverse
of what you have supposed.
Justice will be done her in the ages. The glorious future
to which we are flowing, will embalm the name of one vic
torious over all, Victoria C. Woodhull.
Joseph Treat.
[From the New Work Sun.]
THE VICE-PRESIDENT’S MISSION.
HENRY WILSON

AND

WILLIAM

E.

DODGY BEFORE THEY.

M. C. A. OE JERSEY CITY.

The Young Men’s Christian Association of Jersey City held
their sixth anniversary last evening in the Tabernacle. The
Hon, A. O. Zabriskie presided. The announcement that
Vice-President Wilson would address the meeting filled the
house to its utmost capacity. On the platform were Seated
the officers of the association, several of the leading Protest
ant clergymen of Jersy City, aud a few noted men from oth
er localities. Among them were the Rev. Dr. Hepworth and
the Hon. William, E. Dodge. After some preliminary exer-<
cises, Chancellor Zabriskie introduced Vice-President Wil
son in the following words:
’ \\l haye the honor of introducing to you Henry Wilson,
the Vice-President of the United States, I only introduce
his person. His name i§ well known by his d,eeds in the Unit
ed States Senate, pi which \r& has been an honored, uppjght,
fii]4 honest member fpr eighteen.years. Espepiffily R he tq
fie rsypred for the uople stand v, iijch he fiftS always tWpft U
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prove the truth of your assertions in open Court, or take the that in cutting it he was serving God, himself and his fellowTHE VICE-PRESIDENT'S REMA.RKS.
man, according to the dictates of his own conscience; that
Vice-President Wilson was received with applause. He consequences! I shall write to her immediately, that she
while so serving God no Methodist priest or other attorney
said he had come there to address the Young Men’s Chris may retain her counsel and commence operations at once. for God had any right to molest or forbid, or any just power
tian Association in conseqhencc of the earnest desire of that So, sir, get yourself ready!”
Oh, you should have seen how quickly the poor miserable by which to make him afraid. The question yon will have
body. The motives that induced him to comply with their re
hypocrite
descended from his stilts of self-righteousness and to decide is, whether or not the priest who prosecutes the
quest came from the best impulses of his heart. As a patriot, as
defendant has the legal power to make him suffer, because
a lover of his country who comprehended its present great immaculate purity, and began to whine and beg to be excused he does not believe as the priest believes about the day called
ness, and the prospect for the future that loomed up before us, from shouldering the responsibility of his declarations.
“ Why, I don’t mean to say that they are prostitutes in the Sunday, and will not act as the priest commands on that
he loved Young Men’s ChristianAssociations, and commended
sense that I can prove them to be such; I only mean that I day.
them to the prayers of the Christian men and women of the
In order to determine of what the defendant’s criminality,
knew—well, ahem!—that they were—well—what every one
country. God had given us a mighty country, vast in its ex
called prostitutes.” “Oh!” said I; “in other words, you if he be crifninal, consists, it is useful to inquire: Was it in
tent, and containing 40,000,000 of people. A great work was
mean that you know nothing against their characters as cutting wood with an ax? Was it in the place where, and
to be done there in the years to come for the advance
the person for whom, it was cut? No. In neither consists
ment of humanity.
Four years before we had or good, virtuous women except from public rumor. Is that the alleged crime. It was the time in which the act was
just
what
you
mean
?
”
“
Well,
yes,”
said
he;
“I
suppose
it
ganized the young men of the country to make
done that makes the act criminal. It is because the wood
it a free country, a great work was done, and is,” “How,” said I, “tell all your friends for me that they was cut on that day called Sunday that makes the chopping
4000,000 men were emancipated.
[Applause by the must stop this wholesale slander of Mrs. Woodhull and Miss
of the wood a crime, if a crime it be.
Hon. William E, Dodge, which was joined in by the audi Claflin, as any one who hereafter asserts what you have as
serted,
but
have
taken
back,
will
be
held
accountable
for
his
What is there about.that day to designate it from all the
ence.] These men needed the active and earnest help of the
Christian men of the country. Men were coming annually or her assertions.” And do you know, dear sisters, that your other days of the week? Is it called Sunday because the sun
to this country from foreign lands, hundreds of thousands enemy’s big gun of dirty, wicked slander has been effectually shines more brilliantly on that than on any other day ? Do
uot the winds blow and the waters flew ? are not all the ac
of them. They had been train.ed in a school different from piked on this part of the battle-field.
How, can you not in some of your editorials make use of tivities of animate and inanimate nature carried on in the
that in which we had been trained. He would welcome
them. A great work was to be done among them. He what has been doue by the friends of truth’ in this place in same way as they are on the other days of the week? Sup
would ask them to help us to build up the country, and make such a way as will nerve the friends of truth in other places pose, gentlemen of the jury, that either of you had never
beard that God had allotted six days of the week to labor
it not only the greatest country in the world, but it a nation to go and do likewise?
and one to repose, would you have ever discovered from what
Yours for truth,
Silas Ttbkell.
which would always bear aloft the banners of Christian civ
--------- —■»-------------------------------------was going on, in and around you, evidence of such an arrange
ilization.
A GREAT CONFLICT! AH ORTHODOX GOD IN AN ment? All must answer, I never should have learned or
The Young Men’s Christian association were doing not
OLD NEW JERSEY STATUTE!
even mistrusted that one clay of the week was sacred and
only patriotic work, but they were working for humanity.
He believed in the fatherhood of God and the brotherhood A PRIEST SENDS A VINELAND CONSTABLE AFTER JOHN GAGE that six days were common, had I not been told that they
FOR CUTTING KINDLING WOOD ON SUNDAY—THE ORTHODOX were so by sume religious priest or taught it by some took
of humanity. The poorest and meanest man who walks
GOD IN TBE STATUTE TOO WEAK FOR A VINELAND JURY— which such priest cites as authority. You discover, gentle
God’s earth was his brother. He was more than that—ht
THE PRIEST AND THE PHARISEES DEFEATED “HORSE, FOOT
men of the jury, that the question whether wood can or can
was his neighbor. And the one who needed the most assist
AND DRAGOONS.”
not be rightfully chopped on Sunday is a religious question.
ance was the nearest neighbor. [Applause by the Hon. Wm
On Sunday, the 9th day of March, A. D. 1873, John Gage
E. Dodge, in which the audience did not join.] He commend was cutting kindling-wood on his premises at Vineland. The priest who has originated this prosecution insists that
ed the Young Men’s Christian associations because thej The Rev. Chubbuck, a Methodist priest, living nearly fifty God worked hard at making the world and all of its appur
acted on these principles and labored to lift up humanity. rods distant, left his home, walked over where the chopping tenances and surroundings six days, and that he rested on
There was another great work which he wanted to see then; was being done, went on to Mr. Gage’s premises, and with the seventh and was refreshed, which means that he felt
engage in, and that was the work of temperance reform. out salutation, said: “ Mr. Gage, I don’t want you to chop on worse for the hard work and better for the resting, so that
Slavery had been struck down and freedom established in Sunday.” Mr. Gage replied :“ I want to do it.” The priest when he rested he was refreshed or freshed over again. The
the land. The next great step was to save the country from replied: “You will then hear from me to-morrow,” and Jewish priest insists that man shall work as God works—six
days; and if he get wifreshed, rest on the seventh and get
the blighting curse of intemperance.
walked off.
?*efreshod. The Christian priest insists that God has now re
If we look over the land we should see much that was evil.
In due time the constable came with legal process issued
For there was plenty of it—evil and corruption everywhere. •on the complaint of this Chubbuck, and on Tuesday, the versed the Jewish order, aud that we are to lie still the first
[at this allusion to existing corruption many persons in tin 15th of March, the case came to trial at Plum-street Hall, in day of the week aud rest, and that on the remaining six we
audience smiled.] But we would also see that the greatest Vineland. The prosecutor, his witnesses and attorney were must work, having first rested before having begun the la
evil was drunkenness. Mr. Wilson then told his hearers present. The large hall was nearly filled with spectators bors of the week.
The defendant honestly believes these stories, both of the
how many stump speeches he made last summer, and said eager to witness the proceedings and hear the trial.
Jewish and Christian priest, childish myths, beneath the dig
he had noticed that in some States the people were alive t<
The defendant first demanded a jtiry. The complainant, by
the need of temperance reform. He asserted that no om his counsel, objected and claimed that he had no right to a nity of the human understanding, and that learned men
thing was so antagonistic to the progress of Christianity as jury; thereupon the defendant, contrary to his original stultify themselves in believing and propagating them as
habitual drinking. The peril to the young men of the land •purpose, employed -------- Newcomb, Esq., a respectable truths.
The prosecutor and his brethren of the evangelical churches
was the fatal cup of intoxication.
member of the bar in Yineland, to aid in securing him his
He concluded by exhorting the young men to give their in legal rights according to the provisions of the New Jersey affirm that the God of the universe spake unto Moses:
“ Speak thou also unto the children of Israel, saying, verily
fluence aud example in favor of sobriety.
statute, with which Mr. Gage was not familiar. Mr. New
The Hon. William E. Dodge gave a smile of approval to comb soon satisfied the Court that a jury was admissible. A six days may work be done, but the seventh is the Sabbath
of rest, holy to the Lord. Whoso doeth any work on the
the concluding sentiment, and turning round cordially shook venue was issued and the jurors forthwith summoned.
Sabbath day he shall surely be put to death.
the hands of two or three venerable gentlemen who were sit
The first witness was the prosecutor, whose appearance
“ Ye shall kindle no fire throughout your habitations upon
ting just behind him.
upon the stand, and whose testimony was in such perfect
Shortly after the conclusion of his address the Vice-Presi keeping with the spirit and character of the complaint as to the Sabbath day.”
This defendant, in common with myself and many others,
dent retired from the platform and proceeded to the depot inspire in the minds of the thoughtful who were present
does
not believe that God ever commissioned any individ
devout
thankfulness
that
they
lived
in
a
country
where
per
where he took the train for Washington.
sons who are accused of crime against religion can have a ual, or any number of individuals, to take the life of either
public trial by jury instead of a secret one, whose inquisi man, woman or child by violence for kindling a fire to warm
THE WAY TO CURE FOUL MOUTHS.
their habi tations on the Sabbath; that such a law, if enforced,
torial bigotry, aided by perjury, is seldom defeated.
Danbury, March 4,1873.
Mr. Gage testified that he did exercise on that day cutting would render it impossible for human beings to inhabit
Greenland, Labrador, or any other of the cold climates of
Dear Sisters—A* our friend is going to your city to-morrow wood during some ten or fifteen minutes; that he had been the world, and would be a great inconvenience even in Vinein
the
habit
of
such
exercise
and
found
it
necessary
for
his
I seize the pen to write you a few thoughts, not for publica
land, and that if the Creator of men had really desired to
health.
tion, unless you think they will serve the cause of truth.
have people killed for kindling fires on the Sabbath he would
The
case
was
opened
on
the
part
of
the
defense
by---I am able to say to you that the. cause is progressing slowly
Newcomb, Esq., who defined the law and made a searching kill them himself, and that he would not have intrusted per
but surely in this place.
jured witnesses, corrupt courts and vindictive priests with
When the blue-noses—the sanctified hypocrites—found that and damaging analysis of ‘the complaints testimony, and authority to try, condemn and put to death their fellowthereupon
Ira
Porter,
a
friend
of
Mr.
Gage,
who
happened
several of those papers containing the “Beecher-Tilton Scan
men.
dal” was being circulated through the town, and that they to be visiting at Vineland, submitted to the jury the follow
If the defendant in this case was told that it was his duty
■were being pretty generally read by men and women of all ing argument, after which the respondent concluded the to execute a Sabbath-breaker or put a witch to death, his or
classes and conditions, and that your account of the affair defense by making his statement aud appeal to the jury ganization is such that he could not believe the command
was accepted and believed by them as being the simple, un which follows.
divine. In spite of his interest, he would insist that the God
The jury, after an absence of about ten minutes, came in
varnished truth of the whole matter, their hate and rage
he worshiped would command no absurdity, much less a
to
court
with
a
verdict
of
“
not
guilty.”
knew no bounds. They were determined to turn the tide of
murderous service damaging to those who performed it. His
Thus
Daniel
came
out
of
the
lion’s
den
unhurt.
Woebe;popular sentiment which had set in so strongly in your favor
conscientious scruples would not suffer him to take the life
and against Mr. Beecher, against you, and to this end they tide such sinners as John Gage when the orthodox God gets of any other man, whoever might seem to command it, with
into
the
United
States
Constitution.
did not hesitate to declare that you were both known to be
Gentlemen of the Jury—Why are we here ? What have we out first knowing, by the evidence of his own senses, that the
vile prostitutes, some going so far as to declare that they
to
do ? My venerable friend has been cited here to respond, command was reasonable and ought to beobe>ed.
knew you when residing in Chicago, and they knew that you
He finds from experience that daily out-door exercise is
W'w both prostitutes of the worst character. Of course these as a malefactor, to a charge made against him by a Methodist necessary to his health. He fully believes that the exercise
priest,
charging
him
with
cutting
wood
on
his
own
premises,
a.
.ns only “vexed my righteous soul within me,” and
demanded for the health of the body should he expended in
ca.
to resolve to spike at once and forever the only in the town of Vineland, on Sunday.
The priest insists that the cutting was a crime, and that supplying something needful for human comfort. He is too
gun \|$ - of downright slander—which your enemies could
much of an economist to waste the exertions of his body in
bring lo bear against you. So I immediately conferred with this aged man who cut the wood should be condemned and walking about the neighborhood in order to find some sinner
Bros. Joyce and Perry on the subject, and we came to the fined to the extent of the law as a criminal.
He, on the other hand, insists that he has committed no that he can help God to convict and to punish. He prefers
conclusion that those who made the assertion positively that
to provide by industry for the wants of himself and family,
crime,
that on the Sunday specified in the complaint he was
you were prostitutes should be made to prove it or take the
doing nothing that deserved prosecution, fine or imprison and leave the punishment of sinners to the exclusive control
consequences.
of Him who best knows their needs, their temptations and
Well, the next day I heard a couple discussing the subject, ment.
their characters.
You.are
called
on
to
act
as
judge
of
the
issue
made
in
this
and one of them declared that “no one of sense would be
The defendant has been in the habit of thus exercising
case.
The
defendant
is
now
placed
in
your
power.
It
is
lieve y'mr story, as you was well known to be a prostitute.’’
himself on the first day of the week, called Sunday, for many
1 could stand it no longer, but simply showed them my band, your province to justify or condemn him, for which he is
years.
and they found that I not only held both bowers, but also charged with doing—to brand him as a lawless criminal and
During all that time he has studied, as carefully as was in
impose upon him a fine which he must either pay or be com
the ace, king and queen!
his power, to learn whether God was pleased with or offend
mitted
to
prison,
or
to
give
him
an
honorable
acquittal.
I said to them: “ Gentlemen—I have ever believed those
ed at what he was doing. In the meantime he has enjoyed
two women to be honest, virtuous, pure; but as you say they Aside from the consequences accruing to the alleged cul
as good health as usual for men of his years, and, for aught
are not, I go for giving the world the benefit of their true prit, your verdict will stand as a precedent, and throughout
he can discover, has had an average share of worldy prosper
characters, so that hereafter no one shall be deceived by Vineland, at least, he deemed the law.
ity. He has not yet been able to perceive that the Lord him
The
cutting
of
the
wood
on
the
day
called
Sunday
is
not
then.” They answered, “So do we.” “Well,” said I, “I
self interposes the slightest objection to his exercising him
want it to be distinctly understood that the friends of Aic- denied, but to the legal conclusion that the cutting was a
self on Sunday, in such ways as he has heretofore selected,
toria C. Woodhull and Tennie C. Claflin have resolved to crime the defendant demurs. On the contrary, he alleges
as the wisest and best for him. He therefore believes that
furnish the necessary funds for them to retain a counsel in that the wood to be used needed to be cat; that the wood cut
when the prosecutor in this case left his own home nearly
this town who will prosecute any one and every one who as was his own; that it was cut on his own premises; that in
fifty yards distant, and came on to his premises to interfere
cutting
it
he
made
no
needless
noise;
that
the
labor
of
cut
serts positively, as you have done, that they are prostitutes.
ivith his employment, the labor he performed was neither
So, sir, get yourself ready for action, for I promise you that ting it was a bodily exercise promotive of his bodily health
a Avork of necessity, a Avork of charity, or a work of duty;
unless you take back what you have asserted before these and his religious enjoyment; and being necessary, the work
that the defendant’s,God of truth, love, justice and powe.
he
did
was,
to
the
extent
of
the
work,
useful
to
the
world;
witnesses about these two women, you will either have to
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never commissioned prosecutor to perform that act, but, on and Jacob; that the exercise he was taking, the God he wor powers of the air can never save him to this world. He
the contrary, he was incited thereunto by the instigation shiped had made a necessity for his health.
has been weighed and found wanting. Mighty work has he
The defendant, therefore, appeals to you, Gentlemen of done in uprooting theological superstition and supplanting
of the devil, in an ignorant and blind disregard of the ex
ample of the true God, who shows no more repugnance to the Jury, as the only appropriate judges of what are works old bigotries that have hindered the growth of human souls;
ward a man who cuts wood on Sunday, than to a priest who of necessity and of charity, and asks at your hands such a but, though he has “knocked the bottom out of hell,” he
obtains his bread by preaching what he calls Christianity verdict as will best reconcile the obsolete superstitions em fails in a great crisis. While holding views akin to, if not
on the same day. Will you decide that the defendant com bodied in the statute with the rights of individuals to guard the same as Woodhull, he confines himself to dubious utter
mitted a crime by doing what was needful to his health on their own health and to serve God in their own way, hoping ances, which will be understood by those “in the ring” for
Sunday—taking exercise? Was it criminal in him to turn that it may be such as to give no encouragement to bigoted, what they are intended, and will deceive others, as he in
that exercise to a useful account ?/ To judge rightly of the intermeddling priests to trespass upon other people’s prem tends. The instincts of humanity do honor to those who
moral quality of the defendant’s acts, let us compare them ises, while, like Romish Inquisition, they are mousing around avow their opinions, and dare to maintain them at what
with those of the public prosecutor. Both were taking bodily on Sunday to find somebody they can prosecute and fine, ever cost.
Though in homeopathic and disguised dress, Beecher dealt
exercise upon that day called Sunday. The exercise of the whose ideas of God and his service does not harmonize with
out “ Woodhullism ” in one of his Chicago lectures. In
defendant had a two-fold object, first to secure to himself their own.
Manhood and Money,” he broadly declared one “true
health; secondly to prepare needed fuel for the use of his
man ” to be one with a “ complete physical development^
household; the work was done upon his own premises at
OUR CHICAGO CORRESPONDENCE.
with all his passions in full play!”—(we give his own em
some distance from the public street.
phasis exactly)—and that the future highest and best con
The exercise of the prosecutor had for its object to hunt
up some sinner against his God—command him to quit doing MBS. WOODHULL IN THE WEST—BEECHEE PEE ACHING DIS dition was to be one of unrestricted enjoyment of all our
GUISED “WOODHULISM” AT $1,500 PEE NIGHT—DECADENCE gifts of God—that every one would then, in that happy
what the prosecutor decided to be a sin, and if the sinner
epoch, enjoy all the luxuries, all the hleasubes of this world,
OF THE DIVINE AND VICTOBIES OF VICTOEIA.
would not quit, to collect evidence against him to be used in
without contamination!” If the now renounced free-lover
Chicago, March 22,1873.
a criminal prosecution. In the defendant he found the sup
Our delectable Western metropolis has enjoyed two lec does credit to his alleged business shrewdness, when an
posed siifher. He walked on to the defendant’s premises,
where he had no legal rights, and virtually commanded the tures from the great pulpit orator of Brooklyn, and as was honest penny is at stake, be will hasten to lay before the
defendant to refrain from his work under the penalty of a- threatened in the dispatches of the Associated Press to the public his own version of the “Beecher-Tilton Scandal,”
prosecution. The defendent did not obey; the priest was West (whether authoritatively or not, we are not informed), before it be too late to find a Bonner to pay him a round
foiled, he walked off from the defendant’s ground, resolved Victoria C. Woodhull has followed him and told “The Naked sum for it.
What a pitiable plight our Puritan prelate is placed in!
to use all the power invested in the old statutes of Hew Truth,” where he merely gave hints of the peculiar notions
Jersey, to make the defendant suffer. The next day the covertly entertained by the distinguished exponent of Puritan The S wedenborgian theory (in Chicago) is that he is influenced
constable followed the track of the priest, after the incorri theology. The immense amount of advertising recently by low and undeveloped or disorderly spirits, who have lead
gible offender. All this array of justice, jurors, constables, done for H. W. B. by the Weekly has been turned to prac him away from the paths of purity and holiness into dark
witnesses and spectators; all this suspension of productive tical account by him. Only $1,500 per night did he charge and carnal courses. Oh, Beecher! Why hast thou not re
Industry has grown out of what? The exercise which this the enterprising young men who conduct the Chicago Pulpit garded the advice originally given to thee, personally, by
sectarian salaried priest took on Sunday in order to act as (monthly), and also the “ star course ” of popular lectures, Davy Crockett—Be chure you're right, then go ahead!
And this leads me to matters and things spiritual here
dramatic readings and operatic extracts, which are being
avenger of, and attorney for, God
Is it alleged that the employment of the defendant dis given on secular nights in orthodox Chicago pulpits; and abouts. This civilized center is receiving a plentiful supply
turbed the neighborhood? If so, how? Was it the noise of only $3 was the charge for the best reserved cushions where of the angelic afflatus. Phenomena and all the phases of in
his ax? Had it been Monday would the same noise have on to listen to that doubly-renowed Brooklyn preacher and spiration are very “ prevalent,” so much so that a prominent
Methodist preacher has been led to express his conviction
been deemed a disturbance? You, gentlemen of the jury, practitioner. The Academy of Music was opened to the
all know it would not. In what, then, does the disturbance courageous Victoria, and was filled at the regular theatrical (confidentially, of course) that we are on the eve of a great
consist ? Is it not in the fact that this Chubbuck, the com prices, the only vacant seats being some that had been se spiritual dispensation! This astute seer is new at the busi
plainant, is, in his despotic sentiments, a lineal descendant cured by a well-known sister of Sorosis celebrity, whose ex ness. Why has he not seen what has been going on for these
from an old Assyrian king, Nebuchadnezzar, and that, like cellent husband turned back the clock-hands one hour so as years and years ? He little knows what is in embryo for the
the old king, he has set up for universal worship a God pat to prevent the departure of ambitious and disorderly fem next half decade, which is to see all sorts of institutions
terned after his own despotic and tyrannic character—a God ininity in time to occupy them. But there were many va tremendously distraught.
“ There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio,
far more objectionable than the old king’s image of gold, cant cushions at Beecher’s lectures, and he failed to elicit
Then are dreamt of in your philosophy.”
hnd, like that old heathenish tyrant, he requires every man much enthusiasm. Some of his best passages fell coldly on
This applies as pertinently to the above unsophisticated
in his neighborhood, at certain sounds which he shall make, the sacred frescoes. It is probable that the dodge of his
to fall down and worship this God that he worships? The managers in advertising the “ last appearance of Beecher in follower of that celebrated rapping-medium, Wesley, as it
defendant, being a conscientious worshiper of that other the West ” will prove a fulfilled prophecy. The great star did when it was first uttered (according to Shakespeare) by
God, who is truth, justice, love and power, could not, with has culminated, not even once did he in Chicago arise to Hamlet, to me,
Your friend and faithful correspondent,
Hoeatio.
out injustice to his conscience, obey the behest of the priest. those sublime heights of eloquence that have made him
It was this that disturbed the priest; not the noise of the famous. Was it because, with so many unsanctified eyes
ax. He desired the defendant to believe as he believed. resting upon him (for the ungodly multitude were well rep
CAUSES OF PHYSICAL DEGENERACY.
The free, cultivated, generously endowed intellect of the resented, going for prurient satisfaction—those who flock to To the Editoe of the Weekly :
defendant made this impossible.. He demanded that the see the “BlackCrook” etal)—was it because of this that he I read with much satisfaction your article on physical degen
defendant should act as he acted on Sunday. The defend could not drink in his usual supply of inspiration from the eracy, and desire to express my hearty approval of your noble
ant’s regard for his health would not allow him to do as the bright magnetic eyes of the orthodox and sympathetic efforts to arouse public attention to the immense importance
priest desired. The priest could not control the defendant’s sisters.
of a thorough knowledge of the functions and abuses of the
belief or his conduct as he desired to do, so he was greatly
Victoria’s invasion of the West is proving triumphant. sexual system. Your language is pointed and forcible, but
disturbed. All the fires of persecution that have ever burned She has drawn full houses of a most refined and thoughtful I am convinced you cannot express yourself too forcibly on
upon this planet of ours have been kindled into flames by people. Some of the vulgar and ignorant, of course, attend, this vital subject. I do not wish to trespass on your space
just the sort of disturbance which this modern Chubbuck- expecting to see a blatant demogogue and demirep, their ex with a lengthy article, but merely to state in confirmation
nezzar felt when he found that he could not control the pectations created by the slurs and slanders of sycophant of all you have said, that in the daily exercise of my profes
opinions or actions of the defendant.
scribblers in slimy sheets; but how they are disappointed! sion for nearly thirty years, my experience during that
This kind of disturbance is no new or rare thing under the Many attend, impressed by the desire to hear all sides of all time has deeply impressed me with the enormity of the crime
sun. It is bred in the nether hells of selfishness, ignorance questions, which these latter days is bringing into healthy of suppression of sexual subjects on the part of the pulpit
and bigotry. It is fed by all that is low, vile and despicable action, and most of them are disposed to judge justly. Few and the press.
Owing to the false mcdesty, the result of a most perni
iu human sentiment. Swine like it tramples under its feet hear the “Woodhull” who are not captivated by her earnest
the golden rule proclaimed by Confucius and repeated by ness and eloquence, and convinced that she knows profoundly cious education, the formation and functions of the male
Jesus: “ Do unto others as you would have others do unto whereof she speaks, and is terribly in earnest, though, per and female sexual system are imperfectly understood; and
you.” At the hands of courts and jurors it is entitled to no haps, they may not be at once convinced that her methods of but for the laudable efforts of a few reformers, yourself in
favor. It is selfish, despotic and diabolical. Fearing that reform are the proper or necessary specific. Nearly every cluded, to give these subjects publicity, an impenetrable
God cannot take care of his own government, it rushes to one admits that, however they may view her ideas of sexual darkness, and the grossest ignorance would universally pre
his service with eagerness, anxious to spread damnation freedom, her denunciations of the distinctions made against vail, causing more disease, sorrow' and suffering to both sexes,
erring woman iu favor of man. who necessarily equally errs than even now they daily fall victims to. Those parents and
around the land on each it adjudges a foe to God.
It is the same selfish, bigoted, tyrannical spirit which ac are deserved and just. If Mrs. Woodhull do nothing more guardians who do know anything about the functions and
tuated this Chubbuck of Yineland to leave his own home on than arouse the world to the damnable outrages on women abuses of the sexual organs observe the most profound silence,
Sunday, trespass upon the defendant’s ground, and com who lapse from respectable virtue, and thus induce the erroneously imagining that silence on their part will avert
mand him to abstain from cutting wood that now inspires adoption of human and equitable relations, she will confer a the evils to be feared from abuse; and that blank ignorance
kindred bigots to get their God into our Government. When blessing for which, not woman alone, but the race will bless on the part of their children will lead to happiness, while
every-day experience demonstrates that ignorance on this
they have done this they will possess greatly increased her.
Six months since the name of Woodhull was forbidden at subject leads only to misery and life-long suffering; and
power to persecute humanity under pretext of serving God
And who is this God of the Jews which the pi’osecutor and many tea-tables, above a whisper. Now the merits of her continually plunges to one vortex of ruin the brightest and
his friends insist that we shall worship ? We have no know! methods are as freely and seriously discussed as any other noblest of both sexes of our race.
The thousands of letters I have received during past years
edge of him but by the history of his acts as recorded in the topic. She is greeted and feted wherever she goes. Distin
bible, which it is insisted is his word, and that we must be guished people hasten to pay her their respects, in daylight. from applicants of both sexes for medical advice and treat
lieve it under penalty of being despised and persecuted as Our best hotels vie to render her honest hospitality. She ment, present an appalling picture of ruined constitutions
infidels in this world, and damned as sinners to an endless is unable to receive, personally, the hundreds who call upon and blighted intellects, all encouraged and perpetuated by
hell in the next. To excuse ourselves from His worship her daily, wherever she is known to be, not from curiosity so silence and ignorance through which tens, of thousands are
gentlemen of the jury, we will read to you that portion of His much as to give her words of cheer, if not of hearty approval annually hurried to premature graves. It is time that par
history recorded in the XXVth chapter of Numbers. (Here of all she says. We can see it! The day is not far in the ents should avoid all mystery, for that is-the ruin of their
followed the reading of that revolting history.)
future when the name of Victoria C. Woodhull will be children, and talk more freely and earnestly (though not
Now, Gentlemen of the Jury, can you ask us to worship clothed with a holy halo, and the dear, brave woman who lightly) of the sexual than of the digestive organs. Parents
such a God as that ? Before it is possible for us to do it, we bears it will be revered as scarcely no woman who has yet by their mysterious silence, lay the foundation for menstural and other uterine diseases in their daughters, and en
must become divested of every sentiment of benevolence lived has been revered.
and mercy—we must spurn for our guidance the dying ex
Vigorous and valiant Victoria! We hail thee as the saviour courage self-abuse, with its terrible consequences, in their
ample of Jesus Christ, who, praying for those who were of women! Thou art wonderful in thy ways and inscrutable sons and daughters both, who naturally conclude that a
torturing him to death, said, “For this forgive them, for they to conservative wisdom, confounding the conceptions of pro practice against which their parents say nothing, must be
know not what they do.” Before we can worship this God found social sages, who have sought so industriously, all entirely harmless. The public must be instructed in sexual
of the prosecutor, the tide of civilization must be reversed down the centuries, to keep man in the traces. As fearless science, no other science more deeply concerns their wellfare.
and we rolled back, past the age of barbarism, into that as George Francis, and as ubiquitous, too, as that brilliant The fearful effects of sexual abstinence as well as sexual ex
primitive state of savageism of which the Feejee Islanders and dashing egotist, thou hast—we are , tthankful—more of cess, must be plainly pointed out to them; and a wiser
are the last existing type.
that love and steadfast resolution and enterprise needed course adopted, or nothing can prevent a rapid decay of the
The defendant insists that this suit is instituted for the for success. The great cosmopolitan reformer has done, is physical and intellectual constitution of the coming genera
purpose of a reiigious persecution; that in doing what the doing, great work, and society has caught a Tartar in in tions. Sexual starvation is, if anything worse than sexual
complaint alleges he wronged no one, neither the complain carcerating him. While he is awaiting events in his cell in excess. I am pleased to find you are determined to make
ant nor the public; that in cutting the wood on Sunday he the Tombs, thou art leading the sappers and miners, and this subject popular. I am convinced that a wide-spread
was humbly imitating that divine activity which is con planting batteries that shall shake the earth to its utter publicity of sexual science will promote virtue and happi
ness, and that silence is false modesty, and leads only to
stantly employed in processes promotive of the happiness of most parts.
the Universe; that, therefore, he was actually serving God
Mr. Beecher, who is now fancying that when the “ great crime and rhisery.
Yours truly,
T. R. ETinget, M. D.
more emphatically than if, on his knees in a pulpit, he en awakening” shall come he will float into popular favor on
L
234 5th street, N, Y,
gaged in pompous laudations of the God of Abraham, Isaac the swelling tide, will b© left in the lurch. But all the
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THE METHOD BY WHICH SPIRITUALISTS SHOULD
ORGANIZE.

• $3 00

Our friends will not think it a pleasant duty which we
have to perform in keeping continually before them the fact
of the necessities of the Weekly. It costs us just so much
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every week to issue the paper, and we are compelled to rely
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Eire copies for one year, wholly upon the receipts from its circulation for the means
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to meet this cost. Up to this time the responses have been
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be,
and we have only to say to the friends of the cause we
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advocate: “ Continue to labor as earnestly as you have la
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bored and the Weekly will never cease to make its regular
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One copy for one year,
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tain proposed proportions, you should not cease your exer
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you
in the good work.
Time, column and page advertisements by special contract.
We are now in the very heat of the battle for existence,
Special place in advertising columns cannot he permanently given.
Advertiser’s hills will he collected from the office of the paper, and and with past success must not sit down to rest, hut must
must in all cases, hear the signature of Woodhull & Claelin.
continue the strife until the complete victory is secured.
Specimen copies sent free.
To permit us now to go back would mean lo renew the fight
Newsdealers supplied by the American News Company, No. 131 Nassau
under greater disadvantages at another time—giving up all
street, New York.
that has been gained. This, we are sure, no one would have,
All communications, business .or editorial, must he addressed
while all that is required to prevent it is continued effort.
Woodhull & Claflin’s Weeklyf
We are, as it were, halfway up the hill, with all your
48 Broad Street, New York City.
shoulders to the wheel.
If you pause to take breath, even,
the wheels may stop, and with all your combined exertions
it iliay he utterly impossible, to again start the load. There
fore it is the only policy to keep the wheels rolling until the
summit is gained, and then we may all rely upon being able
sill
11 m
to recruit our exhausted energies.
Then let your efforts he redoubled, hastening the progress
toward the end to he gained. Let all those who have la
bored with so satisfactory results, push on.anew, not only
continuing their own efforts, but securing recruits from all
possible sources. In this wajr and in this only may we hope
to overcome the immense odds against which we have to
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, APRIL 5,- 1873.
contend—bigotry, intolerance, phariseeism, hypocrisy, igno
rance, depravity and the whole clan of powers that is al
INSTRUCTIONS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
ways found in opposition to the enlargement of the area of
freedom.
-------- ---- —*S-------------------- In writing to us tire following rules should he observed :
1st. Every letter should he plainly dated—town, county
and State.
2d. When the letter is to contain a remittance, which, if
a check or money order, should he made payable to Woodhull & Claflin, the necessary explanations should be intro
duced at the head of the letter ; a failure to observe this
rule subjects the person in charge of that department to
much needless reading to find out what it is all about.
3d. After definitely stating all business matters, and espe
cially if it he a renewal or a new subscriber, then should
follow any friendly words, which we are always happy to
receive from all.
4th. We request those who send either articles or personal
letters intended for publication to write graphically and
tersely. The necessity for this will be .apparent when we
say that we have already in “ our drawer ” enough personal
communications, full of words of hope, cheer and comfort
to fill a dozen papers. Many of them we shall be obliged to
pass over.
5th. All letters should close with the signature of the
writer in full ; and it should be plainly written. Many let
ters that we receive are so badly signed that we are obliged
to guess at what the writer’s name may he.

--- ——--- PHOTOGRAPHIC.
We recently mentioned the fact of our having procured
genuine photographic likenesses of ourselves—Victoria C.
Woodhull, Tennie O. Claflin and Colonel Blood—to supply
a large expressed demand that has been made almost con
tinuously during the past two years. There are many un
authorized editions floating about in the country and being
sold by various persons. None of these are genuine, except
such as have been procured directly from us, while many
of them that we have seen are either burlesques or libels
upon our features.

We are aware that these at a dollar each are dearer than
photographs of imperial size usually are, but we thought our
friends would be willing to help us in this way to pay the
immense expenses to which we have been put by our numer
ous arrests and coming trials, and we are gratified by the very
liberal responses with which our request has been received;
hut the amount realized thus far falls far below what we are
obliged to have before we can properly prepare our cases for
trial. We can draw nothing from the Weekly to meet these
demands, because it requires all that is realized to cover its
current expenses, audits existence must not be. endangered
even to meet' these very necessary claims.
So we again say to our friends, while you nominally pay
one dollar each for our counterfeit presentations, a part of
this is really to apply to expenses to which we have been
put by the Government in its attempts to “squelch” the
Weekly, and that all who respond to the appeal for this
purpose contribute so much toward this end.
■--------------—'-O-i—------- :----The Pagan Bible, shortly to come from the Press, con
tains what everybody wants to know about the Train Mud
dle or Th@ Big White Elephant of the late attempt at a
Public Mcaagepifi, Orders for any number, front pne to
c-p million, promptly filled front tlt§? p^pef

TO OUR CORRESPONDENTS.
We are again obliged to call the attention of those who
write for the Weekly to the fact of the great pressure upon
its columns, and to the necessity of sharp, terse and incisive
articles. It is one of the most difficult duties of an editor
to make selections from so vast an amount of manuscripts as
is contributed to the Weekly. As it is the only free paper
in which all sides of all subjects are discussed, it naturally
calls out all that immense class of people whose thought
can find expression in no other journal. Each one of these
is anxious to say his or her say ; and we are anxious to per
mit everybody to do so ; but our space, though more exten
sive than almost any other reformatory journal, is altogether
too limited to admit of it. At best, we can publish not
more than one-fourth of what jye receive that is- in shape to
•be published ; and there is a large amount besides this, rich
in thought, but which requires rewriting before going to
the compositor, and which, not having the time to revise, we
must pass entirely unnoticed.
Therefore, we ask everybody who writes, hoping to see it
in the Weekly, first, to compose so that it will not require
revision to make it comprehensible ; second, to write what
you have to say at once without lengthy introductions, and
third, to write upon one subject at a time, -which can he
clearly set forth in an appropriate title. Articles prepared by
these rules, no more than half a column in length, are almost
sure to he published ; those three-fourths of a column in
length are always acceptable ; those a column in length
may he used, while those exceeding this standard, unless
of more than ordinary, indeed, unless of extraordinary
merit, will probably remain in our drawer.
No one should feel slighted by the non-appearance of an
article. We have as able and interesting correspondence in
our drawer as were ever published, which we have found
impossible to give space to ; and were the Weekly a thirtytwo instead of a sixteen-page paper, it would still he too
small to accommodate all. We endeavor to perform the
editorial duty with impartiality, and to most faithfully sub
serve the best interests of the whole.
------—--- -f>—<&>—**------------- Laura Guppy Smith.—This talented speaker and earnest
worker is engaged to lecture in Lynn during the present
month. She desires engagements within a day’s journey of
this city for the summer months. Her labors during the
past year have everywhere been attended by the most flat
tering success, and this, if we mistake not, has been tire re
sult of her advocacy of the living issues upon which it is her
wont to speak. She is a person of unscrupulous honesty and
truthfulness, having positive convictions which she is never
fearful of presenting in the most forcible manner ; therefore
those committees who wish to engage speakers under any
restrictions or limitations they may desire to place upon free
speech, rather than to. seek the inspiration of the controlling
spirits, had better not apply to Laura Guppy Smith. But
for those who have the moral courage to listen to the burn
ing words of living truth, we bespeak great satisfaction and
profit from her
Site ip.ay be
cape

t of this office,

Having given a brief consideration to the questions :
Should Spiritualists organize ? and, For what purposes
should Spiritualists organize? the further question remains
to be considered: How organization should be accomplished ?
It must be apparent to all people who have any compe
tent idea of the methods of creation, that-everything grows;
having first the germ, next its incubation, and thenceforth
its gradual evolution onward to completion. Creation, as a
whole, has strictly obeyed this method, and so also have
each of the parts of which it is composed. Take any singfp
theory, or fact, to he found in the.universe, and its history
will he found to conform to the general rule of progressive
development, known in our day as evolution.*
The methods which arc instituted by the people and called
organic movements are further illustrations of this theory;
and if their conduct is such as to conform to the science
which that theory has developed; if they have a natural be
ginning and then a natural growth, and they gre adapted to
the circumstances to which they are applied, it may safely
be concluded that this is not an “ inverted method of pro
cedure,” the sage of Orange to the contrary notwithstand
ing. Neither can there he the remotest cause for fear for
any results that may flow from such movements, because it
is a natural method by which they proceed.
The fear of Spiritualists, then, about organization, or an
organized—a combined—movement, ought to he directed
against its perverted use, discriminating between this and
the natural, the scientific adaptation to which it may be
applicable.
Now then, is there anything to be done, any demand to be
met which may he promoted by the combined efforts of
Spiritualists? If the purposeless definition, that it means
the communication of the spirits merely and the extension
of its demonstrations, having no practical and hut a mere
theoretical significance given-to it by some.-self-constituted
or some would-be authorities in Spiritualism, which knows
no authority except individual convictions and accepted
truth;—if it means this and this only, then there is no
need for organization. But if it he concluded that Spiritual
ism has a practical side, one which may he utilized in the
interests of a better humanity, then no person of sound
mind, it seems to us, can deny the absolute necessity of or
ganized effort to accomplish it. Indeed, organized effort is
a necessary preliminary to any general good that may result
to the race from the advent of Spiritualism.
The theory which Spiritualists who denounce organization
advance, is similar to that which the Christian world has car
ried out by its organizations. It has expended all its efforts in
the endeavor to spread the acceptance of its religious theories;
and in this, failing utterly to regard the living, present needs of
the people. It even goes so far after the delusion as to devote
millions of dollars to the conversion lo Christianity of the
children of the heathen, while they arc surrounded at home,
by children lacking bread, shoes and education; such is the re
sult of a blind following of a theory; and such is the already
recognized result to Spiritualism of an absorbing effort to prop
agate the theory that “spirits communicate, ” in which Spirit
ualists are ignoring all the good that otherwise would legiti
mately follow from the acceptance of that theory or from a
knowledge of the fact.
Spiritualism is something more than a negation in religions
evolution. It has a positive and practical meaning, which
has been denied to all previous religions beliefs, to which all
such have been impossible. Spiritualism removes from the
mind all doubt as to the future. It destroys alike the ortho
dox hell, the Universalist heaven and the Catholic purgatory.
It ends the controversy about the .final judgment clay, in
which the dead are to he resurrected to life, after ages of
death, to he judged for the deeds clone in the body ; and, in
doing this, also establishes, beyond peradventure, that the
constant effort of life in the body should he to secure the most
perfectly developed spirit with which to enter spirit life ; a
religious bigot, merely, who has spent his life in singing
psalms, in preaching and in prayer, there becoming the mostinsignificant of all the insignificants. The legitimate teach
ing of Spiritualism which, if it be sought logically, cannot
be escaped, is, that the effort of life should he to make all
of its conditions as nearly perfect as the present develop
ment of the science of life will permit, this being necessary
to a proper advent to spirit life.
Then it is with this life after all that Spiritualism has prin
cipally to do, demonstrating, if it be well lived, that-there
can he no grounds of fear for the future. Spiritualism,
therefore, belongs to the domain of organization, being it
self the subject of evolution. The germ has been implanted
in the soil of the human heart and intellect, and it has al
ready taken root there, and is well advanced in, if it have
not completed, the process of gestation. The question now
is upon Spiritualists, those who have had its processes in
charge, whether it shall now he born into a perfect outward
organization to develop into full growth; or if it shall be
left to abort and to return again to its elementary conditions,
to be resurrected in some other form by other and better
incubators than Spiritualists shall prove to be.
Organization completed means a perfectly organized body,
whether it be of people, of things or of a single individual
or thing; after which, growth, until all that Ip^long of natu-
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JENNIE LEYS’ LAST LECTURE.
ral right to it, is comprised in it.
An organized body
of people means a body of people associated together
Thos. J. Lloyd, Adams House, Boston, Mass.; George D.
for special purposes, giving to the organization those forces
The last lecture of her present engagement wras delivered by Henck, 918 Spring Garden street, Philadelphia, Pa.; E. G.
which, while belonging to the individual, do not lessen his Jennie Leys in St. James Theatre, Sunday evening to a crowd
or her individuality, but rather promotes the strength of in ed and enthusiastic audience. No speaker who has labored Hoyt, 841 tyhst Madison street, Chicago, 111., each of whom
dividuality. Organization maybe begun, then, by two in in this city upon the spiritual rostrum has so firm a hold will supply dealers in there respective localities with the
dividuals, and the only other thing that is involved, which upon the sympathies of the people as she has, and none Weekly, and receive receipt for and transmit subscriptions.
determines whether it shall continue and encompass the hu have made use of this to better advantage. She seems to
The controlling powers of the Progressive Spiritualists
man family, is whether it is based on the principles of organ have the power to realize just what the mind of her audience
ization and developed by its science. But organization in will receive without hesitation; and while this is an ele who occupy Apollo Hall having testified their support and
volves a base and a head, evolving in its order of growth ment necessary to every great speaker she has still another, indorsement of Mr. Beecher by excluding tbc Weekly from
from the base to the head, and not from the head to the base, of which, perhaps, she'lierself is in partial ignorance; we sale at the hall, w?e take pleasure in stating that they who
as almost all religious organizations are attempting to evolve, mean that by which she may carry her audience with her, depended upon obtaining it there may now obtain it at the
Gikey House news stand, on Broadway, corner of Twentyand to the comprehension of this fact, to the exclusion of instead of keeping merely in advance of it.
The former is ninth street.
It is not a little curious to observe how many
what lies back of even the beginning of organization, and characteristic of almost every exact rhetorician, while the
conservative people approve the secret practice of theories
without which it could never be begun, is to be attributed latter constitutes the real orator.
In our opinion Jennie which they publicly condemn.
the failure of Spiritualists to attempt organization.
Leys may attain to both these excellencies.
Her rhetorical
Organization is the arrangement of already existing things. construction of sentences is surpassed by no speaker now' be
We are again called upon to say to several of our con
Nothing is created by its processes. But before an arrange fore the public, while her bursts of eloquence sometimes
ment ean be begun, those who essay it must have within rise to the sublimest pitch. If her health fail her not, she is tributors, whose articles were to have appeared this week,
their minds what they intend to accomplish. There must destined to vdeld a great power, having only this to learn; that owing to the immense interest manifested in the Train
be a plan distinctly in their comprehension.
Like the that whatever may be her convictions, she has only to ex Muddle, which has not yet culminated, we are again obliged
to lay over some very important articles, as well as to omit
inventor who constructs a model machine from which to ert her power to carry them to her audiences.
some of our usual editorials. We trust however, that the
build one for use, of which the model is the ideal, the real
Her engagement has been a most successful one. Her audi
exists in the brain of the inventor before he even begins ences each night being of the capacity of the hall. The sub importance of this celebrated case will more than compen
to construct the model. The models the copy of that which jects, too, have been wisely selected, the first of which was sate for any omission made upon its account.
exists in the intellect, idealized in external form. So also Organization; the second, The Modern Pagan; the third,
when Spiritualists begin to construct an organization, they Marriage, and the last, The Mission of Spiritualism. In this
BOOK NOTICES.
should build by a model which is the externalization of the she took direct issue with the Emma Hardinge-Britten school
principles of organization. Hence it is that, although ex of Spiritualists, claiming that there can be no side issues to
Strange Visitors ; Dictated through a Clairvoyant while
ternal organization must begin with the people, still there Spiritualism, since it includes all issues in which the inter
in an abnormal or trance state—a series of original papers,
must be a preconceived model by which their construction ests of humanity are involved. She showed it to be the mer
embracing philosophy, science, government, religion,
may be governed.
est pretense, to profess practical Spiritualism, and at the
poetry, art, fiction, satire, humor, narrative and prophecy,
It does not follow, then, as is asserted by some, and be same time declare that any subject is unworthy of its conby the spirits of Irving, Willis, Thackeray, Bronte, Rich
lieved by many, that a plan of organization prepared by a si-deration.
ter, Byron, Humboldt, Hawthorne, Wesley, Browning
Mass Convention of Spiritualists or by a committee apBut that Avhich is of more importance than all the rest
and others, now dwelling in the Spirit World. Fourth
V o'nted by the Convention and by those offered as a model
she held to be the social issue, which, for the first time, is
edition. Boston: Win. White & Co., Banner of Light
by which to build, would be in any sense a despotic impo
now prominently before the world demanding attention.
Office, 14 Hanover st. 1878. ' Price —.
sition of anything upon the body of Spiritualists. Indeed,
It is useless to talk of reforming bad things, when the
This book comprises declarations from thirty-seven dif
sych a thing is just what they need, not by which to be ab
better way is to make good ones. Create none but good ferent spirits, many of which bear a striking similarity to
solutely controlled, but by which to see from the beginning
children, and there will be no bad men or women. To the Avritings of these persons Avhen living. It Avould he
by what method the end is to be gained.
accomplish this, she said, woman must be enfranchised, not barely possible for a person of the very widest reading to
Therefore, as a preliminary to anything like the possibil
only politically, but socially also; and the more especially himself copy successfully after so many authors. It is sim
ity of general organization, it is necessary that a Constitu
should she be invested with the supreme control of her ply impossible for a clairvoyant to do it; therefore, this
tional Convention be called, whose business it shall be to
maternal functions, so that by no possibility may they be book may safely be accepted as “ the Avord of the Spirit.”
prepare a Constitution to be afterward submitted to
exercised against her wish and will.
Not that by being so it lias any authority other than its real
Spiritualists generally, and by them approved, amended or
She said v'hen these reforms shall have been ushered merits, but that it is the addition of another to the many
rejected in its several degrees of development, from primary
on through secondary and tertiary stages to the head or into existence, then would the dawm of the long foretold proofs that spirit existence is real, is tangible and possible of
millennium, in which Love would be the supreme ruler, dis utilization in the interests of humanity.
ultimate.
Also:
With a plan of organization proposed by a Convention, to pensing her blessings ’with profuse hands upon all of the
the whole public, the people would begin first to or white-robed children of earth, and irresistibly bearing them Our Children; edited by Hannah F. M. Brown. By Wm.
White & Co., 14Hanover st., Boston, Mass. 1878. Price
ganize locally. When there had been several contiguous onward and upward toward the central infinitude of glory
75 cents; postage 10 cents.
local organizations formed, these would form an organiza and power.
When it was announced that she is to return in May,
tion similarly related to the primaries, as our States are re
In the preface Mrs. Broivn says:
lated to the various towns and cities within them. When there was the most profound satisfaction manifested by the
“Another book for children ! Yes, another. Why not
there had been several State organisations, these would entire audience. Those who heartily accept her brave and another, and still another? Little folks see the world in
form another, related to the States as our general Govern comprehensive ’words are rejoiced that she is engaged for books. They call for the news; they Avant to knoAv what is
ment is related to the several States. When several of these six months, while those who are not yet ready to give her going on beyond the garden-gate, very likely they know that
general organization had been completed, then an Inter cordial greeting upon her most radical subjects, still honor the’future has something for them to do, so the little dears
national or Universal organization might be formed ; and and respect her for her courageous advocacy of what have are trying hard to see and hear ay hat the full-grown world is
thus the organization would be completed, having first begun been ignorantly supposed to be unpopular truths. We look doing to-day.
with individuals in various localities, it would have grown hopefully forward to her labors here, trusting she maybe
“ Children call for scraps of history, bits of summer in
blessed with regained physical vigor, and consequently with songs, stories of real life. They want to be amused, in
into a system which could encompass the whole world.
But these several steps, instead of being like our political a quickened spiritual perception and an increased influx of structed. I have seen the child-mind, heard the young pil
organizations, each succeeding and higher one a sort of se inspired truth.
grim call for help, I am going to do the best toward the de
——------.—<«->—<-------------quel to the preceding, which is the cause of party strife,
mand. Some of the lovers of the juvenile world luree kind
compelling the whole people to separate into two opposing
ly joined me in making up this little book. We send it out
SOCIAL EXPERIENCES.
parties, each succeeding step should be the result of the
hoping it may brighten some of the cloudy winter evenings.”
preceding; thus growing naturally and giving no oppor
It is a av el ling-up, of the sweetness and purity that always
tunity for the division of the people into great national par
To many inquirers we wish to say that we are now speci resides in the soul of the gifted editor.
ties. Therefore it is that those who pretend to think that a ally desirous of scraps of personal experience illustrative of
general Convention cannot propose a general plan for organ the terrible social condition that exists, and we invite alTHE FAITH OF THE FUTURE.
ization without ignoring the principles of true organization, ’who are interested in bringing the necessity of reform still
so think because they have not exhaustively analyzed all that more prominently before the public to send us such experi
We are indebted to the “Literary Record of Harpers’
is involved in the question of organization.
ences, either of their owm or those that are known by them. Monthly, for April,” for the following extract. It applies
We trust that this important question may now have the These should he accompanied by the name of the writer as well to the grand progressive religion of Spiritualism, which
general and earnest consideration that the prophecies of the a pledge of good faith, to he used or not at his or her option, is being daily more and more developed in all civilized
times seem to demand of Spiritualists. There is but one while the names of parties implicated may he omitted, as nations, and recognizes in all humanity a universal priest
method by which to oppose an existing organization that is well as of their residence, when the facts are of so prominent hood :
threatening to imperil, if it have not already imperiled, the a character, as to have undoubted personal application where
Mr. Samuel Johnson will awake in the minds of many of
freedom of that very large body of the people who are the parties are known. Facts are more potent as arguments
his readers serious prejudices against his Avork on “ Oriental
not professing Christians—and that is by organization. Our than any theoretical exposition, no matter how able or log Religions” (J. R. Osgood & Co.) by his introduction. Yet it
advice to Spiritualists is to not delay it too long until the ical, and they are what are needed at this particular stage was only just to himself and to his readers that he should
enemy shall have you bound hand and foot, and you made of the social agitation.
Especially do rve desire to collect advise them beforehand Avhat is the philosophy Avhich under
incapable of resistance.
The God-in-the-Constitution an oveiwhelming array of facts to illustrate the well-known- lies his work. This Avould be generally called infidel. We
Young Men’s Christian Association intend to force their condition of sexual inharmony and its effects upon its sub do not mean by that that he casts any obloquy on Christian
programme.
Are Spiritualists prepared to oppose them? jects and their offspring, as well as those of the opposite ex ity, only that he calmly and deliberately rejects it as a
No, nobody pretends it; but of this be assured, if you are treme. It is by the constant presentation of these things divine religion, or as of any higher value than one out of
not ready soon, you will be compelled to make ready with that the world would be compelled to listen to the necessity Avhich a “ universal religion” is to be constructed by much
painstaking and study. “The Christian ideal is but a sin
the Inquisition already established.
of social freedom, to the end that sexual adaptation among
gle force among others, all equally in the line of movement.”
men
and
women
may
be
made
possible.
[Note.—Next week we shall present a plan of organiza
He implicitly denies the , need or existence of any divine
tion which was offered at the last Convention of the Ameri
power in the uplifting of the human race. “ The leaf needs
can Association of Spiritualists, but which was never per
Victoria C. Woodhull has just returned from a most no special miracle to become a flower, nor does the child to
mitted to go before the people, being neither reported by the successful two weeks’ lecturing tour in the West, where she become a man.” True religion is to be gathered from a care*
Committee to whom it was referred to the Convention, nor spoke to large aud enthusiastic audiences. She has several ful comparison of all religions, as true science from a study
published in any report of the Convention in any of the engagements still to fill in that locality, aud proposes short of all sciences. “ Universal religion, then, cannot he any
one exclusively of the positive religions of the Avorlc], Yet
Spiritual journals.]
ly to make a second trip.
She invites correspondence, it is really what is best in each and every one of them, puTU
looking to further engagements in the States of Michigan, fled from baser intermixture, and developed ift
ppj
‘
Wanted—A live person who can discuss the Social Ques Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin and Iowa, and Requests power.”
tion to take charge of the Adveftisiug Department of the hep friends in those States to §$ll th§ pjfQgffqij q| |]ia
J« t\w above Statements of Mr, §i|m«el
jjggpg,
W^Wblt A
QPP9rt}inlty P? P? rig&f mw or wopian kssfifis of ppAlta liffifp- $9 Am?
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ment wliicli has arisen out of the foolishness of rappings,
which is called "by (and well merits) the name of Spirit
ualism.
¥
“Harpers’ Monthly for April” also contains an excellent pa
per entitled “ Agriculturial Laborers in England, accompa
nied with a portrait of their great and wise leader, Joseph
Arch. It admits that the movement now going forward
among the soil tillers of this country amounts to a revolu
tion as important as that of the Rebellion of the sixteenth
century. It might with truth have stated, that, in its ulti
mate consequences, it wall prove far more valuable to man
kind than any fight that yet has occurred between the nobili
ty and the bourgeoisie.
It gives also acondensed history of the laborer, Joseph
Arch, and a short summary of his opinions on the reforms
he is endeavoring to introduce into Great Britain. The Jojseph Arch song, now sung by hundreds of thousands of ag
ricultural laborers in that country, shows the confidence the
soil tillers have in their leader. Remembering the part play
ed in the Rebellion by the world-famed “John Brown ” song,
we extract the same for the instruction of our readers as to
*the feelings, which at present, animate the oppressed masses
■of Great Britain.
■“ Under the spreading branches of the far-famed Wellesbourne oak,
Joseph Arch, the laborers’ chief, the welcome words first spoke:
More rest, more wages, and more food; a hit of land to rent;
And a union strong, we’ll form ere long: the news like wild-fire went.
CVioj’Ms.—The news like wild-fire went,
The news like wild-fire went;
And a union strong we’ll form ere long, the news like wild-fire went.
There were hundreds, ere the night was o’er, determined to begin,
Though squires oppose it all they can, and some they call it sin.
Through Warwickshire and Worcestershire the tidings quickly flew,
And a Union band now quickly stand, and sport their favorite blue.
Through Oxfordshire and Glo’stershire, in Essex, far and near,
Our champion’s scattering broad the seed, the people gladly hear;
Through every county in the land our general we will march,
For the Union band, is a movement grand, led on by J oseph Arch.
Some farmers fume and break the law, and dare to use their whips,
And curse and swear at us poor men, thinking to seal our lips;
But the secret’s out, the bird is loosed, the captive’s free once more,
The Union band, which Arch has planned, extends from shore to shore
We mean to go on peacefully, hut will not be deterred:
What Arch has told us we well knew is true in every word.
’Tis said that he will eat and drink, and ail at our expense;
Well, the Union band the cost will stand, and freely give their pence.
So here’s success to Joseph Arch, that truthful, fearless .man!
May he carry on the noble work at Wellesbourne oak began!
He’s honest, manly in the right, and hard he hits the nail,
TTns tke cause in hand of the Union hand, we know he will prevail.
Chorus.—We know he will prevail!
We know he will prevail!
There is only one point in the article the correctness of
which we take the liberty of disputing. It is that which
ascribes to Joseph Arch the merit of originating the move
ment. "While we believe him to he the truest and bravest
leader in it, we do not think he commenced it. There were
means required for that work which the - great reformer had
not. Our method of accounting for the great uprising of
the soil-tillers is as follows:
It will be remembered that some three years ago, when
the movement commenced, the leaders of the Disraeli party
of Great Britain had made overtures to the “ skilled ” me
chanics of Great Britain. Agreements were drawn up and
signed in which some of the nobility bound themselves to
favor the “ skilled - workingmen of the cities, and the lat
ter by their votes, were expected to return the compliment
by sending opposition members to represent the large
boroughs in Parliament. To countercheck this movement
the ministers secretly promoted the rising of the rude agri
cultural laborers, which overset the arrangement completely,
and gave the Tory noblemen an unpleasant labor problem to
work out first on their own estates. This we believe to have
been the true origin of the movement of the agricultural
laborers of England.
But the power which evoked the spirit has not the power
to allay it. Like the fisherman yriro liberated the genius
from the casket in the Arabian Nights’, Gladstone has now
o-ood cause to tremble before its presence. But, though it
bodes ill to all privileged classes, it portends nothing hut
good to the cause of labor and of man. Both here and in
Great Britain the soil-tiller now stands on a plane from
which he can clasp hands with his brother toilers, the arti
sans and mechanics of the cities. When a union takes
place between agricultural and mechanical laborers on the
basis of equality and justice, they will assuredly be in power.
The sophistries of our political economists will vanish; dis
tributors and financiers may close their books and receive
the law from the producers. So mote it be. .»
H.

---------------------------

IFrom the Leon Lone Star, Centreville, Leon Co., Texas.]
Woodhull & Clafln’s Weekly is before us and is read
with a degree of interest. Its best articles are written by
Victoria Woodhull. If the late persecutions of this woman
result, as sbe alleges, not from positive violations of law, but
simply for her vindication of certain theories, only affecting
the morale of the world, we think she is the victim of Federal
oppression. Of course we spurn her theories, but her the
ories affect the immaterial world. And what right has a
government, whose fountain-head and branches run black
with corruption, to exercise a censorship over the morals of
any body or any community ? The Federal Congress, with
Henry Ward Beecher for Chaplain, could not improve the
morals even of the internals. Vic. Woodhull is as good a
man, as there is in the Yankee nation.

HARK! FROM THE TOMBS.
OPENING THE MAIL BAG OF THE COMING DIC
TATOR.
Letters pouring into from all over the Country—The Rallying
of the Clans—Immense sale of the Weekly—The Newsman
of the lombs sold One Hundred and Sixty-three to the Pris
oners—Epigrams—The Spirit of the Age—The Sensation
of the Day. ■
While V. C. W. is running the West at Chicago, Milwau
kee, Dayton and other cities, G. F. T. is running the East.
The Toledo Sun, with its fifteen columns a week in the ref
ormation, is only distanced by the Weekly, with its
twenty-one columns, although we talk Train. He flies back
and says it is only the cause—not the man.
He returns our note with these comments:
DOWN AMONG THE BROKERS.

48 Broad street, March 29,1873.
Dear Mr. Train—Twenty-one columns, seven pages _on the
coming Dictator, all fresh and all pointed, discounting six
thousand papers who have not yet learned that liberty is in
jail. Our reporter could not get in? What does it mean?
Commissioners refused; warden refused, and report say you
said no. Can you not give us two or three pages from your
mail bag? Remember we talk to an universal audience, our
friends are your friends. Can you not give us the supressed
interview ou the Presidency “killed” by Dana? Colonel.
THE MAN OE DESTINY SICK A-BED.

Cell 53, Murderer Row, Saturday.

April 18, ms.

give hs the facts.
What I wish is some document or papers which have the
independence to take up your side of the question. I have
traveled over nearly all the eastern border counties of Kansas.
Mrs. Woodhull as well as yourself have many warm friends
here, and they truly feel that the officials are striking a great
blow at the vital element of our nation’s freedom, as well as
individual rights.
I would state that I have, within the last year, built me a
residence in this town.
Please send me some Train Ligues. * * * T®!! Mrs.
Woodhull that my wife, Mrs. Fanny Wheelock, will act as
her agent in selling her paper, or in getting subscribers.
Will Mrs. Woodhull’s paper be sustained? and will sub
scribers be sure to get it for twelve months if I send t e
money ?
E. B. Wheelock.
THE BIBLE MARTYR SAYS,

‘RALLY ROUND THE WEEKLY.”
MR. TRAIN’S EPIGRAM REPLY.

Yes! Send on your money—subscribe.
Rally all your Kansas tribe.
am the chief! I have said the word
I intend the Woodhull shall be heard.
By God’s order—through Beecher intrigue—
Uncle Sam has suppressed the Train Ligue.
Now the Church begins to curse and damn,
Forfear I shall surpass Uncle Sam.
Geo. Francis Train,
„
The Iconoclast,

Dear J. LL. B.—“Knocked up.” Is it the weather, or the
stink of the vault in the corner, the miasma and the ma
Cell 56, March 30, ’73,
I
laria in the putrid atmosphere ? I am sick a-bed, but damn
them (I am learning to swear among these puritans, and will Murderers’ row, the Tombs. )
steal by and by, and murder somebody. Evil communica
tions—you remember the proverb that that old Tombs’ shyster
NOTE FROM THE EDITOR OF THE TOLEDO SUN.
Paul stole from Confucius.) I find more gems when sick
and lying down than they can do when well.and standing up.
Toledo, O., March 27, 1873.
THE BOMBSHELL IN THE WEEKLY.

THE REFORMERS WANTED IN TOLEDO.

You did a big thing this week to make all the other jour
nals appear so small. Even the Sun is obliged to ridicule
this attack on liberty; but nobody shall escape. Your en
terprise deserves acknowledgment, and herewith is pass
that will admit your reporter to the Tombs—through all the
lives.
I am not ready to publish Dana’s supressed interview
where somebody sold me out to Belmont and Barlow, with
out C. O. D.
G. F. T.

Geo. Francis Train, Cell 56, the Tombs—Just received
apply of crimson (the Commune and International ink)
com headquarters, and write you a few lines to try
^
ottle. What may not the contents of this bottle perpetra .
Veil, to the point. Can you give me any definite idea oi tne
ime that you will turn up in Toledo? I will print tick
,nd sell (no reserved seats) for that lecture, bank
unds and await your coming.

THE MAGIC PASS.

Subscribers pouring in from ladies in Boston yesterday.
Irs. Kettreder, 361 Tremont st,, and Mrs. JSancy Dickeron, 313 Meridian st. The City Council has been sneering at
he Sun. I will salt them every time. They deceive the
leople. It is a good thing to be “ brought up among Untx^s
I mean the paper talked about by these officials), it l U
he cause and the subscription list, and gave me sfi.dscrioeib
resterday. Was accosted by a sleek preach er (an Ux., i pi eume), who was selling Seward’s travels. Told mm i clien t
vant. Government should have sent out a man who could
iave written and remembered what he saw on bis travels.
,Vho could I name was more competent ? George Brands
Crain, said I, and your defense was almost disastrous to tuo
xittles and cans ou the shelves of the store in which we met.
3ut I nailed Solomon, and got a cash sub. for the mun on i he
pot. Solomon had very little to say about the man who was
leclared a lunatic when I closed. So we go. A brave v oid
ometimes wins—always pays. The poor cusses hereabouts
Ye deserting me, but the world is large and the air free, leii
vioLrUc! Lia m+ipr ims rmlvbeen unshed over for want of room.

The Chef de la Commune was right. The secret word on a
card opened the Tombs to our reporter, and one of the guards
we saw made a military salute^ Is their a gigantic secret
society that has undermined all these frauds and is about
ready to explode? Just as the reporter got in, a terrible
crash was heard which startled the whole corridor. Sim
mons was with Mr. Train, thanking him for his Graphic re
port of the fire, when in rushed Stokes, with flushed face:
“Did you hear that, Train? Has the revolution com
menced?”
“What was it?” said Simmons, who is as cool under fire
or danger as a Commune general on a barricade.
“A bomb-shell through the window, smashing the frame
work, bringing down whole window with a crash!”
Dr. Nealis came in also somewhat excited, and asked,
“What’s the matter, Mr. Train?”
On inquiry it was found that instead of a hand-grenade it
was a brick-bat thrown from somebody over the prison wall.
“ Evidently there is Revolution in the air,” said Mr. Train.
Mr. Train was too ill to talk with our reporter, but said he
was quite welcome to look over those letters there in this
morning’s mail, and take any, where the answers are in
pencil.
ON WITH THE DANCE, LET JOY BE UNCONEINED.

280 Fourteenth St., Brooklyn, )
March 28, 1873. \

Geo. Francis Train :

THE REFORMATION IN BOSTON.

THE WOODHULL WANTED IN TOLEDO.

The Blade and Commercial are defaming Mrs. Woodhull a
column at a time. If she could only come here she would reap
the benefit of her persecution. How does it seem possible to
have the newspaper world so effectually against any one,
unless they are a power and amount to more than “ a little.”
I hear by telegram that Colonel Blood has twenty-one
columns on Train! Three cheers and the cause.
Yours,
John A. Lant,
Editor and Proprietor of the Toledo Sun.
The editor having named his first boy after the Coming
Dictator, the little fellow got the enclosed epigram which
will carry him safely through the world:

Dear Sir—Will you see Mr. W. L. Brown, of Western New
York? He is a noble, staunch friend of the cause you repre
ADYICE TO MOTHERS, BABIES AND BOYS.
sent.
Mrs. Briggs.
The sun brightens; the news in this morning’s Sun is inEPIGRAM ON G. F. T. LANT.
terestiug. The gods are with you. Truly the signs of the
times are propitious of great events.
Yours, with admiration,
Your bouncing namesake weighs twenty pounds, and will make hi*
Ruth W. Scott Briggs.
mark in the world. [Extract private letter.]
THE COMING DICTATOR’S
MAY THE UNIVERSE BLESS HIM.
epigram: reply.

coming events casting "shadows.

Only to thank yon, dear Mrs. Briggs,
Bui 1 don't believe in the gods ;
I don’t believe in preachers and wigs,
But in man who tabors and plods.
Andfor woman, too, the bright sun shines.
Passing events show signs of the times !
When Woodhull struck the Beecher trail,
I made a strike to break the jail.
’Tis the Church and Prison, present and past,
That held and holds the fools and slaves so fast.
Read the Colonel’s seven pages this week,
And see how the ages begin to speak.

• Geo. Francis Train,
(Who cannot be shot, burnt or poisoned in the Tombs.)
Cell 56, Murderers’ Row, March 29, ’73, the Tombs.
THE CLANS GATHERING IN THE WEST.
Pleasanton, Linn Co., Kansas, March 2, 1873.
DOWN WITH THE BIBLE.

Mr. George Francis Train :
Dear Sir—Through the press, I have learned of your arrest
and imprisonment for publishing a wee hit of “ Holy Writ.”
I have been in the lecture field many years, and, politically
and religiously, we doubtless think nearly alike. We, in this
county, are in the dark respecting the movements in New
York about you and Mrs. Woodhull—who, I think, are very
unjustly persecuted—as we get hold of no papers on your
side of the great question. I have seen a few copies of Mrs.
Woodhull’s Weekly oil my recent traveling trip in South
western Missouri.

I’m glad to hear, in Murderer’s Row,
From that twenty pounder of Lant & Co.
In my young army of namesakes Nature sent
He shall be Colonel of a regiment.
The Christian calls on God to give you joy,
But Universe will bless your Pagan boy,
Would you discover a mine of wealth,
Then keep the little fellow in health.
He could not well the world stir up,
Fed on Winslow’s Soothing Syrup.
And would you save him from a curse,
Baptize in name of Universe !
And never let Doctor vaccinate ;
To disease the body opens Death’s gate.
Again, long clothes on a baby child
Would drive a Pagan mother wild.
Don’t spoil the boy with canting prayer.
But open the window, give him air,
And ask your kind and gentle wife
To stamp this sermon on his life:
THE SERMON OF THE PAGAN.

Don’t drink, don’t smoke, don’t swear, don’t chew ;
Don’t lie, don’t cheat ! be always true.
Don’t let preachers your vision blind ;
Don’t be afraid to speak your mind.
Love manhood, love courage, love truth ;
Be honest, earnest and brave forsooth.
There is no God, no soul, no ghost,
But earth and ocean and all the host
In Nature’s army? The phalanx grand
That peoples land and air and wood
In Creation’s mighty multitude?
His name but represents a cause,
It is the Universe ! necessity’s laws.
A race of giants we must elevate

U
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..........
To work out this grand decree of Fate!
As bends the twig so will the tree incline;
So, study hard and save your golden time.
Scar the young sapling and the gnarled oak
Shows how fatal was the youthful joke.
Never permit the poison of Christian cant
To blight the honored house of Lant.
Your Pagan mission has just begun.
Toledo must be the central Sun !

myself to holding meetings, every one of which should have
passed resolutions in a voice of thunder, and sent them up
to New York to go into all the daily papers; and then before
now, we would have had a meeting; and flashed light
ening all over the country, till the blase should have burnt
the Tombs up, and brought you out!

George Francis Train,

President of the Murderer’s Club.
Cell 56, Murderer’s Kow, The Tombs1 March 26, 1873.
THE PRESS AT LAST WAKING! UP.
Pittsburgh, Pa., March 37, 1873.
Geo. Francis Train, Esq.—We shall feel obliged if you will
allow our reporter an interview touching up a few of the
points on your imprisonment, trial, &c. At whose instiga
tion was the charge of insanity made against you? the mo
tive, etc. ? But it is unnecessary to suggest points. The
taking ones will suggest themselves to you at once. We want
to know what you are going to do about it. Among other
things do not omit the salient ones that turn up in the trial.
The country cannot understand your long detention, and
our reporter is specially detailed to find out.
We inclose you slip from Leader, which will show you that
you are not without friends in Pittsburg.
We mailed to you the two-column Credit Mobilier Inter
view obtained through your courtesy.
'
Pittock, Kevins & Co.,
Yours,
Pittsburg Leader.

THE WOMEN OF THE REFORMATION.

Dear Train, there are women who love you, almost, yes,
quite, to tears! When I come t© New York, if you are still
there, I shall at once come to you. And anywhere, I shall.
And we shall take counsel, all of us, and save you, the
Hero!
THE TWO PAPERS C F THE PEOPLE.

How do I know but before this gets to New York you will'
already be gone somewhere. Still it will get to you. And
how I should jump if you could send me one word in reply!
The women here snatch at your photographs! “ What is to
pay,” they say, and all want one. Have had letter from
Lant, and have the Toledo Sun, and others have it. We shall
get a lot of them here, yet.
WITH WOODHULL’S PAPER AND THE TOLEDO SUN WE WILL
SHAKE THE WORLD.

Train! Train! All is well, and will be! Only, it is cruel to
be outraged and tortured, but an end will come to that! And
reward for it. Reward, yes, Glory!
Goodnight! Your own,
Joseph Treat.

MR. TRAIN’S EPIGRAM REPLY.

Give me your hand once more, old friends,
A generous word always tends
To lift the pain from, aching brain;
The lying New York city press
Are hoisting signals of distress.
Truth and manhood they deny,
Partners of Tweed they steal and lie,
And one of these days, perhaps, will die.
Vive la Commune.
Read Woodhull’s paper and Toledo Sun,
A bombshell broadside from weekly gun.
Does Leader want to make a strike,
Then publish what the people like.
G. F. T.,
President Murderers’ Club.
Cele

56,

The Tombs, Murderers’ Kow, 1

March 30 (15th week),

j

Here is a note from Mr. G., just arrived in England:
A NOTE TO THE WHITE STAR LINE.
FIRST NOTICE—NO EXCUSE POR DIRT.

[Extract private letter from a gentleman on board the
Atlantic.]
Steamship Atlantic,
)
Off Queenstown, March 11, 1873. )
Dear Mr. Train—Here we are, off Queenstown, and a
more weary, worn-out set of passengers you never saw. The
Atlantic left port with forty-six unfortunates—the dirtiest
steamer you ever saw, alive with vermin, and so out of re
pair as to keep us in a perpetual bath; all the state-rooms
leaky, and as a consequence, every one on board with a fear
ful cold. Mine is something distressing, and 1 shall have to
stop over a day or to at Liverpool.
WHO WANTS TO SLEEP IN A PERPETUAL BATH!

Sleeping in water is not conducive to health, and I can
conscientiously say I have not had a single night’s rest on
board. The captain is a genial, charming man, and has done
everything in his power to make us comfortable and content,
and the table has been all we could ask for.
TRE BLAME IS ON THE LIVERPOOL SIDE.

But’tis unpardonable in the Liverpool house to send to
sea a vessel in the conaition of the Atlantic, and it will only
injure their reputation, instead of benefiting them, if persist
ed in. The winds have been with us the entire voyage, but
a new screw—the invention of a woman—is too heavy for the
machinery, and ^ur progress has been very slow; but to
morrow night will end our troubles, and see us safe among
the Liverpoolians.
FRIENDS OF THE COMING DICTATOR ON BOARD.

Among our passengers is an old Poughkeepsie schoolmate
of your daughter; a young bride; Major-General Pleasauton,
(an old friend of yours, whose pamphlet I think will interest
you, and I will forward it from Liverpool; his opinion of
our government so exactly corresponds with your own, I
should almost imagine you had been exchanging views on
this all-engrossing subject); Sir Charles Bright (whom you
will remember as breakfasting in company with Tal. Staffner when you invited me to breakfast in your apartments in
London some years ago), who wishes to be remembered; a
Mrs. Weber, of New York, aud a few others—comprising all
that is in any way agreeable in the passenger line.
THE ROLLING OF THE STEAMER.

I had not been in the least sick, except on the second day,
when we had a fearful cross-sea which 1 feared would swamp
us; but the captain assures me there was no d&nger. The
“Atlantic” has rolled night and day, but nothing to compare
with Die “Adriatic.” I shall go to London on Friday, re
main until Monday, go thence to Paris for a day or two, and
on to Cologne and Frankfort, where I hope to arrive the 30th
or 33d; then to Vienna and St. Petersburg, returning via
Moscow to Paris.
A LARGE FINANCIAL OPERATION.

1 have written Barings’ to send my letters to the Langhorn. Will write you from Liverpool and London, but
knew you would be anxious to bear at once about the five
million negotiation, so this will catch the Wednesday’s mail
from Liverpool.
T. D.
A CHEERING WORD FROM VINELAND.
Vineland, N. J., March 38.
A TREAT EOR MEN OF INTELLECT.

Dear George Francis Train—You have not been forgotten.
O, no 1 Have been looking after trial of Mr. Gage, and to
preparing to leave next week, or as soon as possible. Mr.
Gage is cleared. I speak on Beecher next Sunday, and that
ends my appointments. But I shall mot be able to leave be
fore Wednesday, at the very least, may not then. I am go
ing to launch out and speak, shriek, THUNDER! Soon.
Amen.

MR. TRAIN’S EPIGRAM REPLY.

Your lectures on Woodhull, Beecher and Train
Will wake Voltaire and startle Paine,
While Gibbon and Jean Jacques Rosseau
Will show tlisir ghosts in Murderers’ Row.
Your grand creation is nature’s roll,
There's nothing immortal in the soul._
Hurrah for Victory! all bail to Gage!
The old church w—s are in a rage
To see their sceptre shrink and bend
While you its swindling record rend.
You struck the harlot at the root .
That night at Cooper’s Institute,
When the Right Reverend Stephen Tyng
Hissed like an add'T, and showed his sting,
Calling us “ sharks!” The old h—11 h—d
Will smell as bad when underground. %
Tell those lady friends that by and by
They will see the sunshine in the sky.
Your Pagan victory means Christian defeat,
Your large audiences will have a Treat.

.......................

.... '"’....J.....................

Buy WoodhulTs paper, and then you'll know
About the chief in Murderers’ Row.
G. F. T.
The To mbs, Cell 56, Murderers’ Row, I
March 30, 1873. j
THE COMING DICTATOR SHAKES HANDS WITH THE ©RAPHIO.

[Epigram note to the Managing Editor, an old acquaintance of the
Graphic.]
No wonder the Graphic is all the rags,
It is the grandest paper of the age,
We all admit in Murderers’ Row,
You discount Harper, Leslie & Co.
You’ve taken their Weeklies down a peg,
They look like a last year’s robin’s egg.
The old blanket sheets cannot last,
And the five-cent papers are dying fast.
Croly remembers their thunder-bolts hurled
From an Irish Bastile through the World. ,
My three thousand dollars is still unpaid,
And the Marble sponges are sore afraid;
And should admit the Byronic power
That makes the rings and churches cower.
(Why let your Personal sneerand rail
And insult a man when sick in jail f)
Then why should we now disagree?
Why not jump in and ride with me?
The Graphic is a decided hit,
1 wonder that no one thought of it!
We men are only grown-up hoys,
And women are simply grown-up girls,
And pictures of our school-day joys
Are mingled with these school-day curls.
Dana’s invention in the Sun ’
Is distanced by what you have done.
’Tvvas the Egyptian, oriental plan
Of object tending, which made their man.
What he wanted to educate the nation
Was a Daily (7rop/iic illustration!
A newspaper uncotrolled by rings
That defends Republics instead of kings !
I must permanently subscribe
And send your journal to my tribe;
To all my Darlings far over the sea;
’Twill he a Graphic remembrance of me.
Address Siiebelle Barling Train—Care,
Barings, London, England. So rare
A Treat the Americans should send abroad,
For its great success we must all accord.

Gho. Francis Train,

Cell 56, March 30, ’73,
)
Murderers’ row, the Tombs. )

Geo. Francis Train,

(Who saved Four Hundred Men from Suffocation in the
Tombs, March 28, 1873.)
President of the Murderers’ Club.
THE PICTORIAL VICTORY.

FLAYING COUNTRY EDITORS ALIVE.

The Toledo Sun gives a one-sided duel between Richard
Hinchcliff, editor of the Lawrence (Mass.) Labor Deform
Journal, and the great epigramatist. It seems the editor
wished Mr. Train to write for the Journal, to give it circula
tion among his host of friends, and tried to patronize Mr.
Train by using the words, “ We permit,” etc. Mr. Train re
plied by saying as his lectures were two hundred dollars in
Lawrence (a donation it so happened) aud his newspaper
articles fifty dollars each, he was plaintiff, not defendant.
We add the conclusion of the sharp debate:
To R. H., Esq., “ Lawrence Journal.”
EPIGRAM.

Great Labor Reformer (!) of a one-horse town,
You are just the party to .succeed John Brown (!)
A number six hat and a number tivelve boot
Will astonish the world if it strikes at the root.
Your courage is power, yon do quite right—
Don’t be a bobe to the tail of a kyte !
By the way, when your pen begins to throb,
Remember there’s no e in spelling bob.
How pleasant it is for me to find
That even you have an ax to grind.
Poor hide-hound, pulpit-bound, party-bound man
Brink water, and wash out yourself, if you can,
I hate to leave you in the lurch—
That two hundred dollars, I gave to the Church !
o. Francis Train’.
The Tombs, Cell 56, March 17, 1873.
{Reply Lawrence Journal, March 39.)
GEORGE FRANCIS TRAIN.
George Francis Train, in the columns of that “ bob to the
tail of the Train kite,” the Toledo Sun, has made our name
immortal. We are the theme of a poem written by Geo. F.
Train, the Coming Dictator!!! We feel immensely flattered.
Just think of it, a whole column devoted to us from the pen
of the great Train himself! The American Shakespeare.
One who boasts that he gave birth to Credit Mobilier.
Good God, Train, we have mistaken your sex; give us the
date of your accouchement. Would like-to know the exact
age of your baby. Since you are the mother, tell us who is
the father. It would be interesting to our readers to learn
all about the matter.
Yon claim to be a millionaire; how glad we are to make
your acquaintance! We take off our hat, the circumferance
of which you have measured with a yard stick. You have
taken another title, and you are now signing yourself George
Francis Train, President of .the Murderers’Club! This is
terrible. We tremble all over. Pray, Mrs. President, do you
cut throats with a razor or an oyster knife? We want to be
prepared in self-defence—“No. 13 boots” may be useful. You
have been examined lately to find out whether you were
sane or not. Now be kind enough to tell us whether you are
as crazy as you pretend to be, and give us the news in the
next number of the “ Bob.”
That original epigram of yours about the “dog and his tail”
is older than the ghost of your great, great, grandfather, old
Adam Train. It is beneath the dignity of the American
Shakespeare to act the plagiarist. As you set yourself up as
a teacher of orthography, try if you can’t spell immense with
two m’s and take the y out of the word kyte and insert i in
its place.
Good-by, old Mother Train,
Till we hear of you again.
Through the columns of the “Boh.”

NON COMPOS MENTIS.
SHARP REJOINDER FROM THE GREAT SATIRIST.
Dear Train—They are infinite sneaks, to trump up their
To R. FT., Esq., Lawrence:
plea of “ insanity ” to get rid of you. It is confession,, throw
Shake hands, old fellow, don’t, feel had,
ing np the sponge 1 It will react—be worse for them than be
I’m only insane, I am not mad;
fore ! Aud for you, it is best, and I am glad of it. It will
Who wonders yon yourself perplex
save your life to the world! The Tombs would in time Ml yon,
If you cannot tell a fellow's sex!
So fly high your “kyte! ” cut off your “ bob,”
but the Asylum will estop that. And we shall get you out
And let the widow and orphan sob;
of both! If I had been a man of fortune I would have given

In the picture of “ George Francis Train in Court, Refusing
Bail,” our readers will readily recognizeAhe hero of the hour
and the court officials and counsel xvho surround him. The
dilemma of the gentlemen who have this “ while elephant ” in
charge is one of the laughable little matters of the hour. They
o'idy can answer the question: What will they do with him'!—•
“Graphic,” March 39.
The evening edition has just come in—
Congratulations! You are hound to v/in.
(While reporters waded through the mire,
You alone detailed the tombs on fire).
G. F. T. in court refusing bail,
Shows artist knows no such word as fail.
Friend Chatfield's likeness is excellent:
The old Roman seems on justice bent.
(You have also sketched my faded bouquet—
’ Twas the foul air that made it decay.
Send him here to sketch the padded cell,
Andpaint a graphic picture of hell!
Lot him describe the “Bridge of Sighs,”
And the murder pens that near them lies,.
And by these pictures there may appear
The fearful crimes that are-hidden here.
Old fogy newspapers clear the road
For the only picture daily on the globe,
Yon are bound to have an enormous traffic—
Attention, Train hoys ! Rally round the Graphic!
Geo. Francis Train,
The Tombs, cell 56, Murderers’ [
Row, March 39, ’73.
j
[Fifteenth week. Provided I had been tried and sentenced,
the whole fine under the “obscene” statute is only six
months; hence by working out the sentence without accu
sation, examination or trial, I have destroyed the law
__while, if sentenced it destroys the Bible. Big thing.]
IMPORTANT CORRESPONDENCE ON THE LIBERTY
OF THE SUBJECT.
Reporter.—You just remarked to Counsellor Mott, in my
presence, that you intended to ask Judge Brady, had yon
been called np, an important question relating to prisoners
in tbe Tombs. Have you any objection to stating the point
for publication ?
Mr. Train.—Certainly not. You are quite at liberty to copy
my note to him, which covers the whole ground.
MR. TRAIN’S NOTE TO JUDGE BRADY.

Cell 56, The Tombs, March 31, 1873.
To Judge Brady, Court Oyer and Terminer, New York:
Your decision when before y<>u, that the liberty of the citi
zen took precedence over other cases, would have embold
ened me, had I been brought into Court to-day, to hear your
decision about the legality of the indictment under which I
was arrested to have asked you a question relating to that
point. But as no notice has been served for me to appear,
and I have not been notified of your decision, perhaps you
will do me the courtesy of answering the following ques
tions :
SOME POINTED INQUIRIES.

1. How long should a prisoner be detained after arrest be
fore trial? And is there any law that settles that point?
3. In case the prisoner is a pauper, without friends to make
the inquiry or means to procure counsel, in what is his guilt
or innocence to be made known?
3. If after several months incarceration (without accusa
tion, examination or trial as in my case), he succeeds in be
ing brought into court and is found innocent (the arrest be
ing illegal), has he any redress against the authorities ?
4. When a prisoner pleads guilty, has the Court a right
to enter “not guilty;” or, in other words, should not the
prisoner be sentenced on his plea ?
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IS Am PHOHIBfTED BY LAW ?

5. Ought not in all cases the alleged offense be set down in
the indictment in detail—or at least some proof of the
charge; in fact, that is the question before you, whether the
indictment as written holds ?
8. When detained waiting the action of the Court to ex
amine or try him, is not the prisoner entitled to his two
hours open-air exercise as is the case in all foreign jails ?
7. Is fie not also entitled to proper ventilation in his cell,
and means of warming it in cold weather?
I would not ask these questions of your honor had you not
made a direct reference to the liberty of the citizen. This
is my fifteenth iveek, and the District-Attorney has made no
sign of bringing me to trial (except the suggestion made be
fore you of the examination De Lunatico Enquirendo before
Judge Daly).
The close confinement is telling on my health or I would
not trouble you to drop me a line in reply as soon as pos
sible.
Most respectfully,
Deo. Francis Teain..

mysterious power greater than the Fenians, we did not know
* * * Weeks ago I stated that King could not live unless
how extended was the terrible engine of revolution.
he had the open air. Nearly four months ago you saw how it
was yourself. For fifteen iveeks I have seen these poor
AN IMPORTANT PAPER FOUND IN THE BOWERY.
It has been remarked within the last two weeks that those wretches dying all around me. The press denied my state
applying for permits to see Mr. Train have been refused. ments. At last I aroused the authorities to investigation,
Other prisoners see their friends, but you must be a relative and the several civic committees have reported that the
of the coming Dictator or the door is closed. These strict Tombs is not fit for human habitation—a “ death-trap,” a
regulations were made after the report about capturing the “pest-house,” a “grave-yard”—and the new prison is to be
Tombs (see last week’s W. & C. W.) Policemen, foreigners built at once. Meanwhile, are we to be left here to die f
March 31, Cell 56, The Tombs,
G. F. T.
and others had been seen talking to Mr. Train through the

grating—salutes as if to authority were made. Yesterday
our reporter, hearing the name mentioned by two French
men in earnest conversation, is under the impression that
some coup d’etat is close at hand, and the discerning of this
by the police was the cause of the extraordinary back down
of the authorities, first, semi-ofiicially in the Times, the very
KING REMOVES TO SAVE HIS LIFE.
day Mr. Train was to he sent to the Asylum; second, the
P. S.—King’s health has completely broken down under official retraction of District-Attorney Phelps before Judge
the fearful air of the cells, and they are removing him to Brady.
the hospital to save his life. That I have reason to ask these
THIS WAS FIRST NOTICE OF THE BACK-DOWN.
questions, I may mention that there are prisoners now in
{From the N. Y. Times, March 27.}
tire Tombs who have been here for weeks, and.months, and
years without having their ease come to trial, and in some GEORGE FRANCIS TRAIN NOT TO BE SENT TO AN INSANE
. ASYLUM.
instances are entirely forgotten. As I should not suppose
The publication in a morning paper yesterday of a state
our food costs twenty cents a day, while twenty dollars may ment
to the effect that George Francis Train, now confined
be charged the people—hence it is for the interest of the in the Tombs for publishing an obscene paper, is to be sent
contractors to keep the jail lucll filled ivith permanent boarders! immediately to the insane asylum on Blackwell’s Island, is
pronounced by the District Attorney to be utterly untrue,
WHY MR. TRAIN REMAINS IN JAIL.
Mr. Tram, who persistently refuses to allow himself to be
As my persistency in remaining in jail (not accepting bail) bailed out of prison, is not desirous of leaving the Tombs,
will not be sent away, of course, without the usual
has been discussed to my injury, I may state that my object and
bail.
was to appear as a pauper (Question hTo. 2), in order to test
An official told the reporter yesterday that Train is evi
what rights the people have the government is bound to dently afraid that he will not be allowed to continue his
respect. This explains why I remain—why I have paid no burlesque martyrdom. When his wife recently came to bid
him good bye, before her departure for Europe, he was in
money to lawyers—why I intend to stop here, until the vited by the keepers to see her to her carriage, but he abso
authorities release me by clearance or sentence. Guilty or lutely i’ef used, appearing afraid that once in the street the
not guilty, am I not entitled to an immediate trial as a pauper door of his “ bastile,” as he delights to call it, would he
shut and barred against him forever. There are ten writs
as well as though I was a millionaire ? If guilty, as General of habeas corpus out for the appearance of Train in the Su
Chatfield remarked, the extent of the sentence is only six preme Court, one returnable to-day and one to-morrow, and
months. Already nearly four has run off. If punished thus if the prisoner really should desire to be liberated from the
“bastile” there will be reason to think that his sanity is
before trial, why the necessity of going into court ?
returning.
G. F, T.
After the hue and cry about Mr. Train’s insanity this
Reporter.—Why are the authorities so strict in your case,
permitting no one to see you, wrhile all other prisoners are semi-official notice in the Times is a complete surrender.
THE SECRET ARMY OF THE REVOLUTION.
allowed to see those who call ?
One of the Frenchmen dropped this paper which we at
Mr. Train.—Why am 1 here at all? Why is Woodhull
under $100,000 bail ? Why don’t they try Nichols ? Why are once confiscated and publish, minus the names, reserving
they trying to poison me—to burn down the jail—to send me the original for further developments:
to asylums ? Simply to cover up a thousand murders and SECTION 7, DISTRICT 17, SUB-DIVISION 200—G. C.—NO. 219,000.
“ To the restoration and preservation of the Government
a fifty million fraud. These notes show how close is the
of the United States of America, in all its branches, and of
barrier, etc.
the governments of all the States thereof in all their
branches, and the preservation of the liberty of the Ameri
A LARGE AUDIENCE WAITING TO HEAR THE can people, by the selection of men for all offices, who will
faithfully and fearlessly perform their duty, regardless of
WOODHULL.
cost, class, party, sect or personal interest; I promise my
RROMPT ACTION IN MR. TRAIN’S CASE.
most earnest efforts in accordance with the plans of the Gen
eral Council directing this movement, and to the full and
{From the New York Star.'} ■
faithful performance of this promise, I pledge my life, my
The Internationals— Yesterday's Meeting of the Federal Coun fortune
and my most sacred honor.
cil—fi Disappointment—The Eight-Hour Law—Sympathy
“ Name (withheld).
“ Witness (one name—withheld).
Address (withheld).”
for Train.
THE VIGILANCE COMMITTEE.
The Federal Council of the Internationals - met yesterday
at headquarters, No. 129 Spring street, Citizen Carsey in the
It will be remembered the Telegram gave a sensational
chair. The female broker, Mrs. Woodhull, was expected to notice of a great meeting to form a Vigilance Committee,
be present and address the meeting, and in anticipation of where five hundred were present but no reporters. We be
this the attendance wms larger than usual, but Mrs. Wood- lieve this is so, but it takes a wider range than the city of
hull failed to appear. After reading communications from New York; it is nothing more than what wo are unravelling
sections in Switzerland and Spain, a committee was ap skein by skein—an organization to take this Government
pointed to call a convention of delegates from the various from the hands of the swindling oligarchy of capital and re
trades unions in the city and State, to be held in the latter store it to the sons of labor.
part of April for the purpose of considering the best means
THE SECRET MEETING IN THE BOWERY.
of enforcing the eight-hour law.
We were unable to either get admission or information
Citizen Carsey offered the following resolution, which, on
from any of those who came out to get a report of the meeting
motion, was adopted:
Whereas, We protest against the willful and malicious at (it was nearly midnight before the close of the G. C. ?), but
tempt of the enemies of free thoughts and free speech to we did succeed in getting hold of a document that is circu
“ railroad ” George Francis Train to an insane asylum as ar lating from handto hand all over the city inside of the or
outrage on the liberty of the citizen, a violation of all the
laws of the State, and the plain declaration of war ou all our ganization, but has never seen daylight through a news
paper.
liberties; therefore be it
Resolved, That we will resist all such attempts by all means
Private Circular, only to be used inside “ The Army," and
in our power.
each citizen is not to part with his copy, as it is important
at
present to watch events, and not anticipate the revolution
YIYE LTNTERNATIONALE.
by rash action of the organization.
Note to the President De la Ligue dxt Midi. In the Tombs
The City of Neio York drill foliate the Fate of Boston and for quoting the Bible.
Chicago—George Francis Train calling the Roll of the Army
of Liberty—The Blacks are Free, lei us Emancipate the
WHAT DOES IT ALL MEAN?
Whites—Ihe Strikers Struck with the Anthem of the Tombs.
TORTURING THE CHIEF.
NO ONE ALLOWED TO VISIT MR. TRAIN.

The Coming Revolution—The Rolling of the Distant Thun
der-—The Flashing of the Lightning on the Edge of the
Monday, March SI, 1873.
Horizon—Vive La Commune—Sound the Alarm Bells—
Geo. Francis Train, Esq.—I am this moment from Eleventh
Attempt to Force the Coming Dictator into a Mad-house— street. The authorities refuse to allow me to see yoii. None
Startling Epigram Galling the People to Arms—The Strikers but near relatives are allowed a pass to see you. What shall I
do ? I stated my business with you, which had no effect.
and the Struck—The Gas to be Shut off Ere Many Days—
Yours, hurriedly,
The Approaching Panic in Wall Street—Repudiating the
Burnham Ward well.
National Debt.
I’ll wait at the gate a few moments, perhaps the editor of
THE UNSEEN POWER.
the Sun can "Open the way.
B. W.
We are on the eve of the most startling changes ever re
The Sun editor was equally unfortunate; but the reporter
corded in this or any other country. We are within a stone’s- of the W. C. W. came and saw and conquered.
throw of the most peaceful solution of the impending strug
gle between Labor and Capital, or on the very threshhold of
MURDER IN THE FIRST DEGREE,
the bloodiest revolution in history. We are satisfied, from
our association with the Internationals, that there is a power
THE TOMBS NOP FIT FOR HUMAN HABITATION.
beyond it, and controlling these other societies; a power
that has its associations prevailing the entire nation—moved
(Ex. Private Letter from Mr. Train.)
by an aJmsem hand ; in short, a gigantic secret organization
of several millions of able-bodied mpn, secret as Masonry, or
A LAWYER DYING IN THE TOMBS.
the Carbonari, or the Know-Nothings, hut more active than Dear J. H. B,;
all combined, while all ape in it, Its direction is absolute—
James C. King, indicted for the killing of Q’Neil in Pine
as absolute p |;he power Pf Ignatius Loyola, with his legion street,
is vpry ill, and the prison authorities ;thip|s of Ending
of Jesuits, ip pesfecf;' j® Ifg osg§pipp4iqp? thgf. ope leader ham to the prison hospital on BlafiJfYMFi; Island. jETp has
ffsW#?
in'ldfs plMg £cj php
w4
iwf&t-, wasfechpJraQst to p. skeleton, anclphyslolaiipphipk ihpuplpss
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[From the Ne-w York Sun.j
TRAIN TO BE TAKEN BEFORE JUSTICE DALY.
The elephant was in unusually good humor yesterday, and
devoured great stacks of newspapers and letters. Among
the latter carried to him was one from the great actress
Matilda Heron Byrne, who visited him on Saturday. She
covered eight pages of fine tinted note paper with laudations
of him, and thanked God that .she had one friend among the
living, and that one George Francis Train. The prisoner lost
no time after reading this letter in writing an epigram in re
ply. He spoke in rapturous terms of “ Camille,” and prayed
that the gods might protect her from her enemies. He was
visited by Mrs. Gen. Chatfield and Counsellor John O. Mott,
who has been retained by Mrs. Eleanor Fletcher-Bishop to
defend him. Mrs. Chatfield told the prisoner that her hus
band, the General, had just received a letter from Chief
Justice Chas. P. Daly, informing him that Mr. Train would
shortly be tried before a Sheriff’s jury which would be
impaneled to inquire into his sanity. Counsellor Mott said
he thought there would be much difficulty in obtaining a
jury. The prisoner’s face brigtened up, and he seemed much
pleased. He said he would astonish the jurors. He will
probably go before Judge Daly on Thursday. Then the
Sheriff will endeavor to capture a jury. Warden Johnson
was well enough yesterday to attend to his usual duties. He
visited all the prisoners, and they seemed much pleased to
see him.
THE PUBLIC SPEAKERS.
DISCUSSING THE COMPOS MENTIS QUESTION.

[From the Neiv York Star, March 31.}
sane or insane.
Train Discussed—The Question of His Mental Equilibrium—
What Dr. Landis Thinks About Him—Eccentric, but not
Insane.
An audience congregated last evening at Butler’s Atheneum on Broadway, to hear Rev. Dr. Landis, of Philadel
phia, discom’se on the subject, “Is George Francis Train
insane or not?” The speaker said he had known George
Francis Train for a long time, and had been in communica
tion with him since his incarceration in the Tombs. He
thought that Train was eccentric, peculiarly so, but not in
sane. Every one of his hearers had'his eccentricity, so.had
Train. Train was disputing with those who claimed to he
Christians, and the speaker, after giving his views of the
question, desired to know of the audience Which they con
sidered the most insane, George Francis Train, who taught
the community not to drink, use tobacco, and also the laws
of growth, or those who consigned him to jail. He, the
speaker, would rather die for principle’s sake than sell his
principles to the highest bidder as some of the fallacy Chris
tians of the nineteenth century did. If George Francis
Train had published obscene articles with intent to harm
the public, then he deserved to be sent to jail for it, but he
didn’t believe he had. The speaker considered the church
of to-day an institution that would soon sink, because it was
built upon sand. People ask why Train did not come out of
jail when offered his freedom. Did he do so he would ac
knowledge himself a libeler, and that was simply the reason
pf his refusal. The lecturer was of the opinion that Train
taught the people more regarding the Urns of Nature than all
the priests and ministers put together.
At this point of the lecture one of the audience arose, and
asked the speaker whether he thought Train sane or insane
when he called himself the “Dictator” of the people. The
lecturer replied by stating that he thought Train’s reason
fordoing so was to draw the attention of the people, and he
(the speaker) knew it was very hard to get the attention of
the people to a subject that enhanced their happiness. But for
all that he considered Train eccentric, in fact very eccentric.
He had not appeared before the public to vindicate George
Francis Train,and did not want to debate the subject. At this
point another person arose, and was about to ask the speaker
to solvesome question as to Train’s insanity,when the lecturer
checkmated him by stating emphatically that li e had not come
there for the purpose of debating the question, but chalenged
him or any other man to meet him on the rostrum and
debate any subject whatever; hut the challenge was not atcepted, and the speaker concluded by saying he would lec
ture next Sunday on “ Beecher and Woodhull.”
THE SONG OF THE REVOLUTION.
To Geo. Francis Train. [Fifteen weeks in prison with
out trial, examination, or even accusation in regular in
dictment.]
WHAT THE PEOPLE SEE.

We represent ten millions of fighting men. We have
worked hard all our life-time, and yet most of us are poor.
There has been no period in fifty years where our struggle,
for existence is sp great as at the present hour. We see
princes and palaces, crowded theatres and beaiififvd gambling
salpops, bloated railway corporations, magnifipeut life in
surance buiklipge, pid fashionable hotels organized into
whisky cRhs, We see ptip President ac-pept a bribp pf one
ffl$ug40 dfUars firqpi three liunfirel Pojp’epgpe-tt
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THE BELIGIOITS PRATIDS.

We see the president of the Evangelical Society and chief
of the Y. M. C. A, pay some three hundred thousand dollars
as a compound for defrauding the government of millions,
and the Secretary of the Treasury, a partner .in the swindle,
is rewarded by a State in making him a Senator. We see
bribery and corruption through great and little Credit Mo
bilier rings, sapping the life-blood of republican institutions.
We see churchmen loaded with wealth join demagogues in
the name of religion to rob us of our labor. We see poli
ticians who have stolen forty millions of our wages defy
legislatures, courts and society, their horses and dogs living
on the fat of the land in palace stables, while we, the sons
of toil, the only men who labor, are starving in tenementhouses. All these things we have seen, until at last they
arrest our leader before our eyes, and failing to torture him
to death with the fatal miasma that has made a morgue of
the Tombs—failing to poison him, or burn down the prison—
afraid to bring hinkto trial for fear of destroying the Bible,
and exposing the swindle of the law—they now, to evade the
terrible retribution that awaits their crimes, intend forcing
him into a madhouse, either to murder him or to torture
him into madness.
This note means buisness. We admit we have been led
by demagogues. We admit we have always been wrong;
you have been right.

How long will the blind lead the blind?
/ hereby challenge all mankind.
Upon my honor, a stain to find.
Vive la Commune!

The beardless Monarch of Savoy,
That Prim imported as decoy,
Has gone! Castellar shouts for joy.
Vive la Commune!

We have so long on horrors supped,
The revolution will he abrupt,
The People are themselves corrupt.
five la Commune!

The Republic is declared in Spain,
Amadeus can never raise again
A kingdom on the Spanish main.
Vive la Commune!

Between two thieves they’re crucified,
The Church and State! The Bible lied:
“ God is love.” Bab! God is hate,
His mercy always comes too late,
He uses Church to rob the State.
Vive la Commune!

REPUDIATE THE NATIONAL DEBT.

Help us corral these Congress cattle;
Hark! Do you hear that death-like rattle.
The People have commenced the battle!
Vive la Commune !
Working-men! Pay no taxes,
Start the battle! Grind your axes.
The only thing to save the nation
Is immediate /Repudiation.
Wake up. People! Smash the Rings,
Down ivith Party! Death to Kings.
Vive la Commune.

THE CAUSE oi'!' DESTITUTION.

Get up and fight, you lazy fool;
Starve your children! Pay your Priest!
Kill your wife, you drunken beast;
God made you the rich man’s slave,
So pray yourself into the grave.
Vive la Commune.
THE COMING CRASH.

The English crisis was cabinet bosh,
A Disraeli and Gladstone English “ "Wash,”
Like contract between Grant and Tweed
To slaughter Greeley through Thurlow Weed.
Now coincs struggle between Lombard aud Wall,
To settle which shall be the first to fall.
Belmont has bolted from the haimts of men,
Barlow driven into his Erie den;
Stockwell is down, and soon Jay Gould
Will tumble from the Rings he fooled.
Tricks that are vain, ways that are dark,
Will soon fail Schell and break up Clark.
Then comes the long-expected crash,
Wiping out the Debt in the smash.
Vive la Commune !

EPIGRAM REPLY EROM THE COMING DICTATOR—PLAIN WORDS
PROM THE CHIEP.

To the Central Army of the O. C.—Wait a little, you are
not poor enough yet. The panic is not far off. Pack your
families away in Potter’s field. Wallow in the mud of
slavery awhile longer. Drown yourselves in whisky in order
to drown your sorrows. You must have an empty stomach
before the head fills up. I did not tell you to act ? Of course
not. Are you children ? Are you nobody ? Have you been
so long led by the nose you have no individuality of - your
own ?
I prefer to be in this stinking hole to leading an army of
dogs. When you admit my power is supreme, that I am a born
leader, who defies your paid votes, your paid advocacy, and
despises your cowardice based on ignorance; when you agree
to change the thousand lying, swindling church and party
thieves who are running the nation for one man, who has
the courage, the truth, the spotless character, the inspira
tion of the patriot and the statesman; when, I say, you
raise the flag for the coming Dictator, the only man that can
rescue the Republic and save the people, then I will advise
you; meanwhile, read these flying thoughts flashing out of
the torture of the Chamber of Horrors in the Council of the
Damned:
_
*
From “ a Man of Unsound Mind, though Harmless.”

OVERBOARD WITH THE BIBLE—OBSCENITY MUST BE ABOL
ISHED.

Down with the deadly upas tree,
Opposed to Morals, Progress, Science,
Manhood, Truth, Self-Reliance,
A dirty collection of “ obscene ” fables,
Innocent Cains and murdered Abels..
Contradictions in God’s Holy Word
Have made Religion and Christ absurd.
Does my irreverence your feelings shock?
My church is founded on Pagan Rock,
And not on Colfax’ Christian sound,
Or Dodge and Beecher holy ground.
And would you to yourself he true,
Do what you are afraid to do !
Vive la Commune!

EPIGRAM.

From the Prisoner of State in the Tombs to the Strikers
who have Nothing to Strike.
Vive Lei Commune!
I would recall my early dreams,
But they are dead to me;
As well with last year’s withered leaves
Eeclothe a this year’s tree;.
It is not what I might have been,
But what I yet may he 1

THE DOWNPALL OP SUPERSTITION.

Ye lecherous churchmen! Take care,
A Thinker is loose! Swindlers beware!
I ask no quarter! I accept no grace,
My worship is nature, my Heaven is space.
Smash up, break down, those Bible links,
Let every man say what he thinks.
We may as well go down to the base,
There is no God! There's nothing but space!
The perfect world by Adam trod,
The poets say was made by God.
Gibbon, Rosseau, Voltaire, Paine,
All trimmed for power a place to gain!
God is a myth! a priestly fraud
Got up for money, and called The Lord!
Man made God! not God made man,
The universe is where the world began.
There was no beginning—is no end,
No God ivas needed Ms love to send,
Vive la Commune!

The man who represents a holy cause.
The Bastile victim of unjust laws,
May well despise the world’s applause,
Vive la Commune !
AUX ARMES ! EN AVANT!

Tax the Stomach, tax the Passions,
Tax Oorneption and the Fashions,
Tax the Churches! tax the Priest!
Tax the Bible—X\nxi at least
Will wake them up! stop the tap!
Shut off the cock! snap the cap!
Kill the kisses! shoot them down!
Risk the fate of old John Brown,
And when they fire, burn the town!
Vive la Commune!

EDUCATING THE PEOPLE POR SELP-RELIANCE.

If God made the world, who made God?
Who did Cain marry in land of Nod?
Oxygen dissolves nature night and clay,
And works humanity into clay.
This eternal, never-ending change,
Goes on forever in Creation’s range.
Why should Heaven and Hell make men afraid,
When the Gods and Devils by men are made.
Let man all nature’s lessons rehearse
As part of mystery’s universe.
Man himself is heaven, hell and God,
Why should he follow where others trod?
Lay your creeds and dogmas on the shelf,

For ourfathers are praying for pauper pay,
Our mothers with death's Mss are white.
Our sons are the rich man's serfs by day,
And our daughters his slaves by night.
HOW THE CHURCH MAKES SLAVES OP THE WORKMEN.

-r
'p
'J4
Leave me alone, you canting dogs,
Thunder in your pulpit fogs
Shout for Jesus! beg and pray,
Leave me alone; get out the way.
Talk not to me of hosts of friends,
My Divinity shapes its ends.
Vive la Commune!

If you follow God believe in self.
God’s leading question from the first day,
Through all his saints is—Will it pay?
Events give life to epochs and aims
As mountains rise out of the plains.
New impulses, inspirations,
Invigorate the life of nations.
The disease is oozing from the pores;
The rotting ulcers are filthy sores.
Strike the root! Let the splinters fly;
Better in action live than in torpor die.
Vive la Commune!

The editor of the Sun, if is reported, was the subject of
prayer, by a devout gathering, last week. Thanks. We
can, in no other way, account for the rush for back numbers
of the Sun. Tilden will accept this test of the efficacy of
prayer.—Editor J. A. Lant, Toledo Sun.
THE LIGHTING OF THE EUROPEAN PIRES,

The steady strain that never stops
Is mightier than the fiercest shock/
The constant fall of water-drops
Will groom the adamantine rock/
We feels our noblest powers decay
Infeeble wars with every day.

Maecaroni Primo abdicates
Spanish Pronunciamento States,
Kings are flying, says the Pates,
Viva la Commune!

The Monarchies are tumbling down,
The next will be the English Crown;
Shall we forget our oivn John Brown?
Vive la Commune!

TFe now see that this country is ruled from England, and
the import of five thousand millions of trash in ten years
has come out of us the people. Now what are to do? We
are ready for immediate action. You see the reports of all
the trades for the coming strikes. We await your counsel
and«obey your orders. We have not acted before for reasons
known to you. You agreed to give the signal, but we are
tired of waiting. If you are taken to the asylum the streets
will run with blood. We therefore ask you not to leave us
to act too impulsively. What are we to do?
Please write us an epigram reply, as we too wish to test
your “sanity.” Cover as wide a field as you choose^n reply.
(Here follow the names of fifty men belonging to different
trades, and many of whose names are well known to the
public. We suppress them for obvious reasons.)

REBUKING THE PEOPLE.

\

IS

When a great man disappears
Over his grave they shed their tears,
And ever greet his name with cheers.
five la Commune!

THE IGNORANCE OP THE AGE.

Is genius now allowed to soar?
Has thought more scope than ever before?
Philosophers, wise men on his staff,
Once got their grub to make the monarch laugh;
Once minstrel-poet dined with the cook,
Before in the hall his harp he took,
As now the Laureat’s pension pays,
For puffing king's coronation days!
When doctor was barber-gossip of the day,
Science entertained the sovereign for pay.
When Theology seized Science by the throat.
Geology did its tenets and dogmas choke.
Aristotle knew more of animals and birds
Than all our colleges with all their words.
Would you know how feebly our knowlege speaks ?
Look back and study the classic Greeks.
If living in the United States
Would they confound fish with sharks and skates?
Those ancients, two thousand years ago,
Fbrgot more than we shall ever know.
Our manhood has fallen to zero.
Live, moral coward! Die, martyred hero !
Vive la Commune
******
REVOLUTIONS COME PROM TRIPLES.

God’s love is only dollars and cents ;
The love of man means great events,
Christianity all progress stifles—
The world itself is made of trifles.
Gravitation came from apple’s fall,1
And Arab camp-fire gave glass to all.
A little tea-k6ttle gave a dreamer
The thought that made railroad and steamer
The sun shadow on stone—the shade and light
Gave mankind the daguerreotype.
Talma gave Napoleon a trifling loan,
And millions fell with dying groan.
A duel trial founded Rome;
A cup of tea made Columbia’s Home;
Old Slitter’s saw mill on the range
The commerce of the world did change,
A golden apple caused the fall of Troy,
And paper kite from a Boston hoy
Gave mankind the magnetic wire.
Showing trifles great things inspire.
So this Bastile outrage in this cell,
Will grind to powder the pulpit hell.
The silent grief breaks the steadfast will;
In depth of sea the waters are still.
You’ll worship the chief in the grave-yard mould
When you discover that his lips are cold!
Vive la Commnne !
THE CHIEP STRIKES OUT PROM THE SHOULDER,

I decline your counsel; your advice I despise;
Your God and your church is made up of lies.
If you mean action where nature dwells.
Follow your leader, as infidels.
Between falsehood and truth God gives you
Get up and work, let every man rejoice.
Work with brain, and hand and heart;
Get up, you sluggard, and act your part,
I mark your friendship in your frown.
. Don't be so sure, they've got me down.
Away with sympathy and prayers,
You are Unworthy the chief who dares
The horn leader of the blue blood raoe^
Who dares to strike the church in tbe facq
And choke this fact down its lying breath
Here’s a man that’s not afraid of death,
GRINDING THE PEOPLE INTO ACTION—FORWARD, MARCH!

Slave speech, slave press, slave church, slave trade!
See what Christian avarice made!
Presses destroyed! speakers mobbed! closed halls!
Nothing left of freedom but prison walls.
Let the vicious insult the pure;
Rich men tread upon the poor;
Kick them, curse them, grind them down.
Trodden worms will always turn,
But cowards only frown,
Death for death; life for life;
Hand on throat; knife to knife,
Vive la Commune?
Roug el de Lisle, wrote La Marsellaise,
And made the revolution blaze,
So I am passing my college days.
Vive la Commune !
I look beyond the common crowd,
As sunshine pierces through a cloud;
Ye ring-made thieves prepare your shroud.
Vive la Commune !
How dare you look a man in the face
After four months in this Christian place?
Cowards and serfs, you kneel to. God,
You crawl, you beg, you never trod
The soil of manhood. You only cry
To be a dog and eat, and lie.
Starve your children. Pay your priest.
Destroy your wife. Disgrace the beast,
God makes you the rich mans slave—
Got up and fight your life to save.
Vive la Commune /
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the impersonation of chivalry and heroism! But I must
THE INJUSTICE OP OUR CHRISTIAN SYSTEM.
The lamppost! the lamppost! hear that cry.
stop. Good-bye!
You robbed the people, prepare to die,
Look at the example mothers give their daughters, and we
Your own, forever (long as we last),
J. T.
You say you didn’t, toe say ym lie.
wonder at the result. Look at our corner rowdies, and we
Vive la Commune !
wonder that our cells are packed. Look at our executions,
Geo. Francis Train,
THE CREDIT MOBILIER OE AMERICA.
and we wonder that the gallows has lost its terror! Just
(Just before being sent to tbe Lunatic Asylum.) think of sending a man with all his “imperfections on his
New York, March 27,1873.
Tbe Tombs, Cell 50, Murderers’ Row, March 1873.
head” before his Maker with the fal-de-rol obituary that Geo. Francis Train :
(Fourteenth week.)
Rear Sir—Would you please give me your opinion of the
he died a penitent, while the poor wretch may—far from
“ Credit Mobilier” and you would confer a favor on one of
thinking of either his sins or his soul—have evinced his your
well-wishers. Yours truly,
THE TOMBS LUNATIC ASYLUM.
feelings at the sacred remembrance of some dear living or
C. A. McCullough.
Reporter.—Have you any new points to give us to-day, Mr. departed one no longer near to say a “ good-bye” to him!
MR TRAIN’S REPLY.
Train, or letters that wo can copy ?
DOWN WITH THE BRUTxVL GALLOWS.
C. A. MC. :
Mr. Train.—There is a big mail this morning. Take any
MY OPINION OE THE C. M. ? CERTAINLY.
Goodness me, is justice such a tyrant that a whole life
thing you like, not marked private. There’s a note with an
1. When I organized it in 1864, after building the U. P., I
Epigram reply from the radicals of Syracuse, and another passed in a jail will not appease her?
You see, I abhor capital punishment. Do please come out intended to develop American industry and stop five thou
from the great actress, the greatest in her line, Matilda
Heron. She is very sensitive about the press, but I see of your rat-hole down there, and scourge the infamy from sand million dollars importations, which propped up Euro
our State at least!
pean thrones while starving American workmen.
nothing in the note but what tells to her credit.
After all, the whole swindle is hut a seven-days’ wonder,
2. As managed by the ring, it was a gigantic machine es
A NOTE FROM CAMMILLE, THE GREAT ACTRESS,
while servitude would be a life-time, life-long example.
sential to show up the corruption of Congress and the rotten
TO THE PRISONER OP STATE.
But I am too prosey this morning, and shall afflict you no ness of our present system.
Geo. Francis Train,
Sunday Morning.
further. Ever grateful for your recent kindness to me in
Founder of the C. M.
California, and sincerely gratified in the pleasure of your
TOUCHING PINGERS THROUGH THE IRON GRATING,
If a man’s popularity and fame is measured by the auto
graph hunters, Mr. Train must be the sensation of the age,
r Good Mr. Train—Here I am quietly pondering on the acquaintance, I am, very respectfully,
Your obedient servant,
Matilda Heron.
as his mail bag is crowded.
event of yesterday.
Mr. Geo. Francis Train, )
Here is one we note going over the country:
While I know that, as events go these times, nothing can ToTombs
Prison, N. Y. City, f
surprise you, still my humble visit to your cell may require a
Charles P. Bacon (Reportorial Depart ment),
MR. TRAIN’S EPIGRAM REPLY TO MATILDA HERON.
few words of explanation.
Care Hartford Cowant.
Had
you
chosen
some
bright
and
cheerful
morn
Beyond your cross-barred gridiron boundary, where we
Kind regards to Hawley, Goodrich & Co.
Instead
of
wanderinsr
through
the
storm,
had the liberal liberty of shaking fingers instead of hands, it
<
From the Bastile chief in Murderers’ Row;
Your presence here in Murderers’ How,
was impossible for me to express the nature of my errand. I
Hartford some fifty autographs has taken,
Zike the rest would have been to see the show.
will endeavor to do so now.
O how the Courant wishes to save its Bacon.
But it was the impulse of a noble heart
Frankly and solemnly I beg to assert that it was for your
G. F. T.,
That brought you to the Tombs to act your part.
advice.
President M‘. C.
One must suffer themselves to feel
The advice of a brother to a sister.
The power to represent Camille.
;;s
*
*
*
*
And so my card, through the iron panel,
MATILDA HERON’S AUTOBIOGRAPHY.
Reporter.—Has Judge Brady made any decision on the
Let you talk with Simmons, Stokes and Scannell.
Apart from the Divine belief which has been transmitted
question of error in the Comstock indictment?
These Murderers down here in the Tombs
to me through the bitter crucible of sad experience, and
Mr. Train.—He informed Councillor Mott, I learn to-day,
Are only individual Communes.
which gives me the wondrous endowment of the sweet,
Your autobiography is sure to pay:
privately, that he thought it would hold, notwithstanding
peaceful nature, and almost childlike simplicity which I posThe world should know what made your hair so gray.
General Chatfield’s argument; but nothing was said in open
.sess; still I am admonished by a certain fatality in my fam
The private story of Matilda Heron’s strife
court; nor have I received any official notice of being taken
With injustice will show a most eventful life.
ily to look to the material worldly welfare of my little
there.
But before the book, why not take the lecture stage
Bijou (my daughter).
Reporter.—Has anything been done regarding the Lunacy
And
recite
the
tale?
Camille
would
be
all
the
rage,
Now, you see, Mr. Train, about that business yesterday,
Commission, Mr. Train?
Commence
at
the
Cooper!
astonish
New
York,
concerning the publication of the history of my life, I am
Just at this point a note was handed to Mr. Train which he
All the world would floclc to hear the actress talk.
puzzled from head to foot. Sometimes discouraged and
glanced at and handed to the reporter. (This was on the
Geo. Francis Train,
heart-sick in my battle against the stream, I say to myself :
back in pencil.)
Matilda, suppose you take a back seat and go down foot ? (Who held one thousand and thirty conventions of the people
NOTE TO MR. MOTT.
on
successive
nights,
immense
paid
audiences
on
his
way
Then comes the ever-present silent voice, still whispering,
Rear Mr. M.—Sick in bed; can’t come down; nor shall I
to
the
White
House
for
liberty,
and
brought
up
in
the
“Goon!” And I am going on; and with heaven’s help I
leave my cell again until free or forced into court. What
Tombs at last for quoting the Bible. Gloria in excelcis.)
shall keep going on. I have been 27 years on the route and
have you done about King? He must have the open air
The Tombs, cell 56,
|
soon or he is a dead man! Poor fellow, it is infamous to
am now convinced that I have only now found the right
Murderers’ Row, March 31st. )
murder men legally and officially.
G. F. T., Cell 56.
“ Train ” to reach my haven by.
I want your advice. Shall I publish this rigmarole about
NOTE FROM COUNSELLOR MOTT.
my life or shall I not? Of course there is a mint of money
SYRACUSE DISCUSSES THE OUTRAGE.
Tombs, March 31, 1873.
in it—-dramatic, sensational, tragic, comic, farcial and other
Syracuse, N. Y., March 29, 1873.
KING TO BE TAKEN TO THE HOSPITAL TO SAVE HIS LIFE.
wise. How could it escape success?
Rear Mr. Train—Your conduct at the present time com
Lord, Lord, what one of the San Francisco reporters would mands the admiration of every lover of liberty in this coun Geo. Francis F. Train, Esq. :
My Rear Sir—I found upon inquiry that application had
vive for it, if he had anything to do with it! What a grace- try, and alarms the tyrannical church power that would en
forsaken pack, eh ? Why I could have bought a cart-load of slave us all. Your imprisonment was the subject of discus-, been made to have King removed to hospital, and therefore
them packed as thick as salted herring for the bptter earned sion at our Radical Club last Sunday evening. We know it was quite nunecessary for me to send a letter.
THE COMMISSION DE lunatico'ENQUIRENDO BEFORE JUDGE
wages of my week’s laundryingby a ching-chon—John China you will triumph. Stand firm.
—washerman.
Faithfully yours,
H. D. Green,
DALY.
Cor. Secretary Radical Club.
THE SAN FRANCISCO PRESS UNDER A CLOUD.
I am sorrow you have decided not to “ come down again
THE PRESS WAKING UP AT LAST.
Speaking of these ducks of the quill who pecked so merci
unless free.” I think you had better reconsider that and see
P. S.—The Syracuse Courier has afine editorial in your favor me now, for they have already issued, returnable on Thurs
lessly at the poor Heron. T he chief of the roost, has just ar
rived here in the dignified escort of a U. S. officer as a crib- this morning. The public are waking up. You are the day night at four o’clock, by Chief-Justice Daly, of the
ber of $30,000 (thirty thousand dollars) Government property, greatest “ elephant ” the young Christians ever had on their Common Pleas Court, to test the question of your mental
hands. Everybody thanks the Sun for shining on the Tombs. condition, and something must he done. I must talk with
b.—Virtue is its own reward !
H. L. G.
you in order to make necessary arrangements. If you cannot
THE BOOK A TRIBUTE TO THOSE NO MORE AS WELL.
THE “LUNATIC’S EPIGRAM-REPLY,
come down, I must come up to see you.
About this “History of my Life” even you may wonThis matter will not do to go on without proper attention.
der, my fellow maniac as you are, that I would bestow H. L. G-. and the Radical Club:
Very respectfully,
’Tis kind of yon, my good friend Green,
so chaste a piece of truth to this corrupted world. I will
John O. Mott,
To shake bo warmly a hand “ obscene.”
teil you how I first contemplated it. Because it was sug
51 Chambers Street.
If Syracuse is the Empire Huh,
gested to me so frequently by those who, by sea and land
Shake the State with your Eadical club,
half over the world, have been pleased to listen to the little
Well may the Radicals come to time.
pastime anecdotes of my curious life. Then, again, it is due
THE SHERIFF’S JURY.
The fight is their’s as well as mine
to the dead, whose names are raked from their graves and
The complete destruction of the press
At this point Mrs. General Chatfield came to the bars to
daily sent to me by hand and post, couched in language
Will rouse the sluggards at last, I guess.
say that General C. had just received a letter from Judge
meant to sting my already lacerated heart; but, praise to
The hell-hounds still follow the Woodhull trail—
Daly, saying that Thursday, at three, a Sheriff’s jury would
Under
a
hundred
thousand
dollars
bail,
Heaven, only give me strength to more bravely hear my
be appointed to test the question of lunacy, and we learned
While for same offence, through some mischance,
wounds!
subsequently that Counsellor Mott and the General, who
1
can
go
on
my
own
recognizance
!
Talk of obscene literature! May Heaven forgive my
have taken up this matter on behalf of the people and the
A hundred thousand, says your Meredith Moore.
‘enemies! And if some day a black sheep should enter their
liberty of the citizen, held a conference on the matter.
Bricklayers, are coming to break down my door.
fold, may the angel Charity stand at their door and conceal
While your press spits out its vile abuse
Several distinguished counsel have proffered their services,
the skeleton! ' Aye! even in greater proportion than they
I shall take no stock in Syracuse.
and the trial bids fair to be the most extraordinary on rec
are now exposing so cruelly my unfortunate recently de
It was rum, and preachers, wh—dom and malt
ord. Clark Bell, Esq., Mr. Train’s private lawyer, has also
ceased relatives! (This is my mode of dispensing Christian
Turned Lot’s wife into a pillar pf salt.
entered the field on behalf of the people in earnest.
maxims!)
Geo. Francis Train,
But, as I was saying about this publication—do, dear sir
(Who does not believe in Beecher’s God).
THE LAWYERS COMING TO THE RESCUE OF THE
and friend, give me your advice, firmly believing that you
are the only living friend I have on earth to turn to for it. The'Tombs, Cell 56, Murderer’s )
“LUNATIC.”
Row,
Marph
31.
)
The poor make no new friends, and the daisies have long
Office of Titus & Jordan, j
since covered the last of those who so long and faithfully
Attorneys aud Counsellors at Law, |
19 Nassau Street, New York, j
were such to me!
NEW JERSEY TO THE RESCUE.
Monday, March 31, 1873. J
Thank Heaven that George Francis Train is still with us!
Vineland, N. J., Saturday, March 29.
My Rear Train—
f Be pleased to convey to me your answer as early as con NEW JERSEY TO THE PRONT—DOWN WITH THE HYPOCRITES.
OPEN THE DOOR TO YOUR FRIENDS.
venient, as the publisher is awaiting my final decision.
Glorious George Francis Train—When I wrote you this
I
cannot
understand
why it is that you persistently ignore
TALKING WITH THE MURDERERS.
morning, I had not seen yesterday’s Sun. Bless Tennie C.
my proffered kindness and good-will toward you. You seemed
Claflin
for
coming
to
welcome
you
at
the
Tombs,
and
glory
to
By the way, I had a pleasant little time with you all down
to have tabooed all professional advice and friendship, as if
there. With what a world of thought it has furnished my the fates that they and you have gone into partnership ! Now lawyers were proverbially treacherous.
your united efforts will shake the world as it has never been
mind!
I have labored to impress you that within my bosom there
“ Murderers’ row!” Dear me, how we prate about justice shaken yet, you ivill raise the Bastile, you will smash the beats a heart, warm with grateful emotions, and, toward
Bible,
you
will
abolish
all
this
Christianity!
G
o
ahead
and
being" blind—and what has poor justice to do with the whole
you in particular a tie produced by former associations, that
of it ? It is we who are blind, who, through our stiff-necked do so! You helped them, aud now they return their fitting can never be broken. I am indignant at the harsh and unbe
ignorance, will not unscale our eyes and look out upon compliment, and you and they become the complement. coming treatment daily visited upon you by those arrayed
That was worthy of a bigger God than ever existed yet—to
the truth.
in a “little brief authority.”
I assure you, Mr. Train, I begin to fear that the greater go back into the Bastile after they had dragged you out by
THE INFAMY OF THE GOVERNMENT.
force,
go
hack
to
rot
and
die
with
the
murderers,
unless
they
part of our ills and evils in this world springs from the per
They deprive you of liberty; and now seek to destroy the
nicious teachings, false examples and audacious ignorance could have justice done them! That will yet upheave the
of those who have the peace of our hearts, the purity of our Tombs! Still more, to-morrow, shall I contrast Beecher and consciousness of your individuality. They send medical
you! One the quintessence of mean selfishness, the other men to torture you with theories which science can never
lives, and the salvation of our souls in care.
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explore, and are but, at best, crude speculations of men, who, the plenitude of its wisdom and the ripe development of its untold anguish, I yet have attained, through that experience,
a growth of soul that I could not otherwise have reached. If,
by their practice, have gangrened the world with temporizing experience, to issue the following notice, to wit:
expedients.
‘ ‘ The Religio-Philosophieal Society has granted a letter of in living out my sacred convictions, I wounded his feelings
and crucified his pride, doubtless the law of compensation
KING THE ALARM BELLS—HOIST THE HANGER SIGNALS.
fellowship, on the 20th of March, 1873, to Sister Sophia
will not be powerless in his behalf.
My dear, kind friend, will you listen to those who would Woods, of Burlington, Yt., constituting her a regular min
That I still love all that is beautiful and divine in your
roll back this tide of Christian persecution? I feel, for one, ister of the gospel, and authorizing her to solemnize marriage
friend’s nature—and there is much—and remember as the
you must be vindicated by strong hands and bold hearts. I according to law. Also, on the 22d March, 1873, to Brother
object of my once blind and utter devotion, and the father
do want to test this inconsequential surface reasoning of Warren Woodson, of Dansville, New York.”
of the three little sons I went into thevalley of death itself
these bold innovators.
THEREFORE WE, SANCHO THE FIRST, of the Island to bring him, is to me so natural and beautiful a thing, that
HERE ME EOR THE CAUSE.
of Barrataria, desire all our loving lieges to give good heed I should as soon think of apologizing for God as of conceal
When your cause comes to be tried upon this Commission
to the same, /md We furthermore commend all priests, ing or blushing for it. Mr. Smith knows all this, and to hie
of Lunacy, will you allow me to act as your friend and adviser ?
credit be it spoken honors me for it. In this age of hypoc
Christian, Mohammedan, Brahministic, Buddhist or Pagan,
Tell me—you whose body is imprisoned, and whose mind,
risy and lies, where every second soul you meet wears a mask
with its noble aspirations and scientific research, they seek to receive into loving communion all people whatsoever, who and lives a sham, it is good to walk unvailed before God and
to destroy, because you stand in the front ground of that may he indorsed as speakers, teachers, binders and loosers, man. You conclude by saying that Mr. Cuppy “still retainscause which seeks to emancipate the world—tell me, will you or undertakers, by the aforesaid Religio-Philosophieal Society an interest in your welfare.” If he could forget the woman
allow me to stand by you and offer you the consolations of of the United States.
who lavished upon him such love as comes but once in a life,,
unpurchased friendship. If so, let me hear from you and I
AND WHEREAS, it having come to our ears that there who poured out freely the life blood of a heart whose “very
will immediately come to see you.
are a number of male and female scalawags teaching with sands were gold” at his feet—if he could do this, he were less;
I want to test Dr. Hammond’s theories by a practical ex
than man. But enough of this; he best knows what I have
out authority from the aforesaid Society, and aiming to over
hibition of your own ability to demonstrate their falsity.
been and am, in the silence of his soul he will do me justice..
turn
the
present
cheerful,
happy,
singularly
truthful
and
Those who have once loved, even though forever divided by
Your friend,
eminently moral condition of the human family, by insti circumstances, habits and connections, must remember."
J. Parker Jorhan,
tuting industrial, financial, legal, physical, social and other tenderly their past, if they are not degraded or infamous;,
of Titus & Jordan.
andean rise above the petty jealousy and hate of vulgar"
reforms—
MR. train’s epigram replt.
THIS IS TO GIVE NOTICE to all such malcontents to minds. In the life beyond I hope you will learn to estimate;
J. P. J.betake themselves as speedily as may be convenient to the more truly the motives and character of
My good friend, you must not grieve
Laura Cuppy Smith..
place of meeting of the aforesaid Religio-Philosophieal
“Hard work getting over Jm'dan, I believe”—
Society, there to beseech it to arm them with proper au
You yourself in prison would stick,
MR. BEECHER AND “PROMISCUITY.”
If you had your enemy, Titus, a brick.
thority before they again open their mouths for the purpose
(Is it necessary to explain that pun?
of edifying the great family of mankind:
Dying in a vault is such Christian fan !)
If I understand Mrs. WoodhulTs views on frea love,, theyWhosoever neglects to obey this proclamation in any par
General Chatfield and lawyer Mott,
are to this effect: If Mr. Beecher meets Mrs~ Willis,, and
ticular will not fail to incur Our high displeasure.
As private citizens, have cast their lot
they both find a strong tendency toward each other, a
With mine, and have commenced the war
Signed and sealed in, and promulgated from our Spanish strong affinity for each other—sexual affinity—they have the
In this struggle for liberty and law.
Castle, in the Island of Barrataria, by US, “Gubernator et right of every law of love to meet upon that plane of love;
The field is wide, the laborers few.
Pontifex Maximus,” of the same.
SANCHO.
that is, they have the right to enjoy each other sexually for
See them and organize a Waterloo, too.
the pleasure and profit [it is said where affinity is perfect
■———•—»—■e»—<------------Shall be glad to see you in my cell.
between two persons that intercourse is a great builder-up,
Yon fought the Woodhull battle well.
LAURA GUPPY SMITH.
If the court is sane in its Beecher hive,
of the brain and nerves and tissues of the body] to be;
I am the maddest man alive.
obtained thereby; also, if he meet half-a-dozen women be^
The following letter, written over a year since by one tween himself and whom this same tendency or affinity
Ce@. Francis Train
Avhom all who know her love, is strikingly characteristic of seems to be present, the same law that gave him the right,
P. S.—Suppose you call at Twenty Nassau
the purity of purpose by which she is governed. Such peo in the first instance gives it 4n the other six. The law that,
And see Clark Bell, Attorney-at-Law,
ple can bear to stand unveiled beforethe world. It finds a makes sexual intercourse between two persons right is tlm
He drove the Union Pacific team,
place in these columns unknown to the writer, who we hope law of reciprocation. If both have the same strong sexual
And says he intends to run this machine.—Q. F. T.
will pardon us for bringing it before the public ; and if she desire to meet for tbe highest pleasure on the selfish sexual
(The Champion Lunatic, who proposes to boss the Asylum.)
do not, the better understanding it will give to the world of plane, this strong desire is the law that gives the, right..
Cell 5G, the Tombs, Murderer’s Row.
one of its noblest characters will compensate us for any This maybe promiscuity, but not prostitution. Prostitution,
censure she may lay at our door. The subject of it is suf is the yielding of woman to man’s desire without recipro
cating the same pleasure or desire; and this: is what most;
NOTE, WITH A BEAUTIFUL BOUQUET.
ficient explanation :
marriages are; there may be some exceptions. Promiscuity
The National Railway Company, )
No. 357 West Fifteenth Street, )
where sexual affinity is present never is productive ef:
96 Liberty Street, New York, April 2,1873. )
February 28, 1872. f
sexual disorders; while prostitution, which is the absence of.
Dear Mr. Train—Please accept these flowers, with my Doctor--------:
Dear Sir—Your letter of February 23d duly received. I sexual afiinity, is continually producing the most loathsome1
’ regards.
Chas. K. Seaman (on behalf of a lady).
perused with some surprise your sentiments with regard to disease.
For proof of the farmer is the undiseased condition of the;
my retention of Mr. Cuppy’s name. In reply I beg to state,
THE RUSH IN BOSTON FOR “THE WEEKLY.”
that at the time of my marriage with Mr. Smith, I attempted members of the Oneida Community; for proof of the latter^
(Extract from a Private Letter.)
to dispense with it, but from the hills of New England and see the sanitary laws respecting the social evil in St. Louis,.,
Boston, April 1,1873.
the quiet homesteads of the middle States to the flowery val and inquire of any physician in cities who makes the dis
Live forever!—I have read Mr. Train’s inimitable produc
leys of the Pacific and beneath the shadows of the Sierras, I eases of houses of infamy a speciality.
tions in Mrs. Woodhull’s Weekly. I had got the paper of
shamefacedness.
was known as Laura Cuppy and had made the name re
her agent, under the Adams House, in Washington street,
The reason why the people object to the public diaeus&io®
spected. Through me, at least, it has never been associated
early this morning, for I expected it would contain some
with cowardice or baseness in word or deed, and the public of the subject of tbe sexual relations is because they have
thing good. I could scarcely wait for the paper to arrive, so
have refused to call me by any other. I at first requested abused these highest functions of their natures. They have
great was my suspense.
*
*
*
*
E. B. T.
Chairmen t«* introduce me as Laura Smith, and in doing so used these powers for excessive pleasur*—pleasure that
No. 4 Montgomery Place.
they would iiivariably add “ better known to you as Laura has beeu no pleasure but physical aud mental prostration,
Cuppy;” my letters would come from the post-office with or they have been used where there was no sexual affinity.
Mrs. Woodhull:
Cuppy added by the clerk—in short, such confusion resulted The unnatural use of any faculty will produce an unnatural
Dear Friend—I want to' be your agent here for the sale of
mental condition, aud the unnatural use of amativeness has
Mr. T.’s book. If you can let me have them in ten days’ or from the efforts to disentangle myself from a name, certainly
produced a feeling of shame for the mention of these facul
two weeks’ time, I can remit you the money in advance. I the reverse ef euphonious, that I abandoned the attempt.
ties. Use every faculty as nature’s laws dictate, and no
am satisfied the book will go off like hot cakes. I should want You express a fear lest the retention of the name may dis
shame will be the result; but we will be able to talk of them
posters in advance, to get up a sensation, and then bill the turb the harmony of my domestic relations. In response to
all and their uses in perfect freedom from shame.
that
clause
in
your
letter,
permit
me
to
say
that
Mr.
Smith
city with the Train ordinance. I have your last paper.
M„ T. H.
Splendid! Yeu do right, and I glory in your pluck. I tried and myself regret exceedingly that we submitted to the
to see you when you were at Parker's, before you delivered mockery of a “ legal marriage,” or that I followed in any
The Weekly may be obtained from the following per
sort a custom “more honored in. the breach than the ob
your last lecture.
*
*
*
T. B. J. Elliott.
servance ” by taking his name at all. If I thought that Mr. sons and at the following places:
Smith could not accept me with all my antecedents, memo
At all the prominent Newsdealers in New York.
GENERAL DIX AND CISCO TO BE SUPPRESSED.
ries and predilections, I would not live ivith him an hour.
In Boston, at the Adams House, and at No. 1@7 Hanoyer
(Note from Mr. Train1 s Private Counsel.)
Secondly. You think that I owe it to your friend, “in street.
g
Law Offices of Bell, Bartlett & Wilson, )
common generosity, to relinquish his name,” I must confess
In Charlestown, Mass., at 165 Bunker Hill st.
No. 20 Nassau St., April 2,1873.
\
In Worcester, Mass., at the Post Office.
that I am too obtuse to see why I should abandon a name
Dear Geo. Franeis Train—I have received the following that I have brought into some slight note and repute
In Springfield, of Powers Paper Co.
notice from the District Attorney:
In Albany. N. Y., at 498 Broadway.
in a country where the judge was never heard of, and by
City and County of New York, )
which I am known to the general public, because Mr. Cuppy
In Utica, at Lowell’s News Depot.
District Attorney’s Office.
S'
is occasionally questioned regarding his relation to myself,
In Rochester, N. Y., 58 Buffalo st.
The People vs. G. F, Train.
In Philadelphia, 918 Spring Garden st.
especially when I accord him carte blanche to respond in any
Indictment for Publishing Obscene Literature.
In Pittsburgh, from Pittsburgh News Co.
Clark Bell, Esq., Counsel, etc.: Dear Sir.—Please take notice way he thinks proper. When I left for California, I should
In Cleveland, Ohio, at 16 Woodland ave. ;
the investigation as to the sanity of the above-named de have resumed the name of McAlpine, from choice, as that
fendant will take place before Chief Justice Daly and a jury, borne by my beloved living children; but in order to do so,
In Detroit, of P. P. Field, Fisher’s Block.
on Thursday, April 3, 1873, at 11 o’clock, a.m., in the Court I should have been compelled to insert a card of explanation
In Cincinnati, at 164 Vine st.
of Common Pleas, in the New Court-house.
in the Banner, which, at
e, would have pained Mr.
In Louisville, Ky., at 310 Market st.
Yours very truly,
Benj. K. Phelps,
Cuppy exceedingly; therefore I abstained—a weakness and
In Kokomo, Ind., from Joseph Maudlin.
District Attorney.
forbearance to which I am indebted for this very unpleasant
In Battle Creek, Mich., from E. R. Smith.
New York, April 1,1873.
In Wilmington, Del., at 313 Market st.
I have subpoenaed our family physicians—Dr. Maroy and correspondence.
Thirdly. You find yourself called upon to explain, and
In Providence, R. L, at the Tillinghast and Mason News
Dr. White—some of the Credit Foncier people, probably
Co.
Governor Dix, John J. Cisco, and Kountze, the banker; Dr. sometimes even to “ prevaricate in my behalf.” I beg you,
In Terre Haute, from A. H. Dooley.
Ralph C. Parsons, Warden Johnson, Commissioner Isaac my dear sir, to do so no more. The truth, and the whole
In Chicago, at 341 W. Madison st.
Bell, General Huested, James Haswell, of the Health Com truth, is my best vindication. I have recently filled an en
In St. Louis, Mo., at 614 N. Fifth st.
gagement,
to
my
own
and
my
friends’
entire
satisfaction,
missioners, and others. I hope your health is improving.
In Kansas City, Mo., at Kansas City News Co.
in Port Huron, Michigan, and I presume the curiosity of
Truly, etc.,
Clark Bell.
---------- ----------------that entire community is quite satisfied. For the rest, my
T
he Pagan Bible, by George Francis Train, in press
whole life is at the world’s service, and will one day be
PROCLAMATION.
published. I .am not ashamed of any part of it, having and will shortly be issued. The greatest and most exciting
always lived out my highest convictions at the times of
Given from this our Island of Barrataria, in the nineteenth action. Theref ore, when in retrospect I discern much in my ly interesting book of the ages. Agents wanted all over
the United States. Sent by mail. Twenty-five cents per
century of the Christian Era.
past betraying the crude impulses and imperfection of an
To all the families, tribes, natives and peoples of the earth, unformed character, I regret nothing and repent nothing, copy; or, Fifteen dollars a hundred, C. O D.,
^Send in your orders to
noting as I do the steady growth and progress of a truthGreeting:
Woodhull, Claflin & Cc» YJS ^
WHEREAS, it having pleased our trusty and well-be- loving and unflinching soul—Godtoard. If, during my e

loyed Religio-Philosophieal Society of the United States, in with Mr. Cuppy, he, in living out his nature, occasioned me

^

w , 48 Broad «t., 2&F
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INSTITUTE,
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544

Third

A-venue,

NEW YORK CITY.

This Institute, organized upon the combined principles of

OLAIRVOYAIsrCE,

MAGKYETISM and

MEDIOI3STE,
Makes a specialty of all those diseases, which, by the Medical Faculty, are usually considered incurable.

Among these may be mentioned

PARALYSIS,
SCROFULA,
RHEUMATISM,
DYSPEPSIA,
EPILEPSY,
CHOREA,
NEURALGIA,
CHRONIC DIARRHOEA,
Diseases of the L.iverf Spleen and Kidneys, and especially

©

* BRIGHT’S DISEASE,
AND

A. 11

Diseases

Decuiliar

to

"Women.

In this last class of complaints some of the most extraordinary discoveries have recently been made, which surmount the difficulties that have heretofore
Stood in the way of their cure. That terrible foe to human life,

C JflL KT €3 ICS JHL 9
Is also conquered by a very simple, but recently-discovered remedy, which by chemical action upon the diseased fungus causes it to separate from the surround
ing parts and to slough off, leaving behind only a healing sore.
The peculiar advantage which the practice at this Institution possesses over all others is, that in addition to all the scientific knowledge of Medical
Therapeutics and Remedial Agents, which the Faculty have, it also has the unerring means of diagnosing diseases through

s

CLAIRVOYANCE,
H

As well as the scientific administration of ANIMAL AND SPIRITUAL MAGNETISM in all their various forms.

The Best Clairvoyants and Magnetic Operators are Always Employed.
This combination of remedial means can safely be relied upon to cure eveiy disease that has not already destroyed some vital internal organ. No mat
ter how often the patient affected in chronic form may have failed in obtaining relief, he should not despair, hut seek it from this, the only Institution where
all the various methods of cure can be combined.
In addition to the cure of disease, Clairvoyant consultations upon all kinds of business and upon all forms of social affairs can also be obtained.
The very best of reference given to all who desire it, both as to disease and consultations.
Reception hours from 9

a. m.

to 9 p.

m.

Invalids who cannot visit the Institute in person can apply by letter. Medicine sent to all parts of the world.
All letters should he addressed,

MAGNETIC HEALING INSTITUTE,
£544 Third Avenne, ISTew Yorh City.

Inflammation of tlie Kidneys, Stomach, and Bowels
Cured.
New York, July 20, 1870.

For several years I have been suffering from an acute disease (inflam
mation of the kidneys and upper part of the stomach and bowels), for
which I had been treated by several of the most eminent and successful
physicians in the vicinity of New York, but without success. 'My disease
seemed to have assumed a chronic form, and I had almost despaired of
ever being cured. Hearing of their success in the treatment of all chronic
diseases, I determined to try their skill, and I am now thankful that I
did, as after the very first operation I commenced to improve, and now,
after a few weeks, I am well, or nearly so.
Hoping that this may induce others who need their services to test
their skill, I cheerfully give this testimony in their favor, and hope that
they may be the means of restoring hundreds of those suffering as I did
to health and strength.
John A, Vajstzant,
Spring Valley, N. Y.

Bright’s Disease of the Kidneys Cured.
®

New York City, Nov. 3, 1869.

Eight years ago I was taken with bleeding from the kidneys, which
has continued at intervals ever since. All the best physicians did me no
good, and finally gave ma np as an incurable case of Bright’s Disease of
the Kidneys. My friends had all lost hope, and I had also given up, as

I had become so weak that I could scarcely walk a block. A friend ad
vised me to go to the Magnetic Healing Institute, and see what could be
done for me there. I went, and after being examined was told I could
he cured only by the strictest Magnetic treatment. The first operation
affected me strangely, sending piercing pains through my back and kid
neys; but I began to improve at once, and now, after one month’s treat
ment, I have returned to my employment and can walk several miles
without fatigue. I can be seen at 101 Clinton avenue, Brooklyn, or at
23 South street, New York.
T. P. Richardson.

Inflammation of the Face and Eyes Cured.
New York City, June 21, 1869.
I had been afflicted for several years by a serious inflammation of the
face, involving the eyes, which were so bad that at times I could not see at
all. ‘ One eye I thought entirely destroyed. I tried various remedies and
the most eminent physicians, but could not even get relief, for the most
excruciating pain accompanied it. As a last resort I applied at the Mag
netic Healing Institute. They explained my disease and said it could be
removed. Though thoroughly skeptical, I placed myself under treat
ment, and, strange as it may seem, am now, after six weeks’ treatment,
entirely cured; the eye I thought destroyed, is also restored. I consider
my case demonstrates that the mode of treating diseases practiced at the
Institute is superior to all others, as I had tried them all without benefit.
^

No, 3 Clinton avenue, near Fletcher street, Brooklyn,

John Fox,

'

